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Abstract

Ubiquitous real-time embedded systems are defined as computer systems that
constantly monitor, respond to, or control external environment. Both functional and
temporal correctness should be guaranteed for such systems, especially safety-critical
systems whose correct operations are vital to ensure the safety of the public and the
environment. The synchronous approach supporting deterministic concurrency is widely
adopted in the design and verification of real-time embedded applications. Due to the
surge in the demand for tools that can be used to model, validate and synthesize
asynchronous systems, a Model of Computation (MoC) named Globally Asynchronous
Locally Synchronous (GALS) has been proposed, providing both asynchronous and
synchronous concurrency while preserving the advantages of the synchronous approach.
A system modelled using GALS MoC consists of a set of subsystems at the top level,
called Clock-Domains (CDs), running asynchronously to each other. A CD comprises a
set of reactions that are running concurrently and synchronously.
Recently, the insatiable demand for performance due to the growing complexity
and more stringent timing requirements of embedded applications make it inevitable to
integrate more Processing Elements (PEs) in a single chip, forming multi-core
architectures. Moreover, in order to meet the resource usage constraints, shared
resources (such as shared memory and input/output) are typically found in multi-core
architecture, which are accessed through a shared bus to which all the PEs are connected.
Due to the lack of methodologies and tools for timing analysis and design optimization
of GALS systems running on multi-core architectures, statically and accurately
determining the timing characteristics of the systems still remains a challenge. In
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addition, the overhead of resolving contentions induced by accessing shared resources
simultaneously cannot be underestimated because it may even offset the benefit brought
by integrating multiple PEs.
This thesis focuses on timing analysis and design optimization of GALS systems
running on time-predictable multi-core architectures. Starting with a scalable Timing
Analysis and Code Optimization (TACO) framework targeting a CD running on a
tandem processor platform, a series of timing analysis and design optimization
techniques are presented in this thesis. A methodology based on design space
exploration is proposed for finding the schedule with Guaranteed Reaction Time (GRT)
for a CD running on a customizable multi-core architecture. This methodology is further
extended by incorporating a novel bus arbitration policy, named Application-Specific
Time Division Multiple Access (ASTDMA), to improve the efficiency of bus bandwidth
utilization and hence reduce the GRT for each CD in a GALS system. Finally, a
methodology is presented for minimizing resource usage for a GALS system with
asynchronous execution of CDs on a multi-core architecture with shared resources.
Another novel bus arbitration policy, named weighted TDMA, is employed by this
methodology in order to improve the efficiency of bus bandwidth utilization.
Experimental results show that the proposed optimization techniques effectively
improve the worst-case performance of the system while maintaining time-predictability.
Due to the fact that the timing analysis is only achievable on a time-predictable
execution platform, the details of the target hardware architectures are given for each
technique presented in this thesis.
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1
Introduction

Embedded systems have penetrated every sector in the market and pervaded every
aspect of our daily lives. Innovations are increasingly triggered by embedded systems
deployed in automotive, transportation, industrial automation, medical equipment, and
numerous other kinds of systems. The pervasive and ubiquitous computing empowered
by embedded systems has fundamentally refashioned modern society. The prevalence of
embedded systems is illustrated by the fact that 94% of the microprocessors produced in
the market are for embedded system products [1]. Today, out of 100 processing devices,
98 are employed in embedded systems [2]. Embedded systems accounted for almost
€852 billion of value worldwide in 2010 [3], and €1,100 billion is expected by 2020 [4].
Embedded systems can be regarded today as one of the liveliest research and industrial
targets. The insatiable demand for computing power and any kind of system
performance continuously challenges state-of-the-art design methodologies and
optimization techniques of embedded systems.
An embedded system is a special-purpose and computer-based system for an
application or product, with the computer completely encapsulated by the device it
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controls. An embedded system may either be an independent system or part of a larger
system. Unlike a general-purpose computer, such as a personal computer (PC), an
embedded system performs pre-defined tasks, usually with very specific requirements.
Since the system is dedicated to a specific task, there is plenty of room for optimization
in terms of performance and cost. Embedded systems are often mass-produced, so the
cost savings may be multiplied by millions of items, which makes embedded systems
highly cost sensitive. The majority of embedded systems have very limited hardware
resources, including computing speed and processing capability of the CPU, size of the
available physical memory, and capacity of the ROM or flash memory that stores code
and data. Moreover, embedded systems have to meet a variety of design constraints,
such as real-time, size, power and reliability constraints. These design constraints
impact every aspect of embedded system design decisions, leading to designs that are
sufficient, instead of powerful.
According to the performance and functional requirements [5], embedded systems
can be classified into real-time, stand alone, networked, and mobile embedded systems.
Amongst these categories, real-time embedded systems are of particular interest to
industry and researchers, because these embedded systems are used in applications
where a single fault can lead to catastrophic damage.

1.1 Real-time Embedded Systems
A real-time system is typically an embedded system where the correctness of the
system behaviour depends not only on the results of the computations, but also on the
physical time when these results are produced [6]. Applications of real-time systems are
ubiquitous and proliferating, spanning a broad spectrum of areas, including the
following: vehicle systems for automobiles and aircraft; traffic control for public
transportation network; process control for power plants and consumer products;
medical equipment; communication and multimedia devices.
The main characteristic that distinguishes real-time computing from other types of
computation is the notion of time [7]. Contrary to other classes of systems, in a real-time
system, the system time (internal time) has to be measured with the same time scale as
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the controlled environment (external time). The major difference between real-time and
non-real-time is marked by the deadline. Any postulated deadline has to be met under
the worst possible circumstances, i.e., when the execution time spent in generating the
results is the longest. Consequently, a real-time system has to be predictable to enable
guaranteeing the required deadlines. Achieving time-predictability is nontrivial and
requires investigation and deployment of methodologies guaranteeing timing properties
at every development stage of an application. Design efforts from both hardware and
software perspectives are required for attaining the time-predictability, which may be at
the expense of performance degradation in a more general sense.

1.1.1 Categorization
Depending on the strictness of the real-time constraints, real-time systems can be
classified into three categories [8]:


Hard real-time systems

A real-time system is called hard if missing its deadline may cause catastrophic
consequences on the environment under control. The time-critical systems are
essentially hard real-time systems. Typical applications can be found frequently in the
automotive and aeronautics domain.


Firm real-time systems

A real-time system is called firm if missing its deadline makes the result
counterproductive, but missing does not lead to catastrophic consequences. Example
application areas include multimedia processing and decision making on stock exchange
orders.


Soft real-time systems

A real-time system is called soft if meeting its deadline is preferable, mainly for
average case performance reasons; however, missing the deadline does not cause
catastrophic damages. Examples of soft real-time systems include communication
systems such as voice over IP, and comfort electronics in vehicles.

1.1.2 Reactive Systems
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Based on their operational patterns, computer systems can be classified into three

broad categories [9]:


Transformational systems compute output values from input values, and then
stop. Most numerical computation programs, payroll programs, and compilers
are transformational systems.



Interactive systems constantly interact with their environment in such a way that
the computers can be viewed as the masters of the interaction. A user calls for
services, the system listens to the user when it can, and it delivers the services
when they are available. Examples of interactive systems include operating
systems without real-time properties, and centralized or distributed databases.



Reactive systems continuously react to stimuli coming from their environment
by sending back other stimuli. In contrast to interactive systems, reactive
systems are purely input-driven and they must react at a pace that is dictated by
the environment. Process controllers or signal processing units are typical
examples of reactive systems.

Real-time Embedded System
Control System

Sensory System

Actuation System

ENVIRONMENT

Figure 1.1: Block diagram of a generic reactive embedded system
Embedded real-time systems are typically reactive in nature as they continuously
monitor and control their environment by reacting to the external stimuli. Figure 1.1
illustrates a generic reactive system which is a typical feedback based system using a
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block diagram. The sensory system collects data by converting physical characteristics
of its environment into electrical signals, while the actuation system changes the
environment by converting the output control signals into certain physical actions in its
environment. In reactive systems, there is an element of uncertainty about when inputs
will arrive, which adds to the complication of reactive system design and verification.

1.2 Design Challenges of Real-time Embedded Systems
Modern real-time embedded systems are facing new design challenges due to recent
trends in applications and technology. These challenges lead to intensive research on
new methodologies for real-time embedded system design and verification, as well as
the tool-chain development. In this section, several design trends and challenges are
introduced.

1.2.1 Productivity Gap
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Figure 1.2: Design and verification productivity gap [10]
According to Moore’s Law [11], the number of transistors on a chip doubles every
18 months. In contrast, design methods for real-time embedded systems are improving
at a much slower pace: the productivity of designers of embedded systems only
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increases annually by 20% [12]. This results in an exponentially increasing design
productivity gap, which prevents embedded system designers from making full use of
the additional transistors provided by the developments in process technology. In
addition, with the intensifying complexity of embedded system design, the lack of
verification methods and tools to guarantee specific system properties has led to an
enlarging verification gap [13].
Formal methods are widely adopted in embedded system verification. Formal
methods use rigorously specified mathematical models to build software and hardware
for embedded systems, so that correct system behaviour can be guaranteed using
mathematical proving techniques [14]. Model checking [15] is one of the prevalent
automated formal verification techniques. Formal verification methods based on model
checking are applied on a finite state representation of system behaviour. Verification is
usually carried out by using model checking algorithms to demonstrate the satisfiability
of certain properties formalized as logical formulae over the model of the system.
The difficulty of verifying complex embedded systems is rooted in: (a) the
explosion of the state space of the system behaviour [16], (b) detecting incorrect
behaviour, (c) lack of a faultless reference model, and (d) lack of a comprehensive
functional coverage metric [17]. The productivity gap in terms of both design and
verification is shown in Figure 1.2. The design productivity is constantly lower than the
complexity growth. However, the growth of verification productivity is even slower,
creating a larger gap compared to the complexity growth [10].
Numerous endeavours have been made to narrow the productivity gap between
semiconductor technology and productivity of design and verification. The key idea is
to raise the level of abstraction in the design process to specify and model an embedded
system, an approach generally known as system-level design methodology [18]. With
higher levels of abstraction, system-level design methodology is capable of reducing the
number of objects in the design exponentially, enabling rapid modelling, simulation and
verification at an early stage of the embedded system design process [19].

1.2.2 Multi-core Architecture
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Modern real-time embedded systems demand massive computational power due to
computationally intensive embedded applications, which require insatiable performance
[20], such as real-time image recognition, video conferencing, and cryptography. It is
hard to improve the performance of a single-core architecture by increasing the clock
frequency and deeper pipelines, due to the semiconductor technology, power and
thermal constraints [21], i.e., hitting the power wall [22]. As an alternative approach to
increasing performance of a single processor, parallel execution exploits multiple
processors instantiated on a single chip that run at a lower clock frequency [21, 23].
Each processor (core) in the multi-core architecture is called a Processing Element (PE).
The multi-core architectures are also referred to as Chip Multiprocessor (CMP) or
Multiprocessor System-on-chip (MPSoC) [24].
Multi-core architecture can be classified into two types: homogeneous and
heterogeneous. Homogeneous multi-core systems including only identical PEs, also
known as Symmetric Multiprocessor (SMP) systems, are commonly used to host a
single SMP operating system for high performance cluster computing [25]. On the other
hand, the heterogeneous multi-core architecture, consisting of a number of components
of disparate type and function, ranges from fully programmable PE, e.g., ARM-based
General Purpose Processor (GPP) [26] and Digital Signal Processor (DSP), to fully
dedicated hardware blocks for specific applications, such as analogue-to-digital
converters, sensors, transmitters and receivers.
In spite of the indisputable potential provided by the multi-core architecture,
increasing the number of PEs does not directly lead to higher worst-case performance
[27]. Resources in multi-core architectures, such as memories and peripherals, are often
shared between multiple PEs connected via a shared bus, since the area, power and pin
constraints prevent them from being duplicated for each PE. Making efficient use of the
shared bus bandwidth is becoming difficult as more PEs are incorporated on a chip,
which also complicates the interconnecting fabric connecting all PEs.
Software design takes a more prominent role in the multi-core era. Software
development does not only need to cope with the typical conventional design
requirements, such as memory constraints and real-time responsiveness, but also has to
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tackle new challenges including: (a) extracting parallelism from the application, (b)
utilizing the massive computing power offered by the abundant PEs in the execution
platform by efficiently mapping and scheduling the parallel tasks (or threads depending
on the compilation technology) to all the PEs (heterogeneous or homogeneous), and (c)
guaranteeing the worst-case performance for the application running on a multi-core
architecture.

1.2.3 Stringent Real-time Requirement
During recent years, there has been a surge in the real-time systems whose failure
could result in loss of life, significant property damage, or damage to the environment,
so-called safety-critical systems [28]. There are many well-known examples in
application areas such as medical devices, aircraft flight control, weapons, and nuclear
systems. Many modern information systems are becoming safety-critical in a general
sense because severe financial loss and even loss of life can result from their failure.
Future safety-critical systems will be omnipresent, more powerful and complex, both in
the type of functionality they provide and in the way they are required to interact with
their environment [29]. This trend poses considerable design challenges from both
hardware and software perspectives, such as time-predictable execution platform,
timing analysis, system specification and verification. The challenges can be
categorized into two classes: (a) those which accurately estimate the worst-case
performance of the design, (b) those which improve the worst-case performance to meet
the stringent timing requirements. From a hardware perspective, the challenges stem
from the advanced features of modern processor architectures developed to improve the
average case performance, for instance, multilevel caches, branch prediction, and outof-order and speculative execution [30]. All these features have strong influence on the
execution time of the program: on one hand they significantly increase the average case
performance, while on the other hand the execution states become heavily dependent on
a large execution history of the processor, which leads to an explosion of execution state
space. Consequently, the prediction of Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) of a
program becomes intractable [31].
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Software design and implementation can also influence the time-predictability in
many ways. Real-time applications are described by programs written in programming
languages. The use of particular features of the language may have repercussions in the
system’s time-predictability. For instance, programs with function pointers are hard to
analyse statically. A function pointer is deemed to be unresolvable if its target is unclear
to static analysis, and hence jeopardizes time-predictability [32]. Unbounded loops and
recursions also have disastrous effects on timing analysis because it is infeasible to
determine the maximum possible number of loop iterations, and thus they are usually
forbidden in hard real-time contexts.

1.3 Model of Computation
System modelling is crucial to every step of the flow for any design methodology.
System models provide an abstract view of the design at any hierarchy, conveying
information of significant aspects of the design phase while abstracting away the
irrelevant details [33]. Because different abstraction levels represent unique
combinations of expressiveness of design content and accuracy of details, a welldefined model for each abstraction level with clear and unambiguous semantics greatly
facilitates system analysis, synthesis and verification steps. Therefore, designers need to
develop appropriate models at varying levels of abstraction with different levels of
fidelity.
A Model of Computation (MoC) has formalized operational semantics for
describing the computation of system behaviour in an abstract and conceptual form [34].
MoCs are typically represented in a formal manner with, for instance, algebraic
expressions and functional notations, set-theoretic equations, in order to provide a sound
mathematical foundation and allow formal techniques to be applied. Different MoCs
have varying degrees of supported expressiveness and analysability; therefore, it is
crucial to prudently choose an appropriate MoC depending on the current abstraction
level of the design and strike a balance between the expressive and analysable power. A
felicitous MoC can be efficiently utilized to analyse system behaviour without
performing costly verification tasks due to its underlying mathematical properties.
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There are two major classes of MoCs describing the behaviour of embedded

systems: (a) the first class of MoCs model the processes as threads with communication
mechanisms such as mutual exclusion locks, semaphores and interrupts, which results in
intractable communication behaviour and hence incurs severe loss of predictability and
analysability [35], and (b) concurrency models with formal semantics relying on
different scheduling policies and communication mechanisms, which results in
corresponding orderings of events associated with system operations. The representative
MoCs of this class include discrete events [36], dataflow process networks [37],
synchronous reactive [38], global asynchronous locally synchronous [39], Petri nets
[40], process algebras like Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [41], Calculus
of Communicating Systems (CCS) [42], hierarchical and concurrent Finite State
Machine (FSM) such as StateCharts [43] and Unified Modelling Language (UML) state
diagrams [44].

1.3.1 Synchronous/Reactive Model of Computation
Introduced in the 1990s, the Synchronous/Reactive (SR) MoC [9, 38, 45, 46] was
developed to enable the trusted design of reactive and safety-critical embedded systems.
The SR MoC is grounded on formal semantics, providing the designers with reactivity
and specification formalism to allow unambiguous description of the reactive system
behaviours and efficient analysis, as well as formal verification of the system properties.
Programming languages based on the SR MoC allow building correct-by-construction
real-time applications [47]. The SR MoC, embodied in synchronous languages such as
Signal [48], Lustre [49] and Esterel [50], supports determinism and concurrency, which
are the two essential traits of reactive systems. Determinism allows the designer to
ensure that the system will always behave in the same way when exposed to a given
sequence of input events.
The uniqueness of the SR MoC is the introduction of a logical and discrete clock.
The logical clock events, called ticks, drive the execution of all concurrent processes,
called reactions, of a synchronous program. The synchrony hypothesis states that every
synchronous program accepts inputs from the environment at the start of the logical
clock tick and is assumed to respond in zero time, producing outputs as necessary [50].
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The SR MoC relies on the synchrony hypothesis that makes the synchronous language
amenable to not only functional verification, but also to static program analysis for
guaranteeing real-time properties of the applications [51]. However, computation
inevitably consumes real physical time, which depends on the speed and features of the
underlying system platform. The time between two consecutive logical ticks is typically
called reaction time. Reaction times can vary from tick to tick, i.e., reaction time is
elastic. The longest reaction time that ensures no loss of capturing the next input event,
if it can be determined, is called the Worst-Case Reaction Time (WCRT) of a
synchronous program.

1.3.2 Globally Asynchronous and Locally Synchronous Model of
Computation
Despite the success of the synchronous paradigm in designing embedded systems,
the synchronous approach is not a panacea as it cannot be directly used to model
intrinsically asynchronous systems, for instance, distributed control applications,
industrial process controllers, and multi-agent robotics [52]. Such systems, which do not
obey perfect synchrony, are becoming prevalent due to IP reuse and modularized design
methodology for both hardware and software [53]; this leads to a surge in the demand
for tools that can be used to model, validate and synthesize such systems. These
asynchronous systems typically consist of a number of deterministic computational
subsystems interacting with each other as well as the environment. Each subsystem
usually has a different timing requirement and runs at its own speed. The MoC named
Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (GALS) has been proposed to describe
general asynchronous systems, while as much as possible retaining the advantages of
the synchronous approach [39, 54]. A system modelled using GALS MoC consists of
several subsystems, called Clock-Domains (CDs), at the top level. CDs run
asynchronously to each other and interact with each other using communication
primitives such as channels. A CD comprises one or more reactions that are running
concurrently and synchronously, i.e., in lockstep at the logical tick of the CD. The
GALS MoC combines the advantages of SR MoC for concurrent determinism with
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asynchrony to enable efficient and powerful descriptions and implementations for
complex asynchronous embedded systems. The GALS MoC has been widely adopted in
many different applications, for example, aircraft and automobile controllers, and ATM
networks [55].

1.3.3 Modelling Embedded System using System-level Design
Languages
In recent years, a range of System-level Design Languages (SLDLs) have emerged.
With the help of underlying MoCs, SLDLs are capable of capturing both behavioural
and structural features of embedded systems at system level. SLDLs are becoming
primary choice for embedded system designers to close the productivity gap. Because of
large quantities of legacy code, a logical choice is to incorporate standard languages
such as C within the programming framework for a SLDL. For instance, SpecC
language [56] depicts the system using C-based processes composed hierarchically in a
process state machine fashion, together with explicit features separating communication
from computation. SystemC [57] language, on the other hand, is a C++ class library
providing abstract and unified modelling capability for both hardware and software.
However, SpecC and SystemC have been developed without formal semantics, thus
hindering automated formal verification.
A variety of SLDLs based on formal semantics have been proposed over the last
few decades. They can be generally categorized into several classes depending on the
method of concurrent composition, including: synchronous SLDLs such as Signal [48],
Lustre [49], Esterel [50], Argos [58], Statecharts [43] and ECL [59]; asynchronous
SLDLs such as CSP [41], CCS [42], Codesign Finite State Machines (CFSM) networks
based POLIS [60] and SHIM [61]; and GALS SLDLs such as CRP [62], CRSM [63],
ECRSM [64] and SystemJ [65].
In the domain of GALS SLDLs, CRP merges the SR MoC provided by Esterel [50]
with the asynchronous MoC of CSP [41]. The limitation of CRP [62] lies in the poor
support for data-driven computations, as well as the inefficient implementation of
rendezvous protocol through asynchronous coordinators. CRSM [63] and ECRSM [64],
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essentially variants of CRP, inherited the same drawbacks as CRP. As an extension to
synchronous SLDL Esterel, Multi-clock Esterel (MC-Esterel) supports modelling multirate systems [66]. In MC-Esterel, each Esterel module, called clocked-module, requires
an explicit clock, and the low-level synchronizers also need to be provided. The major
deficiency in MC-Esterel is its low level of design abstraction: the designer needs to be
very familiar with the hardware design, such as synchronizers, in order to model a
system correctly.
SystemJ [65] is a SLDL based on GALS MoC; it is capable of modelling
heterogeneous systems with complex control-driven and data-driven operations.
SystemJ is grounded on rigorous mathematical semantics and thus is amenable to
formal verification. In addition to reactivity and concurrency statements similar to
Esterel, SystemJ allows interleaving of these statements with object-oriented language,
Java [67], hence providing a powerful programming paradigm for the description of
complex reactive system behaviours and facilitating both control-driven and data-driven
computations.
Table 1.1: A comparison of system-level design languages [68]a
Language

Classification Separation Multi-MoC Hierarchy Exception

Control-

Formal

Data

Verification

SpecC

Informal

+++

+

+

++

++

-

SystemC

Informal

++

++

-

-

++

-

Esterel

Synchronous

++

-

+++

+++

++

++

ECL

Synchronous

++

-

+++

+++

++

++

SHIM

Asynchronous

++

+

++

-

++

+++

CRSM

GALS

++

+++

+++

++

-

+++

SystemJ

GALS

+++

++

+++

+++

++

++

a.

―+++‖: Excellent, ―++‖: Very Good, ―+‖: Good, ―-‖: Poor

A comparison of several representative SLDLs is shown in Table 1.1. The
comparison is based on six criteria which are vital for a SLDL: (a) level of separation of
computation from communication, (b) support for multiple MoCs to facilitate the
description of heterogeneous embedded systems, (c) support for behavioural hierarchy,
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(d) support for exceptions and exception handling, (e) support for efficient modelling of
both data-dominated and control-dominated computation, and (f) support for formal
verification. From the comparison shown in Table 1.1, formal SLDLs, including
synchronous, asynchronous and GALS, surpass the informal languages mainly in terms
of the amenability to automated synthesis and formal verification. Note that the SystemJ
language excels compared to other formal SLDLs in its comprehensiveness to cover all
the six criteria for system-level embedded system design. In this thesis, SystemJ will be
the target language for the modelling of GALS systems.

1.4 Motivation
The support of SR MoC through Esterel-style reactivity and synchrony along with
the asynchronous decoupling through CSP-style rendezvous makes SystemJ an ideal
choice for modelling GALS systems containing a heterogeneous mix of intensive
control-driven and data-driven computations. In addition, by means of time-predictable
hardware execution platforms, embedded systems modelled by SystemJ are amenable to
timing analysis capable of predicting the WCRT for each CD [69]. The prevalence of
multi-core architecture significantly adds to the challenges of GALS system design, due
to the greatly expanded design space covering different mappings and schedules, along
with the difficulty of improving the shared resource access efficiency. A non-exclusive
list of these design challenges, which motivate this thesis, is as follows:


Need for a scalable timing analysis tool to calculate a tight worst-case reaction
time for a CD running on a time-predictable architecture

There are two major criteria for evaluating the quality of WCRT analysis [51]: (a)
safety, which guarantees that the WCRT estimate obtained is never shorter than the
actual WCRT value, and (b) tightness, or precision, which emphasizes the closeness
between the calculated WCRT estimates and the exact WCRT bound. For safety-critical
systems, safety is of course the paramount concern; however, the tightness is also of
great significance since largely loose timing bounds would be unavailing towards
system design. The challenge of finding a safe and tight WCRT on a single-core
platform is non-trivial, as it involves both program and micro-architectural analysis [51].
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The latter has become more intractable due to the highly unpredictable nature of today’s
general purpose processors used in real-time applications [70]. This realization has
recently prompted the design of time-predictable processor architectures that are
amenable to timing analysis, such as PRET-ARM [71], and Java Optimized Processor
(JOP) [72]. In addition to the safety and tightness requirement of WCRT analysis,
scalability is another major concern for WCRT analysis approaches. WCRT analysis
techniques generally attempt to strike an optimal trade-off between the tightness of the
WCRT estimates and the scalability of the analysis tool, which means that the temporal
cost of WCRT estimation should increase reasonably. It is imperative for the WCRT
analysis technique to be scalable, which prevents the WCRT estimation from becoming
a bottleneck of the design process.


Need for a methodology based on design space exploration for balancing
guaranteed reaction time and resource usage for a CD running on a timepredictable multi-core architecture

The WCRT of the same CD in a GALS system varies depending on the type of
processor used or the number of processors. Intuitively, the WCRT should decrease if a
faster processor is used or if multiple PEs are used instead of a single PE. However,
statically determining WCRT becomes even more challenging for multi-core systems
due to the explosion of design space caused by task mapping and scheduling [73-75].
Therefore, a systematic way of searching the vast design space is vital for finding
design solutions that trade off the number of processing elements in the architecture
against guaranteed reaction time of each CD in a GALS system.
Design Space Exploration (DSE) plays a pivotal role in the system-level design of
multi-core embedded systems [76]. The DSE process contains two closely integrated
processes: (a) the strategy for systematically traversing the design space consisting of
numerous design alternatives, and (b) the method of evaluating a single design point in
the design space. Both processes need to be customized for embedded applications
specified in an architecture-independent way using an executable model following a
well-defined MoC, such as GALS [39]. Evolutionary algorithm [77] is used to
iteratively improve the system design. It is often employed in a way that the
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performance indicators generated, which targets metrics of interest such as timing
property and resource usage. While abundant DSE techniques for multi-core embedded
system design have emerged during the past few decades [19], no effort has been made
for systematic exploration of the design space that balances the guaranteed reaction time
and resource usage for a CD running on a time-predictable multi-core architecture.


Need for improving the efficiency of shared resource accesses in terms of
guaranteed reaction times for CDs in a GALS system

The exploitation of shared resources in a multi-core architecture, such as buses,
memory, and input/output (I/O), poses new challenges for precise timing analysis of
embedded system design. Different PEs connected to the shared resources, often via a
shared bus, generally request accesses to the shared resources in a statically unknown
fashion, which results in varying execution times of instructions, depending on both the
pattern of bus access contentions and the policies to resolve these contentions. The
prevailing bus arbitration policies addressing bus access contentions while preserving
time-predictability, such as Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), need to be
improved since they utilize the bus bandwidth inefficiently, which may offset the
benefit on guaranteed reaction times for CDs brought about by allocating more PEs in
the execution platform.
One of the fundamental assumptions of the traditional WCET analysis is that the
WCETs are determined for each task in isolation from the global view of the system
[78], which is only valid as long as the program is running on a single-core architecture
or a multi-core architecture without shared resources, because the interference on
execution time of each instruction is completely eliminated. However, when multi-core
architecture with shared resources is utilized, the WCETs of tasks are affected by the
combination of task schedule and bus arbitration policy. Consequently, the
aforementioned assumption is breached and measures need to be carried out to
guarantee the time-predictability of the system. Research following this direction is
desired especially for GALS systems running on a multi-core architecture with shared
resources, where two types of interferences on timing analysis coexist: (a) access
contentions between different CDs, and (b) access contentions between different
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concurrent processes, i.e., reactions, inside a CD. Both types of contentions need to be
considered when optimizing the efficiency of bus arbitration policy for the GALS
system.


Need for minimizing resource usage for a GALS system running on a multi-core
architecture with shared resources using improved bus arbitration policy

The asynchronous coupling of CDs in a GALS system provides CSP-like
asynchronous concurrency [41], which can be implemented using a homogeneous
multi-core architecture with each PE hosting one or multiple CDs, in which case true
asynchrony can be achieved across different PEs. Due to stringent resource usage limits,
it is desirable to minimize the resource usage in terms of number of PEs utilized, while
satisfying timing constraints. Firstly, it is nontrivial to determine the WCRTs of the CDs
running asynchronously, because they are affected by the mapping of CDs together with
the arbitration policy of resolving shared resource access contentions. Secondly, it is
even more challenging to improve the efficiency of the arbitration policy when the
accesses to the shared resource cannot be statically scheduled due to asynchronous
execution of CDs. Furthermore, the optimization of resource usage and arbitration
policy should be integrated, as they both have a strong impact on the WCRTs of CDs.

1.5 Research Contributions
The focus of this thesis is the timing analysis and design optimization methodology
for GALS systems running on time-predictable multi-core architectures. This work has
resulted in a series of complete and automated methodologies that efficiently utilized
the time-predictable multi-core architecture to: (a) guarantee time-predictable execution
of GALS systems, and (b) improve the reaction time in the worst case for each CD in
the system. The proposed techniques in this thesis also aim at the scalability of the
methodology. In summary, the main contributions of this thesis include:


A scalable framework for timing analysis and code optimization of a CD

The timing analysis of a GALS system relies on the WCRT estimates of individual
CDs, which lays the foundation for further time-predictable design optimization. The
scalability of the WCRT calculation tool is crucial to the usability of the timing analysis
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approach. In this thesis, a novel framework named Timing Analysis and Code
Optimization (TACO) is presented for CDs written in the SystemJ language. The TACO
framework employs model checking to perform path pruning via control flow analysis,
as well as code optimization resulting in tight worst-case reaction time estimates.
Moreover, the worst-case runtime complexity of the TACO approach is scalable
compared to the existing approaches, which renders it applicable to larger-sized CDs.


A methodology based on design space exploration for finding the schedule with
guaranteed reaction time for a CD running on a customizable and timepredictable multi-core architecture

Due to countless possible mappings and schedules of computation nodes in a CD, it
is very difficult to determine WCRT statically for an isolated CD running on a multicore architecture. In this thesis an alternative and viable methodology is presented to use
design space exploration to find the schedule of an isolated CD with a reaction time
which will never be exceeded during execution of the CD, and is as close as possible to
its WCRT; it is termed the guaranteed reaction time. The presented methodology is
capable of calculating, statically, the GRT for a CD running on a given multi-core
architecture instance that consists of two types of time-predictable PEs, one for
execution of control-driven parts of the program and the other suitable for execution of
the data-driven parts. Due to the fact that program mapping and scheduling are both
known to be NP-hard problems [79], an evolutionary algorithm based meta-heuristic is
employed by the DSE, along with a novel multi-core scheduling algorithm to calculate
the reaction time for each feasible solution found during the DSE. The reaction time
resulting from the scheduling is compared with other implementations until a nondominated set of solutions, in terms of GRT and number of utilized PEs, is obtained.


A novel bus arbitration policy named Application-Specific TDMA (ASTDMA)
for reducing the guaranteed reaction time of CDs in a GALS system

The standard TDMA bus arbitration policy, which equally divides the bus
bandwidth amongst all PEs in a multi-core architecture, is widely adopted to resolve bus
access contentions. The TDMA approach is oblivious to the bus access contention
patterns, and thus it leads to ineffective bus bandwidth utilization and a large WCRT,
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which offsets the benefit brought about by utilizing multiple PEs in terms of guaranteed
reaction time. In this thesis we propose a novel bus arbitration policy named ASTDMA,
which enforces a customized ASTDMA bus schedule obtained by analysing the bus
access contention pattern and hence results in shortened bus access delays. Furthermore,
the ASTDMA approach is integrated into the DSE flow for timing analysis, in order to
shorten the guaranteed reaction times for CDs in a GALS system.


A two-stage ILP formulation for minimizing resource usage for a GALS system
running on a multi-core architecture using weighted Time Division Multiple
Access (weighted TDMA) bus arbitration policy

The asynchronous execution of a GALS system on a multi-core architecture with
shared resources poses new challenges to improving the efficiency of the bus accesses
while minimizing resource usage. This thesis presents a methodology for minimizing
resource usage, using a novel bus arbitration policy named weighted TDMA, in order to
improve the efficiency of bus bandwidth utilization by assigning different numbers of
slots to different PEs in the repeating round of a TDMA bus schedule. Based on the
weighted TDMA approach, an integrated methodology for optimizing the resource
usage is proposed that: (a) maps and schedules the CDs in a GALS system on a minimal
number of PEs of a multi-core architecture, and (b) generates a weighted TDMA bus
schedule that is capable of judiciously distributing the bus bandwidth amongst all the
PEs, in order to meet the timing requirements for all the CDs. Specifically, a two-stage
ILP formulation is developed to implement the proposed methodology.


A complete and automated design flow for all the approaches proposed

Each of the timing analysis and design optimization methodologies presented in
this thesis features a complete and automated design flow, i.e., from the program
describing the system in SystemJ source code to the final analysis results or
implementation including hardware architecture and object code generation. The
automation of the flows integrates individual steps seamlessly, which makes them
conducive to closing the productivity gap and shortening the time-to-market.
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Figure 1.3: Thesis structure and logic flow
The organization of the remainder of this thesis is presented in this section. A figure
illustrating the structure and logic flow of this thesis is shown in Figure 1.3. The shaded
boxes represent chapters of this thesis, while the unshaded ones are hardware-related
features of the underlying hardware architecture employed in each chapter. Each arrow
in Figure 1.3 denotes either the logic flow between two chapters or the utilization of the
corresponding hardware architecture.
Chapter 2 gives the background information needed to read the rest of this thesis.
Firstly, the SystemJ system-level design language is introduced, including its MoC,
syntax and informal semantics. After that, the compilation strategies for SystemJ are
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described in detail. A real-world example for a GALS system described in SystemJ
together with its intermediate representation generated during the compilation process
are presented afterwards. Furthermore, a range of the time-predictable hardware
execution platforms targeting SystemJ language is introduced.
Chapter 3 presents a scalable framework named TACO for tight WCRT analysis
and code optimization of a CD. The TACO framework is targeting a dual-core
architecture, which consists of a single control processor and a single data processor,
responsible for executing control-driven and data-driven computations, respectively.
The TACO framework serves as an underlying timing analysis tool employed by other
techniques proposed in this thesis. This chapter starts with introducing previous WCRT
analysis techniques, followed by a low-level timing analysis for the target execution
platform. Next, the model checking based tight WCRT analysis is discussed in detail.
Finally, the experimental results evaluating the effectiveness of the TACO framework
are provided.
Chapter 4 introduces a methodology based on design space exploration for finding
the schedule with guaranteed reaction time for an isolated CD. The target platform is a
time-predictable and customizable multi-core architecture consisting of a single control
processor and multiple data processors, with each data processor accessing a private
memory. Firstly, we highlight the necessity of pursuing GRT instead of WCRT for
timing analysis of multi-core system, which needs to take into account the mapping and
scheduling of computation nodes in a CD. Next we introduce the architecture along with
the time-predictable interconnecting fabric. Afterwards, we formally present the
problem statement, followed by elaborating on the DSE-based design methodology.
Then, the proposed multi-core scheduling algorithm is also discussed in detail. The
experimental results as well as the related discussion are shown at the end of the chapter.
Chapter 5 firstly discusses the challenges in reducing guaranteed reaction times for
CDs in a GALS system on a multi-core architecture with shared resources by efficiently
addressing the bus access contentions. Then we present the underlying architecture,
which is similar to the one employed in Chapter 4 but using a single shared memory.
Next, we illustrate the key idea of the ASTDMA approach, which improves the
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efficiency of bus bandwidth utilization in terms of guaranteed reaction time. Afterwards,
we present the overall methodology for reducing the guaranteed reaction time, which is
based on design space exploration and ASTDMA bus arbitration policy. The algorithm
for ASTDMA bus scheduling is also elaborated on. The experimental results are
presented towards the end of this chapter.
Chapter 6 starts by introducing the challenge in optimizing resource usage and
shared resource access efficiency for a GALS system on a multi-core architecture.
Because the target platform is comprised of multiple pairs of control and data
processors, asynchronous execution of CDs can be achieved. Note here, each control
processor accesses its own private memory, while all data processors are accessing a
shared memory via a shared bus. We state the problem of finding the mapping and
schedule of CDs in a GALS system as well as the optimized bus arbitration policy, such
that the resource usage is minimized while guaranteeing that no input event from the
environment will be missed. Then, in order to address this problem, a novel bus
arbitration policy named weighted TDMA is introduced. Next, we formally describe the
two-stage ILP formulation for generating the weighted TDMA bus schedule while
minimizing the resource usage. This chapter ends with the experimental evaluation for
the proposed approach. Note that the target platform is a homogeneous multi-core
architecture with shared main memory accessed via a shared bus.
Finally, Chapter 7 gives the concluding remarks by summarising all the techniques
presented in this thesis. The extensions and directions for future research are also
presented.

2
Preliminaries

The main goal of this chapter is to provide the background information required for
proceeding further with the rest of the thesis. Section 2.1 introduces the programming
primitives and syntax of the SystemJ language, followed by an illustrative example.
Section 2.2 presents various compilation strategies for SystemJ programs. Finally, in
Section 2.3 a series of execution platforms for SystemJ programs are introduced and
compared.

2.1 The SystemJ Language
SystemJ is a system-level design language [65, 68, 69, 80] used for programming
highly concurrent systems. SystemJ combines the SR MoC of the Esterel language [9,
81], with the asynchronous concurrency of CSP [41], and the object-oriented features of
Java programming language [67], which greatly benefit the development of highly
concurrent systems that can be executed on various types of platforms, from simple
single-processor to multi-processor and multi-core to distributed platforms. SystemJ
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programs are fully compliant with the GALS MoC. Therefore, SystemJ is an ideal
language for programming reactive systems [55]. In addition, SystemJ is grounded on
delicate and rigorous mathematical semantics and thus is amenable to formal
verification [69].

2.1.1 SystemJ Programming Primitives
The SystemJ MoC has five essential objects as programming building blocks, as
introduced below.
(a) System
The system is the top level entity through which a SystemJ program interacts with
its environment. A system is a collection of CDs combined using the asynchronous
operator (><), which can communicate in pairs using rendezvous on objects called
channels. The interface with the environment, consisting of input/output signals, and the
channels employed in the system are declared in the declaration part of the system entity.
(b) Clock-domain
The Clock-Domain (CD) consists of one or more concurrent synchronous processes
called reactions, executed in lock-step at the logical tick of their parent CD. At any
given tick, two CDs can communicate with each other using rendezvous; they are called
partner CDs. Every CD has its own set of interface (input/output) signals and channels,
for communicating with the environment and other CDs, respectively. Interface signals
and channels cannot be shared amongst CDs. Similar to the S/R MoC [38], SystemJ
MoC prohibits any form of sharing of data structures between synchronous parallel
reactions and between asynchronous CDs using mutual exclusion constructs such as
semaphores and locks. Within a system, each CD executes at its own tick, and any two
CD ticks are unrelated. The instant when a CD finishes executing all its reactions for
one tick is called the End of Tick (EOT). The communication model of SystemJ MoC
achieves safety [35] and eases system validation and verification at a later stage.
(c) Reaction
The reaction is a synchronous process using reactive statements over objects called
signals to specify its operations. The reactive statements are from the Esterel and Java
repertoire. Multiple reactions can be composed together using the synchronous parallel
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operator (||). Moreover, reactions can be nested, i.e., a reaction can have multiple child
reactions. Reactions within a CD communicate with each other using signal broadcast.
Synchronously composed reactions run in lockstep with the CD tick. A reaction
interfaces with the environment via input and/or output signals. Communication
between reactions in different CDs is facilitated by exchange of messages over channels.
Behaviours of the reactions fully comply with the S/R MoC [9, 38, 45, 46]. The reaction
stops its own execution after executing the tick consuming statement (pause) and waits
until all other synchronous reactions in the same CD complete their own tick, before
proceeding to the execution of the next tick.
(d) Signal
Similar to the concept of signals in S/R MoC [38], the signals in SystemJ are used
for communication amongst synchronous reactions within a CD, as well as with the
external environment. A signal is characterized by its status at each tick: present (true)
or absent (false). It can either hold a value or not, the value of a signal can be any Java
primitive data type or Java object. If a signal does not hold any value, it is referred to as
a pure signal, otherwise it is a valued signal. According to the signal broadcasting
mechanism in S/R MoC [38], a signal, once emitted by executing a signal emission
statement, is said to be present with respect to all other reactions in the same CD,
otherwise it is considered absent. Upon emission of a signal, the signal status is set to
true and the value of the signal is assigned, if any. The signals used for communicating
with the environment, either input or output, are named interface signals, and are
declared in the interface part of each CD. The signals dedicated for intra-CD
communication are called local signals, and are declared at the beginning of the body in
a CD. SystemJ uses delayed semantics where emitted signal presence is visible, through
the broadcast, in the next logical tick.
(e) Channel
The channel is the only means of inter-CD communication, which is essentially
synchronization of messages exchanged between two partner CDs using CSP style
rendezvous mechanism. A channel can carry any Java primitive data type or Java object.
The channels are fixed and point-to-point, i.e., every sending channel needs to have a
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corresponding receiving channel. The channels are unidirectional, from sender to
receiver, which serves as the communication medium between the CDs. No two input
channels can read from the same output channel or vice versa.
SystemJ employs a two phase handshake protocol to synchronize CDs over
channels and transfer messages between them [69]. The channels are provided with
statuses and value buffers to implement the rendezvous communication. Specifically,
each input or output channel is composed of a signal with integer type, named
<channel_name>_received or <channel_name>_sent, respectively.

CH12
CH12_sent

R12

CH12_received
CH12_data

CD1

R21

CH12_data_copy

CD2

Figure 2.1: The rendezvous implementation in SystemJ
Figure 2.1 presents an example illustrating the implementation of rendezvous in
SystemJ. In this example, reaction R12 of CD1 is sending messages to reaction R21 of
CD2 via channel CH12. The output channel CH12 of CD1 uses a SystemJ signal of
integer type (CH12_sent) to indicate that the sending clock-domain (CD1) is ready to
rendezvous and send a message if any. Similarly, the corresponding input channel CH12
of CD2 also employs a SystemJ signal of integer type (CH12_received) to indicate that
the receiving clock-domain (CD2) is synchronized and ready to receive a message.
The implementation of rendezvous for channel communication in SystemJ is based
on blocking reading and writing of messages i.e., both send and receive statements
are blocking. There are two possibilities in the most trivial case: the sending CD gets
ready to send the message before the partner CD becomes ready to receive it or vice
versa. Now, let us illustrate the steps taken for rendezvousing between CD1 and CD2 by
referring to Figure 2.1. During execution, if the send statement for channel CH12 in
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reaction R12 is executed first, provided that CD1 is running faster than CD2, then the
sending construct updates signal CH12_sent with an incremented integer value. Next,
this sending statement will block the execution of R12 by producing internal ticks, and
waiting for an acknowledgement from the partner CD. The sending CD (CD1) samples
the CH12_received signal sent from the receiving CD (CD2) at the beginning of the
logical tick. The blocking for R12 due to channel CH12 is removed when both values of
CH12_sent and CH12_received are equal, and then the message exchange takes place in
the next logical tick, using signals CH12_data and CH12_data_copy [69]. On the other
hand, if CD2 is running faster than CD1, and the receive statement in R21 is executed
first, then R21 will be blocked by this receive statement for CH12_sent signal before
commencing with receiving the message and proceeding to the next sequential
statement in R21.
It is important to note that the blocking of reaction execution due to send and
receive statement is implemented by consuming internal logical ticks and does not
block the entire CD, i.e., the sibling synchronous parallel reactions are unaffected by the
blocking and can proceed further. Therefore, the operations of channel communication
are compartmentalized within the sending or receiving CDs and their WCRTs are thus
unaffected by the time spent on channel communication. The semantic rules associated
with rendezvous for channel communication in SystemJ are elaborated in [69].
We further define a tick transition of a CD as a single execution from the start to
the end of a logic tick. Due to the delayed semantics, the changes of signal statuses and
values are registered during a tick transition. Accordingly, after the finish of one tick
transition and before the start of the next tick transition, statuses and values of signals,
as well as statuses of channels, need to be updated. This procedure is called housekeeping. Moreover, communication with the environment is performed during housekeeping, through emission of the output signals and sampling of the input signals. Since
the logic tick of a CD is unrelated to any other CD, each CD in a GALS system carries
out its own house-keeping after every tick transition.

2.1.2 SystemJ Syntax
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SystemJ syntax can be divided into two categories: the kernel constructs and the

derived constructs. The SystemJ kernel constructs and the corresponding interpretation
are given in Table 2.1. The derived constructs are formed by combining multiple kernel
syntactic constructs purposefully, in order to provide a further level of abstraction and
syntactic sugar to reduce code size and programming effort.
Table 2.1: SystemJ kernel constructs and interpretation
(a) SystemJ synchronous kernel constructs and interpretation
#

Kernel constructs

Interpretation

1
2

p1;p2
pause

3

[input|output] [type] signal S

4

emit S[(exp)]

5

while(true) p

6

present(Sexp ) {p1} else {p2}

indicating sequential execution of p1 and p2
completing a logical time instant (a tick)
declaring an interface (input or output) or a local
signal with a Boolean status and an optional value
emitting signal S: set signal status to true, optionally
set a value if given as an expression
temporal loop: every iteration consumes a single tick
execute p1 if signal S or signal name expression is
present in the previous tick, otherwise execute p2

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

a

[weak] abort([immediate] Sexp)
{p}
[weak] suspend([immediate]
Sexp) {p}
trap(T) {p}
exit T
p1 || p2
jterm(p)
jterm(p) = [(cast)] #S
jterm(p) = [(cast)] #C

preempt if S was present in the previous tick
suspend for a tick if S was present in the previous tick
software exception
throw a software exception
combining p1 and p2 synchronously
Java instantaneous term
obtaining the value of signal S
obtaining the value of channel C

(b) SystemJ asynchronous kernel constructs and interpretation
#

Kernel constructs

Interpretation

1
2
3
4
5

output type channel C
input type channel C
p1 >< p2
send C([exp])
receive C()

sending channel declaration
receiving channel declaration
combining p1 and p2 asynchronously
sending data through channel C
receiving data through channel C

a.

Sexp: Signal name expression

The SystemJ kernel constructs can be divided into two classes: (a) the synchronous
kernel constructs representing the S/R MoC [38], similar to the constructs in Esterel [9,
50], and (b) the asynchronous kernel constructs dealing with the asynchronous part of
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the SystemJ MoC. The synchronous and asynchronous kernel constructs are shown in
Table 2.1(a) and Table 2.1(b), respectively.

2.1.3 An Illustrative Example
We use an Electromechanical Sorter (Sorter) as an illustrative example to illustrate
the syntax and semantics of the SystemJ language. The Sorter system shown in Figure
2.2 consists of two mechatronic components, a Conveyor and a Mechanical Arm (Arm),
connected together as a simple machine for sorting items. Items, such as fruits, are
loaded at the loading end of the Conveyor, recognized using a camera when they reach
the front end of the Conveyor and moved by the Arm into bins of sorted items.

Loader

Camera

Bin

Items

Mechanical
Arm

Conveyor
Sensor(BEG)
STOP_LOADER

Sensor(END)

REACHED_LEFT
REACHED_RIGHT
Bin
REACHED_HOME

ITEM_READY

NEW_ITEM

ARM_LEFT
ARM_RIGHT

R1

R3

R2
R4

R5

Channel

R1

ITEM_TYPE
R2

R3

ITEM_PICKED
ConveyorController

Signal

ArmController

Sorter System

Reaction
Clock
Domain
SystemJ
Program

Figure 2.2: The Sorter System described in SystemJ
The Sorter system is described as a GALS system consisting of two CDs called
Conveyor Controller and Arm Controller, respectively. The Sorter system ensures
correct operations of the Conveyor and the Arm, as well as their joint functionalities.
The Conveyor has two sensors, named BEG and END, generating sensory input
NEW_ITEM and ITEM_READY upon detection of items at the loading and exit ends,
respectively. The Conveyor Controller regulates the number of items loaded on the
conveyor since the Conveyor has a finite capacity, i.e., the maximum number of items
carried by the Conveyor simultaneously.
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Listing 2-1: Sorter system described in SystemJ

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

import sorter.*;
ConveyorController(
input boolean channel ITEM_PICKED;
output String channel ITEM_TYPE;
input signal NEW_ITEM;
output signal STOP_LOADER, START_LOADER;
)->{Image signal picture, edgepicture;
{// R1
int load = 0; // the number of items on the conveyor
int capacity = 20; // the capacity of the conveyor in terms of item number
while(true){
present(NEW_ITEM) ++load; // increment counter if new item is placed
if (load >= capacity) emit STOP_LOADER;
receive ITEM_PICKED; //receive message from the channel
--load; //decrement the counter if an item is picked
emit START_LOADER;
pause;
}
}
||
{// R2
while(true) {
await (NEW_ITEM); // Wait until item is ready to be sent
{emit picture(Camera.takepicture());} //R3
||
{await (picture); //R4
emit edgepicture(Process_Image.edge_detection((Image)#picture));}
||
{await (edgepicture); //R5
send ITEM_TYPE(Process_Image.get_item_type((Image)#edgepicture));}
pause;
}
}
}
><
ArmController(
input String channel ITEM_TYPE;
output boolean channel ITEM_PICKED;
input signal ITEM_READY, REACHED_HOME, REACHED_LEFT, REACHED_RIGHT;
output signal PICK_TO_LEFT, PICK_TO_RIGHT, MOVE_HOME;
)->{ Item_Buffer item_buffer;
while(true) {//R1: Mechanical arm controller logic
receive ITEM_TYPE;
item_buffer.put((String)#ITEM_TYPE);
{await(REACHED_HOME);} //R2
||
{await(ITEM_READY);} //R3
if (item_buffer.get.equals("apple")) {//put item into apple bin
emit PICK_TO_LEFT; await(REACHED_LEFT);
} else {//put item into pear bin
emit PICK_TO_RIGHT; await(REACHED_RIGHT);
}
emit MOVE_HOME;
boolean pick_status = true;
send ITEM_PICKED(pick_status);
pause;
}
}
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The Conveyor Controller identifies the type of item through image recognition, and
sends it through channel ITEM_TYPE to the Arm Controller. The item type information
has to be acquired by the Arm Controller before the item reaches the end of the
conveyor. The association of the item and item type is established using a FIFO data
buffer inside the Arm Controller. The Arm Controller instructs the mechanical arm to
sort the corresponding item into the correct bin, based on the item type. Upon finishing
sorting of the item, the Arm Controller sends an acknowledge signal, which indicates
that the item has been sorted, to Conveyor Controller through channel ITEM_PICKED.
The SystemJ program describing the Sorter system (see Listing 2-1) consists of two
blocks of code for describing CDs Conveyor Controller and Arm Controller,
respectively. The structural composition of the program is shown in Figure 2.2. For each
CD, the interface part of the CD is described first (lines 3 to 6, and 38 to 40), where all
input and output channels and signals are declared. Note here, input channel
ITEM_PICKED and output channel ITEM_TYPE in Conveyor Controller have to be
declared in pairs using the same name in its partner CD, i.e., Arm Controller. The actual
behaviour of the Conveyor Controller is captured by two parallel reactions specified
between lines 8 to 34, namely R1 and R2. Each reaction is composed of an infinite loop
to ensure the reactivity.
Reaction R1 (lines 8 to 19) calculates the real-time number of items on the
conveyor based on the presence of the sensory input signal NEW_ITEM and the
acknowledgement signal received from the channel ITEM_PICKED. The conveyor is
stopped if the number of items exceeds the capacity limit of the conveyor, and is
restarted after an item has been sorted.
Reaction R2 (lines 21 to 34) performs item recognition through three steps
implemented in three sub-level reactions respectively, namely R3 to R5: (a) taking
pictures of the item using a camera (line 25), (b) performing edge detection of the item
picture using an image processing algorithm (lines 27 and 28), and (c) determining the
type of the item based on the results of the edge detection step and sending it to the Arm
Controller through channel ITEM_TYPE (lines 30). While these three steps are
sequentially dependent on each other, i.e., R2 and R3 are dependent on R1 and R2,
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respectively, the parallelism is extracted by combining them using a synchronous
operator so that their executions are effectively pipelined.
The Arm Controller is also reactive by using an infinite loop (lines 42 to 57). The
behaviour of the Arm Controller is specified by a single reaction R1, which contains
two sub-level reactions R2 and R3. After receiving the item type information from
channel ITEM_TYPE, R1 waits for two acknowledge signals, namely REACHED_
HOME and ITEM_READY, indicating both the arm and the item are ready to perform
sorting. Then R1 controls the mechanical arm to pick the item up and place it into the
correct bin either on the left or right side. After that R1 restores the position of the arm
and sends an acknowledge signal, meaning that the sorting procedure of this item has
finished, to the Conveyor Controller through ITEM_PICKED.
There are two hard real-time requirements for the Sorter system: (a) for the
Conveyor Controller, the time spent on item recognition should be shorter than the time
interval between two consecutive incoming events indicated by input signal
NEW_ITEM, otherwise, the type of item cannot be recognized, and (b) for the Arm
Controller, the time spent sorting an item should be shorter than the inter-arrival time of
two consecutive incoming items indicated by input signal ITEM_READY, otherwise,
the item will not be placed into the correct bin and will drop off the conveyor belt.
These timing constraints essentially mean that the WCRT for CDs Conveyor Controller
and Arm Controller should be shorter than the inter-arrival time of their input events,
respectively.

2.1.4 A Synchronous Program vs. a Clock-domain
As introduced in Section 1.3.2, the GALS MoC comprises a set of CDs, running
asynchronously to each other at the top level, and interacting with each other using
communication primitives, i.e. channels. Each CD is composed of one or more reactions
that are running concurrently and synchronously in lockstep at the logical tick of their
parent CD.
By definition, each CD in a GALS system fully complies with the SR MoC, and
hence can essentially be modelled by a synchronous program. The major difference is
that a CD may contain language constructs dedicated to channel communication for
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conducting asynchronous communications with another CD. On the other hand, a
synchronous program can be completely represented by an isolated CD which does not
communicate with any other CD, since asynchronous communication is not supported
by the SR MoC. Due to the enforcement of the SR MoC on both synchronous programs
and CDs, their worst-case performance can be characterized by the WCRT. Updating
channel statuses during house-keeping is obviously unnecessary for a synchronous
program using delayed semantics, due to the absence of channels.
For instance, the CDs named Conveyor Controller in the Sorter example shown in
Figure 2.2 can be described by a synchronous program written in SystemJ, with the
code presented froms line 1 to 34 in Listing 2-1, which is essentially the code
representing the corresponding CD. Obviously the lines (line 14 and 30) related to
channel communications are meaningless to a standalone synchronous program.

2.2 The SystemJ Compilation Strategies
Compiler Front-End
SystemJ Program
Abstract Syntax Tree
Generator
AGRC Generation
AGRC Optimization
Compiler Back-End
Java Back-end
Code Generation

Standard Java
Bytecodes

Target Execution
Platforms

Separation of
Control and Data
Computations

Codes for
Control-driven
Computation

Codes for Java
Data-driven
Computation

Target Execution Platforms
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of SystemJ programs compilation strategies
SystemJ programs need to be compiled before running on target hardware platforms.

The compilation strategy is greatly affected by the underlying execution platform
architecture, and is crucial to the timing analysis and design optimization. Figure 2.3
illustrates various compilation strategies for SystemJ programs, which are introduced
and compared in this section.

2.2.1 Asynchronous GRaph Code
The GRaph Code (GRC) intermediate representation used for compiling Esterel
programs has been proposed in [81]. The GRC is similar to the intermediate
representations of the Synopsys [82] and Saxo-RT [83] compilers. The GRC efficiently
captures the operational semantics of Esterel. Fewer encoding choices are made at the
GRC level, thereby allowing more optimizations to be performed prior to back-end code
generation. Variants of the GRC format are used in the Columbia Esterel compiler [84]
and in the Esterel V7 compiler [85].
The SystemJ compiler extends the GRC intermediate representation for compiling
Esterel with asynchrony in order to capture the operational semantics of SystemJ, which
results in an intermediate representation named Asynchronous GRaph Code (AGRC). In
the AGRC-based compilation approach, the SystemJ compiler front-end translates
SystemJ programs into AGRC, following the structural translation scheme presented in
[65], where each statement corresponds to one or more primitive nodes in AGRC. Every
CD of the GALS system described by a SystemJ program is translated into a sub-graph,
and then all sub-graphs are connected together to build the complete AGRC
representation of the SystemJ source code. As shown in Figure 2.3, the AGRC-based
SystemJ compilation approach adopts two different ways for back-end code generation:
(a) standard Java back-end code generation, and (b) separation of control and data backend code generation.
The AGRC intermediate representation defines two objects [65]: (a) a Hierarchical
State Graph (HSG), which preserves the structural information and emulates the macrostep transition of a SystemJ program, and (b) a Control Flow Graph (CFG), which
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emulates the micro-step semantics of SystemJ program and describes the operational
aspects explicitly. Because HSG emulates the macro-step transition in each logical tick
of the corresponding clock domain, it can be used to perform further optimization on the
CFG. Therefore, what we refer to as the optimized AGRC is actually the optimized
CFG, which serves as the primary input to the back-end code generation part of SystemJ
compiler. There are two structural translations for the CFG: (a) the Surface Flow Graph
(SFG), which corresponds to the starting micro-step rule for the first tick of program
execution, and (b) the Depth Flow Graph (DFG), which corresponds to the resumption
rule for the rest of the ticks during program execution. The detailed description of HSG
and CFG, as well as SFG and DFG, can be found in [69].
In the front-end compilation of SystemJ programs, as shown in Figure 2.3, the first
step is to perform parsing and lexical analysis for the SystemJ source code, followed by
rigorous front-end error checking on the resulting Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). After
that, the AST is used to construct the AGRC according to structural translation rules
[69], followed by optimizations performed upon the AGRC, such as redundancy
elimination [69]. In the back-end code generation, the optimized AGRC acquired from
the compilation front-end is used to generate the back-end code, depending on the backend compilation strategy employed.

2.2.2 Description of Primitive AGRC Nodes
Every SystemJ kernel construct has an equivalent structural representation in one or
more primitive AGRC nodes. There are in total ten types of primitive nodes used in the
structural translation of a SystemJ program. The AGRC explicitly models the complete
control flow of the SystemJ program using these primitive nodes.
Specifically, emit statement is translated into action node (parallelogram); state
encoding is represented using enter node (ellipse); signal tests are indicated using test
node (diamond); state selection is delineated using switch node (double diamond);
synchronous concurrency is denoted by pairs of fork node (triangle) and join node
(inverted triangle); while asynchronous concurrency is delineated using the async-fork
node (vertex joint triangle) and async-join node (base joint triangle); lastly the
completion of a reaction or a CD is signified using terminate node (hexagon). Java data
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computation statements are by nature instantaneous statements and are translated into
data nodes (rectangle). All the AGRC nodes except data nodes can be categorized into
control nodes. The names, symbols, types and description of AGRC primitive nodes are
shown in Table 2.2. Note here, except for the async-fork and async-join nodes, all other
primitive AGRC nodes are also used in GRC.
Table 2.2: The primitive AGRC nodes
Node
Name

Node Symbol

Type

The data node consists of a single control input port. Once
the input port (go) is triggered, the corresponding
instantaneous jterm(p) type data computation is carried
out and the control output port (cont) is triggered upon
completion of the computation.

go

Data
Node

data
cont

Similar to the data node, the action node consists of a
single control input port. Once the input port (go) is
triggered, the corresponding emit statement is executed
and the control output port (cont) is triggered upon
completion of the signal emission.

go

Action
Node

action
cont

go

Enter
Node

state = value
cont

Seque- The enter node is used for state encoding. It assigns a
ntial
variable representing program execution state with an
Node
encoded value, for later use by the switch node to make
branching decisions. Once triggered, it passes control to
the output port instantaneously.
The terminate node has one input port (go) and one output
port (cont). All branches composed of sequential nodes
in an AGRC must end with a terminate node. The value k
within the terminate node is called the termination code
for a reaction or a CD, which is bounded by
,
depending upon the state of completion of the branch. The
termination code is used by other control nodes, such as
join nodes, for implementing the semantics of SystemJ.

go

Terminate
Node

k
cont

go

Test
Node

Branching
Node

expr
then

else

Description

The test node has of a pair of mutually exclusive output
ports, named then and else, respectively. The test node is
triggered when the input port (go) is activated by control
flow, then an expression within the test node is evaluated,
which might involve signal status or value tests or Java
variable tests. For every signal/data tested in the
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expression there exists a corresponding dependency. After
evaluating the expression either of the output ports is
selected for execution, depending on the evaluation result.
go

Switch
Node

The switch node decodes the execution state of the
program, which is encoded by the enter node. One of its
output ports (C1…Cn) is selected for execution depending
upon the decoded value of state. The output port is
triggered instantaneously.

state

c1

...

...
cp

cn

The fork node has a single input port (go) and multiple
output ports, where each output port is connected to a
separate child synchronous parallel reaction. When a fork
node is triggered, all its output ports are triggered
instantaneously, thereby forking all the synchronous
parallel reactions, which can be executed in parallel.

go
Fork
Node

fork
...
c0

cn

The asynch-fork node has a single input port, which
denotes the entry point of the program execution. It has
multiple output ports, with each representing an individual
CD in the GALS system. All the output ports of the
asynch-fork node are instantaneously triggered, thereby
launching all the child CDs.

Asyncfork
Node
CD0 ... CDn

kn

k0
...
join

Join
Node

k0
Joining
Node
Asyncjoin
Node

k0

...

kn

The join node serves as a synchronizer for the
synchronous parallel reactions created by the fork node,
ensuring that all preceding parallel synchronous reactions
should finish their execution before proceeding further.
Each input port of the join node may carry a termination
code (kn) generated by a terminate node, which belongs to
a synchronous parallel reaction that converges at this join
node.
The asynch-join node acts as a demarcation point
representing completion of executing a logical tick for all
the CDs. The asynch-join node, unlike the join node, does
not calculate the maximum termination code amongst all
the input ports. If the reactivity of a CD is implemented
using an infinite loop, there is an implicit control
dependency from the asynch-join node back to the
asynch-fork node, denoting that the next logical tick will
be executed upon finishing execution of the current tick.
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Figure 2.4: AGRC of the Sorter example
The type of AGRC nodes shown in Table 2.2 helps in understanding the structure
of AGRC and thereby benefits timing analysis of SystemJ programs. There are four
types of nodes which generate branches in the AGRC and are classified as branching
nodes, which include async-fork node, fork node, switch node and test node. A
branching node typically has one input port and multiple output ports. In contrast with
the branching nodes, there are two types of nodes that merge the branches and hence are
identified as joining nodes, including async-join node and join node. A joining node
typically possesses multiple input ports and one output port. Moreover, there are four
types of nodes performing sequential execution which are classified as sequential nodes,
including data node, enter node, action node and terminate node. A sequential node
typically has a single pair of input and output ports.
An AGRC node retrieves control and/or data information needed for its
computation through input ports, and produces output information to its successor
through output ports, if necessary. Both input and output ports of a node can be named.
The control nodes receive incoming control flow information from control input ports.
For instance, the control input port of a test node is used to gather the statuses of the
signals needed by evaluating the signal test expression. Control dependencies are
represented by edges between nodes in the AGRC. Each edge connects one output port
of a node to one input port of another node. For example, an edge connecting an action
node to a test node denotes a signal dependency, which is one type of control
dependency. Due to the delayed semantics employed in SystemJ, no issues can be
caused by signal dependencies because the scope of each variable is confined within a
single reaction. Note here, the join node typically has a single output port. However, in
the case that more than one output port is needed, the output of join node is connected to
the input of a switch node which selects the corresponding input with the maximum
termination code for execution.
The AGRC of the sorter system example shown in Section 2.1.3 is depicted in
Figure 2.4. The Start of Tick (SOT) node and End of Tick (EOT) node conceptually
represent the start and end of each logical tick, respectively. Starting from SOT node,
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two asynchronous CDs are forked by the async-fork node AF1. The switch node S1
decodes the execution state of the program, which is encoded by the enter node E1.
Synchronous parallel reactions R1 and R2 are forked out by fork node F1, and
synchronized at join node J1. The fork node F2 further spawns child reactions R3, R4
and R5, which converge at join node J2. Reaction R1 of Arm Controller CD spawns
child reactions R2 and R3, by using fork node F3. After synchronization at join node J3,
the rest nodes belonging to R1 are executed. The two asynchronous CDs are joined at
the async-join node AJ1. Due to the size of the AGRC for the sorter system example,
and some SystemJ statements corresponding to complicated sub-graphs of AGRC, such
as send and receive statements, some parts of AGRC are abstracted as clouds, as shown
in Figure 2.4.

2.2.3 Clock-domain GRaph Code
The AGRC captures the formal semantics of the SystemJ programming language
and hence ensures the equivalence between the GALS model and its implementation.
However, under circumstances such as performing timing analysis of a single CD, it is
inevitable to focus only on the part of the AGRC corresponding to that CD. Recall that
the AGRC is constructed by connecting the sub-graphs obtained by compiling
individual CDs described using SystemJ with the compiler front-end. An AGRC subgraph serving as the equivalent intermediate representation of a CD is called the ClockDomain GRaph Code (CDGRC) of that CD. Specifically, each outgoing branch of the
async-fork node of the AGRC leads to a CDGRC. Since the inter-CD communication
though channels are compartmentalized within a sending or receiving CD, there is no
edge between any two CDGRCs, indicating that there is no inter-dependency between
CDs. For example, the CDGRC of the Conveyor Controller CD, in the Sorter example
introduced in Section 2.1.3, is highlighted as shaded area in the AGRC shown in Figure
2.4.

2.2.4 Single Threaded Java Back-end Code Generation
The SystemJ compiler proposed in [65] produces standard Java code at the backend. The SystemJ compiler in [65] compiles away both synchronous and asynchronous
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concurrency at the back-end, in order to generate single threaded Java code ready to be
executed on any Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [86], akin to other synchronous language
compilers. In order to produce single threaded Java back-end code, cyclic scheduling
policy is applied for synchronous parallel reactions, and the CDs of a GALS system are
scheduled in a round robin fashion.
The approach of single threaded back-end code generation has a number of
drawbacks: (a) the single threaded Java code suffers from poor execution efficiency.
The generated target code running on JVM typically has a slower execution speed as it
does not run natively, especially for embedded processors having limited computational
power. (b) Both synchronous and asynchronous concurrencies are compiled away to
produce single threaded Java back-end code. Due to the absence of constructs for
immediate transfer of control (such as goto in C), the emulation of both types of
concurrency is implemented using if-else along with switch statements, which
results in large generated code size and longer execution time.

2.2.5 Separated Back-end Code Generation
In order to overcome the drawbacks of single threaded Java back-end code
generation, control-driven and data-driven computations are separated during back-end
code generation, and corresponding target codes are produced [80, 87]. The deficiency
of performance for traditional processors when executing reactive programs has been
demonstrated in [88]. The reactive processors efficiently map control-driven
applications on processor Instruction Set Architecture (ISA), and support direct
execution of reactive language features, along with the mechanism of synchronization
and communication for concurrent processes. Therefore, reactive processors achieve
better performance and code density for control-driven reactive programs.
One major advantage of SystemJ language is the powerful support for both controldriven and data-driven computations. Therefore, the back-end code generation for
control-driven and data-driven computations need to be separated so that the resulting
two types of target codes can be executed by dedicated processors in a partitioned way,
where control flow must be preserved [80, 87]. The control-driven and data-driven
computations are represented by control and data nodes of AGRC, respectively. The
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separated back-end code generation is implemented by translating data nodes to Java
source code, whereas the control nodes are translated to target code using custom
instructions. The control-driven and data-driven execution flow are named Concurrency
and Reactivity Control Flow (CRCF) and Java Data Flow (JDF), respectively [89]. The
CRCF leads the JDF and interacts with JDF as required. The separation of CRCF and
JDF target code allows different execution strategies, which result in significantly
improved run-time efficiency as well as code density [80, 87].

2.3 The SystemJ Execution Platforms
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Figure 2.5: Summarization of SystemJ execution platforms
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The compilation strategies of SystemJ language introduced in Section 2.2 have
resulted in a series of execution platforms [65, 68, 80, 87, 89-93], ranging from singlecore to multi-core architectures, as summarized in Figure 2.5. All the platforms shown
in Figure 2.5 are targeting embedded systems.
During back-end compilation of the SystemJ program, Java bytecodes will be
generated if Java back-end code generation strategy is adopted, using the AGRC-based
[65] compilation approach. The generated Java bytecodes can be executed on a generalpurpose processor such as an ARM processor [26], which is capable of hosting a JVM
implementation [67, 94]. Note that time-predictability is unattainable for General
Purpose Processors (GPPs) with modern processor architectures, which makes WCET
analysis intractable because of difficulties in handling deep pipelining, branch
prediction, speculative or out-of-order execution, context dependence execution and
cache misses of instructions and/or data [51]. Hardware implementations of the JVM
targeting embedded real-time systems can also be used for executing the generated Java
bytecodes, such as Java Optimized Processor (JOP) [72], picoJava [95] and Komodo
[96]. JOP, in particular, is a real-time analysable soft-core processor targeting execution
of Java programs in an embedded environment [97]. In addition to the aforementioned
single-core Java processors, a multi-core processor named JOP-CMP [90], consisting of
multiple homogeneous JOPs and a shared-memory, can also be used to execute the Java
bytecodes obtained by compiling SystemJ programs.
When separated back-end code generation strategy is adopted, platform-dependent
information is used by compiler back-end to generate the target codes for CRCF and
JDF, respectively, which are then executed on corresponding hardware platforms.
Inspired by the separation of control and data back-end code generation for SystemJ
programs, several execution platforms have been proposed [80, 87, 89-93]. The first one
is named Tandem Virtual Machine (TVM) [80], which comprises a JVM and a Control
Virtual Machine (CVM). In CVM, a special instruction set is employed to execute the
CRCF nodes of the AGRC. The execution of CVM is implemented using an instruction
set simulator, which works in tandem with a JVM. Two types of virtual machines
execute as two different processes of the host operating system running on a single GPP.
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The TVM platform then evolved to the platform named Globally Asynchronous

Locally Synchronous Heterogeneous Multiprocessor (GALS-HMP) [87]. In GALSHMP, instead of executing the control part on a virtual processor such as CVM, the
CRCF code is directly executed on a Control Processor (CP) named Reactivity and
Concurrency Processor (ReCOP). The ReCOP efficiently implements the concurrency
and reactivity of the CRCF, while featuring a concise and time-predictable architecture.
ReCOP also provides an interface connecting CP with the processor executing JDF code,
namely Data Processor (DP). HMP can be further extended by increasing the number
of CPs and DPs in a multiprocessor configuration.
In order to improve the performance of JDF code execution, another SystemJ
execution platform called Tandem Processor – Java Optimized Processor (TP-JOP) is
proposed in [92], which replaces the GPP running a JVM with JOP. The resultant TPJOP platform consists of a single ReCOP as CP and a single JOP as DP, together with a
simplified interconnection between CP and DP. In order to achieve higher efficiency of
resource usage and potentially better performance, several efforts have been made since
then by extending JOP with the capability to perform control-driven computations
described by CRCF code, instead of carrying out all the CRCF codes on a separate CP
such as ReCOP. The resulting platform is capable of executing both JDF and CRCF
instructions efficiently using a single-core processor. The first such platform is named
Reactive JOP (RJOP) [91]. RJOP extends standard JOP with a set of custom bytecodes
and micro-instructions to support reactive constructs, which help eliminate
communication overheads between CP and DP.
As RJOP does not directly address the concurrency in SystemJ, an updated version
of RJOP called GALS-JOP was proposed in [92]. GALS-JOP merges functionalities of
CP and DP, while achieving more efficient execution of CRCF and JDF codes when
compared with RJOP. Another processor called JOP-Plus [89] extends the idea of
GALS-JOP. JOP-Plus provides one-to-one mapping between CRCF instruction and the
JOP byte-codes. In addition, JOP-Plus stores the frequently accessed CRCF data
structures in a dedicated private memory requiring only one cycle to load and store, thus
achieving even higher efficiency of execution compared to GALS-JOP. A multi-core
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processor named GALS-CMP [93], consisting of multiple JOP-Plus as Processing
Elements (PEs), was proposed to better exploit the parallelism within a GALS system
written in SystemJ.
The aforementioned SystemJ execution platforms can be categorized into three
classes: (a) single-core platforms, including JOP, TVM, RJOP, GALS-JOP and JOPPlus, (b) dual-core platforms, including the instance of GALS-HMP with one CP and
one DP, denoted by GALS-HMP(1,1), and TP-JOP, and (c) multi-core architectures,
including JOP-CMP [90], GALS-HMP and GALS-CMP. The GPP with modern
processor architecture lacks time-predictability, while JOP and ReCOP are both timepredictable PEs. Consequently, TVM and GALS-HMP utilizing GPP are considered as
time-unpredictable, while TP-JOP consisting of a pair of JOP and ReCOP is a timepredictable platform. RJOP, GALS-JOP and JOP-Plus are developed by extending
JOP’s instruction set for CRCF code execution; hence they all inherit the timepredictability from JOP. Finally, GALS-CMP comprising multiple instances of JOPPlus is also time-predictable. All the time-predictable processors are highlighted using
rounded rectangles in Figure 2.5.
The TP-JOP, which is an efficient execution platform for SystemJ programs, is
employed as the target platform in Chapter 3. A customizable multi-core architecture,
consisting of a single ReCOP as CP and multiple JOPs as DPs, is employed in Chapter
4. Each JOP accesses its own private memory in this architecture, plus a shared memory
dedicated for performing house-keeping operations. A variant of this architecture, with
all JOPs accessing a single shared memory only, is used in Chapter 5. Finally, a
homogeneous multi-core architecture consisting of multiple identical TP-JOPs, with all
JOPs accessing a single shared memory, is employed as the target platform in Chapter 6.
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3
A Scalable Framework for Timing Analysis
and Code Optimization of a Clock-domain

The Worst-Case Reaction Time (WCRT) is defined as the longest reaction time, i.e.,
maximum time to complete a tick of a Clock-Domain (CD). A CD is able to capture and
respond to the input events from the external environment if its WCRT does not exceed
the shortest inter-arrival time of any input event. Therefore, it is pivotal to statically
estimate the WCRT of a CD to gauge its worst-case performance. Due to the difficulty
of finding the exact WCRT value [51], the analysis of WCRT should achieve (a) safety
– the calculated WCRT estimate is never shorter than the exact WCRT value, and (b)
tightness – it is desirable for the WCRT estimate to have the shortest distance to the
exact WCRT value. In addition to the safety and tightness targets, the scalability is yet
another critical objective of the timing analysis tools, as the WCRT estimation will
become a bottleneck of the whole design process if the WCRT cannot be determined
within a reasonable time. Therefore, it is important to develop a scalable timing analysis
tool capable of producing a safe and tight WCRT estimate for a CD running on a timepredictable architecture.
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In this chapter a framework for WCRT analysis of a CD written in SystemJ is
presented. Section 3.1 gives the background information, and introduces the timing
analysis of hard real-time systems. Section 3.1 also positions our work in context to the
current literature on WCRT estimation of synchronous programs. Section 3.2 motivates
the research on WCRT estimation techniques using a real-world example. Section 3.3
describes the underlying time-analysable execution platform used in this work. Section
3.4 describes the crux of the proposed timing analysis and code optimization framework.
Section 3.5 gives the benchmark results, and finally this chapter is summarized in
Section 3.6.

3.1 Overview
In this section we first introduce the concepts related to real-time timing analysis,
followed by a discussion of current WCRT analysis approaches for synchronous
programs, along with their deficiencies. Finally, we summarize the need for scalable
timing analysis of a CD written in SystemJ.

3.1.1 Introduction to Timing Analysis of Hard Real-time Systems
A real-time system typically comprises a number of tasks, and the execution time of
each task varies depending on different inputs or behaviour of the environment. Figure
3.1 illustrates several relevant concepts of a real-time task [51] using the distribution of
its execution times. The solid curve denotes the distribution of all possible execution
times of a task. The maximum and minimum execution time bounds are called the
worst- and best-case execution time, respectively, abbreviated WCET and BCET. The
WCET is critical for real-time system design and is used in several crucial stages of
timing analysis, such as schedulability analysis, task scheduling and reactive system
modelling [30].
Generally, the state space of a real-world application is too large to exhaustively
explore all possible executions in order to determine the exact BCET and WCET.
Therefore, the common technique to obtain execution time bounds is to measure the
end-to-end execution time of the task on the given execution platform or a simulator for
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a subset of all possible cases. The dotted curve in Figure 3.1 depicts the distribution of
measured execution times of a task, with the maximum and minimum bounds named
maximum and minimal observed execution time, respectively. However, this method
often leads to overestimation of the BCET and underestimation of the WCET, hence
making them unsafe for hard real-time systems. These methods are classified as

distribution of times

measurement-based (dynamic) timing analysis [51].
worst-case performance
worst-case guarantee

BCET
estimates

0

minimal
BCET observed
execution time

maximal WCET
observed
execution time
WCET
estimates

measured
execution times

time

possible execution times
timing predictability

Figure 3.1: Concepts related to timing analysis for a real-time task [51]
Instead of measurement-based timing analysis techniques, the set of all possible
control-flow paths in the task can be statically analysed. This procedure, called static
timing analysis, calculates WCET and/or BCET estimates which guarantee that the
actual execution time of a task will never exceed the calculated bounds. Because the
abstractions of task and hardware platform cause loss of information, the computed
WCET estimate usually overestimates the exact WCET and vice versa for the BCET
[51]. As shown in Figure 3.1, the WCET estimate denotes the worst-case guarantee
provided by the static timing analysis. The time-predictability is embodied by the
calculated or measured execution time bounds. The standard approach [98] to
guaranteeing the worst-case performance of a real-time system requires a scheduling
approach, e.g., Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling, which depends on the WCET
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of the tasks in the program obtained using static timing analysis [51]. Once the
scheduling discipline is determined, a Real-time Operating System (RTOS) can be
employed to ensure the worst-case guarantee. There are multiple problems with this
approach. First of all, since the program is usually written in general purpose languages
like C, communication and synchronization between tasks is achieved via low level
constructs such as mutexes, which makes guaranteeing functional correctness hard, let
alone timing correctness [51]. Furthermore, general purpose languages executing on
general purpose processors built with speculative units such as branch predictors and
complex memory hierarchy make estimating the WCET of tasks very challenging [51].
Synchronous approach using languages such as Esterel [50] or its variants like
PRET-C [99], together with underlying time-predictable architectures such as PRETARM [71], ameliorates this problem to a great extent, and hence have been proposed as
an alternative in research literature. The timing analysis techniques for synchronous
programs calculate the WCRT, which is the longest reaction time between two
consecutive logic ticks (cf. Section 1.3). Note here, the notion of WCET is not
applicable to synchronous programs, as in general the tasks in WCET analysis are more
coarse-grained and represent larger units of functionality, compared to the nodes in a
GRC representing a synchronous program. Based on the relationship between a
synchronous program and a CD, as discussed in Section 2.1.4, each CD can be
essentially represented by a synchronous program. Therefore, it is pivotal to statically
determine the WCRT of a CD by using timing analysis techniques which are equally
applicable to synchronous programs.
Model checking [100] has been widely adopted as a formal verification technique in
recent years. In model checking, a formal model, such as an automaton and a Petri net
[40], is built to describe the behaviour of the system under verification. Then a model
checker is employed to automatically decide that a correctness property, stated with a
formal specification language such as temporal logic, can be satisfied or not by the
model. A timed automaton [101] extends the classical finite automaton with a set of
real-valued variables, named clocks, which increase synchronously with time. Using
clocks, the timed automaton associates guards with every transition, specifying when
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the transition can occur. The adoption of timed automata enables modelling and
analysing the timing behaviour of real-time systems. There exists a range of tools for
model checking timed automata such as UPPAAL [102], which have already had their
applications in the domain of static timing analysis [51].

3.1.2 Deficiencies in the Existing Approaches
A plethora of WCRT analysis techniques have been proposed for synchronous
programs, which can be classified as Max-Plus algebra [103], model checking [104,
105], reachability [106], and ILP [107]. In Max-Plus algebra, the maximum WCRT of
each parallel reaction is added up to obtain the total WCRT. This technique has
polynomial complexity but the WCRT is greatly overestimated [104]. Model checking
based WCRT analysis for synchronous programs has been proposed in [104]. The
model checking based approach in [104] takes into account the state-dependencies
between reactions, resulting in a tighter WCRT estimate. Another model checking based
approach in [105] has the ability for more complex infeasible path pruning, and can
often provide even tighter WCRT estimates. The approach in [106] avoids the binary
search, which is required in [104], by computing the execution time of all reachable
ticks and recording the longest computed time from amongst all the tick times as the
WCRT. An ILP based formulation has been presented in [107], using an additional
automaton to prune redundant states.
The WCRT analysis technique presented in [105] that results in the tight WCRT
estimate of synchronous programs uses a combination of path-pruning via data/controlflow analysis combined with model checking for exhaustive state space enumeration.
This technique is targeting synchronous programs written in PRET-C [99] and executed
on a MicroBlaze processor [108]. Yet, this technique suffers from the state space
explosion problem due to its enforcement of sequential execution on a parallel
composition of automata. Moreover, the current research literature on WCRT analysis
of synchronous programs, although using many techniques from the compiler
community, e.g., data/control-flow analysis [104], does not perform WCRT analysis
based code optimization which can lead to substantial savings in the generated binary
footprint and further tightening of the WCRT estimate.
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The motivations for carrying out this research are as follows:


Providing an approach to tighten the WCRT estimates of a CD, which is also
applicable to synchronous programs, while substantially reducing the state
space explosion problem and lowering the overall runtime complexity.



Optimizing the generated code in terms of binary footprint and accordingly
further tightening the WCRT estimates.



Providing an integrated framework of scalable WCRT analysis as a basis for the
rest of the work in this thesis.

3.2 Motivating Example
We employ the Conveyor Controller CD introduced as the illustrative example in
Section 2.1.3 as a motivating example for this research. The block diagram of the
Conveyor Controller is highlighted in the shaded area of Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Conveyor Controller of the Sorter System described in SystemJ
Referring to Figure 3.2, the sorter consists of a loader, a conveyor belt, a
mechanical arm, a camera and two sensors. The loader places items such as fruit on the
left end of the conveyor belt and the conveyor belt moves from left to right carrying the
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items at a constant speed. The CD controlling the conveyor, named Conveyor Controller,
is described in SystemJ as shown in Listing 2-1. The program contains only one CD
consisting of five reactions (from R1 to R5). The presence of an item carried on the
conveyor belt is detected by a sensor named BEG which produces an input signal
NEW_ITEM to R1 and R2. R1 regulates the movement of the conveyor depending on
the number of items carried. R2 is further composed of three reactions, namely R3, R4
and R5. Upon arrival of this signal, a picture of the item is taken in R3 and analysed to
determine the type of item (either apple or pear in this example) in R4 and R5. The type
information is then used to sort the item into the correct bin via a mechanical arm
controlled by another CD named Arm Controller.
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(b) Corresponding Timing diagram
Figure 3.3: The logical timing diagram of an execution trace example for Conveyor
Controller clock-domain
There are two hard real-time requirements for the control logic: (a) the time spent
on item recognition should be shorter than the incoming input signal NEW_ITEM,
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otherwise the type of item cannot be recognized in a timely manner, and (b) the loader
of the conveyor should be halted promptly when the capacity of the conveyor is reached,
otherwise the item will not be placed into the bin and will drop off the conveyor belt.
These two timing constraints imply that the WCRT of the Conveyor Controller CD
should be shorter than the inter-arrival time of input events. Figure 3.3 illustrates the
timing behaviour of the Conveyor Controller CD. Figure 3.3(a) shows a segment of
execution trace which is essentially the logical timing diagram for the Conveyor
Controller CD. Statuses of all the input, output and internal signals, together with input
and output channels, are shown during the execution of seven consecutive logic ticks
starting from some logical tick N.
Input signal NEW_ITEM is generated by the Sensor BEG at tick N. Recall that, the
reactions to signals in SystemJ are delayed, as introduced in Section 2.1.1, and thus
signal NEW_ITEM is latched and responded to in the next tick N+1. Following the
synchrony hypothesis, in tick N+1, the Conveyor Controller responds to the previously
emitted NEW_ITEM signal by performing computations and emitting the internal signal
picture. The output signal STOP_LOADER is also emitted in tick N+1 because the
capacity of the conveyor has been reached. The picture signal is again latched and
responded to in the next tick N+2, leading to emission of internal signal edgepicture,
which is an intermediate result obtained by performing edge detection algorithm. The
edgepicture signal is responded to in tick N+3, resulting in the generation of the item
type, implemented as a Java string object, which is sent to Arm Controller CD via
output channel ITEM_TYPE. Then the Arm Controller CD instructs the mechanical arm
to sort the item into the correct bin and send back a message indicating the completion
of item sorting to the input channel ITEM_PICKED of Conveyor Controller CD. This
message is received in tick N+5 and is responded to in tick N+6, leading to the emission
of output signal START_LOADER, since the conveyor belt is ready to be loaded with a
new item. This pattern repeats from tick N+6 with the arrival of a new item indicated by
input signal NEW_ITEM.
Consider the timing diagram in Figure 3.3(b) for the Conveyor Controller
corresponding to the execution trace of logical ticks in Figure 3.3(a). The logical ticks
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(N, N+1, and so forth) are shown at the top. Each logical tick takes some physical time
to execute, which is shown as boxes with different lengths representing execution
duration. Thus, the tick time between tick N+1 and N (T1) is 7 ms, between tick N+2
and N+1 (T2) is 9 ms, and so forth. The tick time between tick N+5 and N+4 (T5),
which takes 22 ms, is the longest amongst the six consecutive tick times.

3.3 TP-JOP Execution Platform
The prerequisite for performing static timing analysis is adopting a time-predictable
hardware architecture [51]. We employ the time-predictable execution platform TP-JOP
[92] in this chapter. As shown in Figure 3.4, the TP-JOP execution platform consists of
a single ReCOP [87] as Control Processor (CP) and a single JOP [72] as Data
Processor (DP), connecting to their private memories, respectively. Both ReCOP and
JOP are designed with time-analysable features, which make WCRT analysis of
SystemJ programs feasible on TP-JOP.

ReCOP
Private
Memory

DPCR Method ID
DPRR

Result

JOP
Stack Cache

Private
Memory

Method Cache

Figure 3.4: Block diagram of TP-JOP execution platform
An interface handling the communication between ReCOP and JOP utilizes two
registers in ReCOP, namely Data Processor Call Register (DPCR) and Data Processor
Result Register (DPRR). When a data node needs to be executed on JOP, ReCOP sets
the first bit of DPCR to notify JOP that a data computation has been launched, which is
cleared once acknowledged by JOP. The rest bits of DPCR are used to convey an ID of
the corresponding Java method, so that JOP can locate the Java method stored in its
private memory. When a data computation is finished, JOP sets the first bit of DPRR as
an indication to inform ReCOP to retrieve the result which is stored in the rest bits of
DPRR. The first bit of DPRR is cleared once the result has been retrieved.
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Due to the separated back-end code generation strategy adopted, the back-end code
generated by the SystemJ compiler for TP-JOP platform is a combination of JOP
bytecodes and ReCOP instructions (in the form of assembly code), which are executed
in a sequential pattern. The sequential execution pattern indicates that there is no
overlapping between the execution of ReCOP and JOP. ReCOP performs the
initialization at the beginning, followed by the execution of control-driven operations.
Whenever a data computation request is encountered, the control of execution pattern is
transferred to JOP. ReCOP halts until JOP finishes performing the Java data
computation and returns the results. The sequential execution pattern eliminates all
possible overlaps of execution which may impede timing analysis.

3.3.1 Time-Predictable Features of JOP
JOP is a real-time analysable soft-core processor targeted at execution of Java
programs in an embedded environment [97]. The time-predictable features of JOP
include:


Dependencies between bytecode instructions are avoided so that WCET of
each bytecode can be predicted in terms of the number of JOP clock cycles.



The pipeline of JOP is designed without prefetching and queuing in order to
eliminate pipeline dependencies, which are hard to analyse and are possibly
unbounded. In addition, the pipeline stalls, which can be caused by interrupts
or memory subsystem, are also eradicated to simplify the timing analysis.



JOP contains two time-predictable caches: (a) a stack cache that acts as the
substitute for the data cache, and (b) a method cache that is used to cache the
method instructions.

A WCET analysis tool called JOP WCET Analyser (WCA) [97] is provided with
JOP. WCA performs static WCET analysis of the Java program based on Implicit Path
Enumeration (IPET) approach [51]. The WCA tool is used to analyse the WCET value
of individual data computations in the Java Data Flow (JDF). Each data computation
represented by a data node in the CDGRC is encapsulated into a Java method. The JDF
constructs in each data node are translated into bytecodes, which are further translated
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into so called microcodes [97] for execution on the JOP, and hence the static timing
analysis is carried out at the microcode level. Besides the time of accessing Java objects
and arrays stored in heap of the private memory for executing Java methods, the time of
loading Java methods from the method area of the private memory into the method
cache is also taken into account during the timing analysis.

3.3.2 Time-Predictable Features of ReCOP
ReCOP consists of a control unit and a data path. The data path of ReCOP consists
of all the registers, data processing units and interfaces with the private memory storing
data and program. ReCOP instructions are carried out as sequences of micro-operations.
ReCOP is a customized processor with a simple architecture that supports efficient
execution of reactivity and concurrency for both synchronous and asynchronous
constructs. ReCOP controls the execution of a SystemJ program by performing direct
and efficient execution of control-driven computations, i.e. Concurrency and Reactivity
Control Flow (CRCF) code. In a multi-cycle version of the ReCOP, each instruction is
implemented using three ReCOP machine cycles, i.e., fetch, decode and execute cycle.
ReCOP implements the schedule of a CD by executing the CRCF assembly code
containing the scheduling information of the CDGRC nodes. In addition, ReCOP also
takes care of the communication between CDs via SystemJ channels and the
communication with the external environment via SystemJ signals. We calculate the
WCET value of a control node running on ReCOP by firstly counting the number of
instructions in the corresponding CRCF assembly code and then multiplying it by three.

3.4 Timing Analysis and Code Optimization (TACO)
Framework
In this section, we present the Timing Analysis and Code Optimization (TACO)
framework, followed by a discussion of the proposed approach for model checking
based tight WCRT analysis. Then a key step in the proposed approach is introduced:
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translating the CDGRC with timing information into the UPAAL model. Finally, a code
optimization method that employs infeasible path pruning is presented.

3.4.1 TACO Framework Overview
Clock-domain
1

Compiler Front-end
CDGRC

2

4

Back-end Code Generator
CRCF Code

Translator
UPPAAL model for
WCRT analysis

6

Model
Checking
for WCRT
analysis

3

JDF Code

WCET Analyzer
Timed CDGRC

5
Max-Plus
Analysis
Yes

WCRT Result

7
Pool of outgoing edges
of branching locations
empty?

Optimized
Timed CDGRC

No

8
Pick an edge from the
pool and annotate it
with a flag assignment

Final Optimized
Timed CDGRC
13 Back-end Code Generator

CRCF Code

12
Update the pool of
edges of branching
locations, and
remove redundant
branching locations
and nodes

UPPAAL model for
code optimization

JDF Code

Model Checking for
code optimization
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Infeasible path
found?

9
No

11
Infeasible path
pruning in TA
and Timed
CDGRC

10

Figure 3.5: Overview of TACO framework
A detailed flow chart representing the TACO framework is shown in Figure 3.5. In
Step 1, the source code of SystemJ program specifying a CD is compiled into CDGRC
intermediate representation (cf. Section 2.2.3) using the front-end of the SystemJ
compiler [65]. The CDGRC representation in this step does not contain any timing
information and is then sent to the back-end of the SystemJ compiler for target code
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generation. In Step 2, the target code is generated by the SystemJ compiler for TP-JOP,
consisting of both the CRCF code executed on ReCOP and the JDF code executed on
JOP. During target code generation in Step 2, the tracking information is also produced,
indicating the original CDGRC node from which a segment of target code is generated.
Both CRCF assembly code and JDF Java code are analysed by a WCET analyser in
Step 3 to calculate the WCET value of each CDGRC node. The WCET analyser used in
Step 3 consists of the JOP WCA and the ReCOP WCET Analyser. The original
CDGRC is then back-annotated with the node-level WCET information acquired from
Step 3 to obtain Timed CDGRC. After obtaining Timed CDGRCs, model checking
based tight WCRT analysis is carried out in Steps 4 to 6. In Step 4, each Timed CDGRC
obtained from Step 3 is translated to Timed Automaton (TA). Instead of using realvalued clocks, we employ a single bounded integer to capture the total time cost of a
complete transition from the beginning to the end of a logic tick.
During the translation from Timed CDGRC to TA we preserve the following
information: (a) the state encoding and decoding that capture tick transition semantics,
and (b) internal and output signal emission and testing. Model checking based WCRT
analysis benefits from preserving this information, which essentially models the
execution flow of the SystemJ program, because the model checker can implicitly prune
paths via control flow analysis. Consequently, tight WCRT result can be generated;
detailed discussion about it will be presented in the following sections. We exploit a
well-known model checker for timed automata called UPPAAL [102] because it offers
efficient algorithms for both TA and automata with bounded integer operations.
In addition to tight WCRT analysis, we perform code optimization based on
infeasible path pruning, as shown in Steps 7 to 13 in Figure 3.5. The final optimized
Timed CDGRC is provided to the compiler back-end to generate optimized target code.
Moreover, the optimized Timed CDGRC reused to calculate even tighter WCRT
estimates in Steps 4 to 5. Steps 7 to 13 are discussed in Section 3.4.4. Note that in the
TACO framework, the time costs are measured in clock cycles of ReCOP and JOP. In
this work, we assume that both ReCOP and JOP are driven by the same system clock.

3.4.2 Model Checking Based Tight WCRT Analysis
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SJ_Example1(
)->{
{// R1
while(true){
method1();
pause;
Pause;
}
}
||
{// R2
while(true) {
pause;
method2();
pause;
}
}
}

SJ_Example2(
input signal IN1;
)->{
{// R1
while(true){
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present(IN1) {
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(a) Infeasible tick alignment
SJ_Example3(
output signal OUT1,OUT2;
)->{
{while(true){ // R1
emit(OUT1);
pause;
pause;
}
}
||
{while(true) { // R2
pause;
emit(OUT2);
pause;
}
}
||
{while(true) { // R3
present(OUT1&&OUT2) {
method1();
} else {
method2();
}
pause;
}
}
}
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(c) Infeasible path due to signal testing
Figure 3.6: Illustrations of different execution scenarios affecting static timing analysis
As discussed in the previous subsection, state encoding and decoding as well as
internal and output signal emission and testing are modelled in the generated UPPAAL
model. Then a model checker is used to detect several scenarios where conventional
WCRT estimation techniques like Max-Plus algebra would produce large overestimates. Our proposed WCRT analysis method excels compared to such conventional
approaches when the following types of execution scenarios are encountered: (a)
infeasible tick alignment, (b) infeasible path alignment, and (c) infeasible path due to
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signal testing. The examples illustrating these scenarios are shown in Figure 3.6. All
three types of execution scenarios can be detected by the TACO framework using
algorithms introduced in the next subsection.
In CDGRC, tick transition is captured by switch node. Each branch of switch node
in CDGRC corresponds to a specific tick in the SystemJ program [65], and the state
value stored in a switch node determines which branch (i.e. tick) should be taken. For
example, two branches annotated with ―Tick1‖ in Figure 3.6(a) are taken when the
current value of switch node S1 and S2 is ―Tick1‖. Similarly, test node performs signal
test and selects a branch to execute based on the result. For example, the branch
annotated with ―True‖ in Figure 3.6(b) is taken only when the corresponding signal
testing result is

.

The infeasible tick alignment scenario is illustrated in Figure 3.6(a). During WCRT
analysis, Max-Plus algebra would consider Tick1 branch of switch node S1 together
with Tick2 branch of switch node S2 and give 226 clock cycles (ccs) as the WCRT
result (the number annotated on a node represents its WCET estimate). By taking into
account the state encoding and decoding information, our approach manages to discover
the infeasible tick alignment, i.e., either only Tick1 branches or only Tick2 branches are
taken within the same tick, and produce a tight WCRT estimate (176 ccs). An example
of infeasible path alignment is shown in Figure 3.6(b). The branch of a test node is
called a true branch or a false branch, if it is taken when the signal expression under test
is evaluated to be true or false, respectively. When both test nodes TE1 and TE2 are
testing the presence of the same signal, the true branch of a test node and false branch of
the other test node can never be taken together in the same tick. Our approach is capable
of detecting the infeasible path alignment, and hence achieves a tighter WCRT estimate
(164 ccs) compared to Max-plus algebra which gives 214 ccs as the WCRT.
The infeasible path due to signal testing is illustrated by an example presented in
Figure 3.6(c). Due to the infeasible tick alignment, output signal OUT1 and OUT2 can
never be emitted together in the same tick, and hence, the signal expression of the
present statement in reaction R3 will always be evaluated as

. As a result, the

true branch of test node TE1 will never be taken and thus it is identified as an infeasible
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path (highlighted as shared area). Our approach obtains 17.6% tighter WCRT estimate
than the Max-Plus algebra by identifying both infeasible tick alignment and infeasible
path for the example shown in Figure 3.6(c). The technique proposed in [105] is also
capable of identifying all three scenarios; however, our approach excels in the ability to
prune the infeasible paths and further tighten the WCRT estimates, which will be
elaborated on in Section 3.4.4.

3.4.3 Translation from Timed CDGRC to Timed Automaton for
Finding Tight WCRT Value
Listing 3-1: Algorithm for translating Timed CDGRC to Time Automaton
Input: The Timed CDGRC
, the lower
Output: The Timed Automaton

and upper bound

of WCRT

01: Procedure TRANSLATE(
)
02:
initialize TA and execution time counter
03: for each node in do
04:
one-to-one mapping of each node to a location
05: if is a fork node then
06:
create an auxiliary integer variable (
) for
and initialize it to 0
07: end if
08: end for
09: for each edge in from node
to
do
10:
11: assign with
increment
with the WCET of
12: if
is a enter or action node then
model state encoding and signal emission
13:
assign with the state encoding or signal emission statement of
to
14: else if
is a switch or test node then
model state decoding and signal testing
15:
guard with the branching condition of
to
16: else if
is a fork node then
model sequentialized execution of parallel reactions
17:
guard with
18: else if
is a join node then
model semantics of join node
19:
guard
with
is the edge from
to the location of ’s corresponding fork node
20:
guard with
21: end if
22: end for
23:
is the edge from the location of the ajoin node to that of the afork node
24: assign
with the resetting statements for the
and all the auxiliary variables
25: assign
with the updating statements for all signal values and statuses
26: return
27: end Procedure
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This subsection describes the translation from Timed CDGRC to Time Automaton
(TA) as modelled in the UPPAAL model checker, which is illustrated in Figure 3.7,
followed by the algorithm used to find tight WCRT value. The graph code shown in
Figure 3.7(a) is the Timed CDGRC for the Conveyor Controller CD introduced in
Section 3.2. The corresponding TA is shown in Figure 3.7(b). The algorithm of the
translation is given in Listing 3-1, corresponding to Step 4 in Figure 3.5.
Referring to Listing 3-1, the first step in the translation is to perform a one-to-one
mapping for each node in the Timed CDGRC to a location in the TA (line 4). For
example, async-fork node AF0 in the Timed CDGRC is mapped to the initial location
AF0 in the TA. Similarly switch node S1 is mapped to a location S1, and so forth. Next,
we map each control flow edge in the Timed CDGRC to an edge between two locations
in the TA (line 10).
(0)
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(a) CDGRC of the Conveyor Controller example
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Figure 3.7: Translation from Timed CDGRC to Timed Automaton
As described in Section 3.4.1, a bounded integer (

) is used to count the total

execution time of a single tick. Therefore, every edge in the TA is annotated with an
assignment that increases the integer

by the WCET value of the target location.

The tight WCRT value as the target of the timing analysis lies in the bounded range
denoted by

.

is a safe upper-bound of WCRT obtained by

applying Max-Plus algebra to the Timed CDGRC, which is essentially summing up the
maximum tick execution time of every reaction in the CD. Similarly, we calculate a
lower-bound of WCRT, termed
time of every reaction in the CD.

, by summing up the minimum tick execution
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Due to the semantics of CDGRC nodes related to control flow, annotations (such as
assignments and guards) should be added to the edges in the TA to correctly model the
execution flow. The state encodings and signal emissions are captured by annotating the
corresponding assignments on the edges of TA (line 13). For example, the assignments
on the outgoing edges of E3, E12 and E13 model three distinct state encodings. The
conditional branching is modelled by annotating the edges with guards (line 15). For
instance, the edge from location S1 to E3 in Figure 3.7(b) has the expression
as its guard condition to capture the tick transition semantics based on state
encoding and decoding of switch node S1 in Figure 3.7(a).
The parallelism of the branches forked out by a fork node is compiled away so that
all these branches are executed one after another. Hence, the location corresponding to
the join node should have an edge back to the location of its corresponding fork node to
model the semantics of fork and join node (line 19), e.g., the edge from J15 to F10.
Furthermore, since a tick starts at the async-fork node and finishes at the async-join
node, there should be an edge from the async-join node back to the async-fork node to
model the repetitive execution of ticks (line 23). The bounded integer

should also

be cleared to zero on the edge from the async-join node to the async-fork node (line 24),
e.g., the edge from AJ5 to AF0. On the same edge, all signal statuses and values should
also be updated (line 25).
Listing 3-2: Algorithm for finding the tight WCRT value based on model checking
Input: The Timed Automaton
Output: The tight WCRT value
01: Procedure FIND_WCRT(
02:
03: while
do
04:
05: if property
06:
07: else
08:
09: end if
10: end while
11: return
12: end Procedure

, lower

and upper bound

of WCRT

)
and

is satisfiable for

then

are integer variables
is an integer variable
using a model checker

return min as the tight WCRT result
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We use standard binary search combined with the verification of Computation Tree

Logic (CTL) properties [102] to find the tight WCRT value, termed

. The

algorithm for finding the tight WCRT value is presented in Listing 3-2. Referring to
Listing 3-2, we firstly assume a candidate WCRT estimate, named
the middle value of the search range (line 3). Next, the

, which is
is validated by

verifying a CTL property upon the TA using the UPPAAL model checker (line 5). The
CTL property is written as

, indicating that the final WCRT

result is less than or equal to the

. The search continues in the lower half of the

original search range if the CTL property can be satisfied (line 6); otherwise the upper
half is chosen for the next search (line 8). Finally, the search range converges to a single
value, which is the

(line 11).

3.4.4 Code Optimization through Infeasible Path Pruning
In this subsection we describe the techniques we use to perform code optimization
by pruning infeasible paths as described in Steps 7 to 13 in Figure 3.5. The algorithm
for infeasible path pruning based on model checking is presented in Listing 3-3, which
corresponds to Steps 7 to 12 in Figure 3.5.
Listing 3-3: Algorithm for pruning infeasible path based on model checking
Input: The Timed CDGRC
, The Timed Automaton
Output: The final optimized CDGRC
01: Procedure PRUNE_INFEASIBLE_PATHS(
)
02:
03: while
is not empty do
04: select an edge from
and initialize a Boolean flag
to true
05: assign with
for detecting infeasible path
06: if property
is satisfiable for
then
using a model checker
07:
prune the infeasible path identified in the
and the corresponding one in
08: end if
09: update
and remove redundant branching locations in
and nodes in
10: end while
11: return
return the final optimized Timed CDGRC
12: end Procedure

As discussed in Section 3.4.2, an infeasible path only exists in the branches forked
out by branching nodes (switch nodes or test nodes), because only these two types of
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nodes perform conditional branching. We call the location corresponding to a switch
node or test node in the Timed CDGRC a branching location. In order to identify an
infeasible path, we annotate a Boolean variable as a flag on an outgoing edge from a
branching location. This flag is initialized to

, and assigned to

when the

corresponding edge is taken.
Then we identify an infeasible path by verifying a CTL property:
. The satisfaction of this property means that the annotated flag is

for all

paths from the initial location, which implies that the corresponding edge is never taken
and hence leads to an infeasible path. For example, in the TA shown in Figure 3.7(b),
the edge from location S1 to E3 is annotated with a Boolean variable assignment
, with the Boolean variable

initialized to

. Then we check

whether the branch of the edge from S1 to E3 is infeasible by verifying the CTL
property

.

The approach we develop to perform code optimization through infeasible path
pruning is described as follows. Referring to Figure 3.5 and Listing 3-3, we firstly
create a pool containing all outgoing edges of all branching locations (line 2). Then, in
Step 7, we detect whether this pool is empty (line 3). If it is not empty, we pick the edge
from the pool that is closest to the initial location, and annotate this edge with a flag
assignment in Step 8 (lines 4 and 5). Next, we check whether this edge leads to an
infeasible path by verifying the CTL property upon the TA for the annotated flag in
Step 9 (line 6). Upon satisfaction of the CTL property, the complete path – starting from
the picked edge and finishing at the location of the corresponding joining node,
including all the branching edges along the path – is considered to be infeasible.
In Step 11, the infeasible path identified is pruned from the TA, and the
corresponding path in the CDGRC is also pruned (line 7). In Step 12, we update the
edge pool by removing all the edges of the branching locations belonging to the pruned
path (line 9). The edge picked in Step 8 is simply removed from the pool if no infeasible
path can be identified. Furthermore, if a branching location has only one outgoing edge
after updating the edge pool, it is considered redundant since no conditional branching
is required. We simply remove that location and connect its parent and child locations
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together directly in the TA (line 9). The same operations are also performed in the
CDGRC for the redundant branching node (line 9), if any, which results in an optimized
Timed CDGRC (line 10). Steps 7 to 12 are repeated until the edge pool is empty in
order to obtain the final Timed CDGRC, which is used to generate the optimized target
code by invoking compiler back-end in Step 13. Moreover, due to the removal of
unnecessary branching nodes, the final Timed CDGRC is provided to the UPPAAL
model translator again in Step 4, in order to obtain a potentially tighter WCRT value.

3.4.5 Complexity Analysis
Table 3.1: Comparison of WCRT analysis techniques for synchronous programs
Approach

Technique

Boldt et al. [103]

Max-Plus

Roop et al. [104, 105]

Model checking

Kuo et al. [106]
Ju et al. [107]
Proposed

Reachability
ILP
Model checking

a.
b.

Time Complexity
Square of the number of nodes in the intermediate
graph code
a
Cartesian product of reaction sizes × length of
b
search range × binary search
Product of reaction sizes
NP-hard
Number of reactions × maximum reaction size ×
length of search range × binary search

Reaction size is determined by the number of nodes in a reaction of the intermediate graph code
The complexity of binary search is given by
, where is the length of search range

The runtime complexity of the algorithm shown in Listing 3-1 for translating the
Timed CDGRC to TA is given by

| | , where | | is the complexity of the TA

determined as the product of the number of reactions and the maximum number of
nodes in any reaction of the Timed CDGRC. The runtime complexity of verifying a
single property using model checking is given by
| |), where

(

| |

represents the length of the search range for tight

WCRT, and | | is the complexity of the query describing the CTL property. Combining
the binary search, which has a runtime complexity of

,

the worst-case runtime complexity of the algorithm presented in Listing 3-2 for finding
the tight WCRT value is given by
| |

| | , which is orders of magnitude smaller than the model checking

based technique presented in [105]. The reason for this is that, unlike [105], we do not
model each parallel reaction as a separate TA and then compose them in parallel, which
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results in an explosion of state space. We can achieve the same execution model as in
[105] with a single TA which allows the analysis of larger CDs, and which will be
demonstrated by a series of synthetic examples in Section 3.5. The complexities of
existing WCRT analysis techniques including the proposed one are summarized in
Table 3.1.

3.5 Experimental Results
In this section experimental evaluations of the TACO framework are presented. The
TACO framework is tightly coupled with the SystemJ compiler. The performance of
our approach is gauged over a set of benchmarks written in SystemJ. These benchmarks
belong to the class of real-time systems modelling realistic applications, including the
Conveyor Controller (CC) of the Sorter example described in Section 3.2. Pabro and
Buffer examples are two CDs of a GALS program that enhance the ABRO example to
act as producer and consumer with an intermediary buffer. We use these two CDs
separately as benchmarks. The Asproto_cd1 example is one CD from the Asproto
benchmark that implements communication protocols between asynchronous processes.
Frelay example is from a real-life case study modelling the control of the power relay
switch [12]. We developed the Auto_Parking example, which describes the control
logic of auto-parking function of a vehicle. A synthetic example with a large number of
reactions is also used as an edge case. The characteristics of benchmark are listed in
Table 3.2, including lines of code, number of reactions and number of nodes in the
CDGRC, indicating the complexity of the benchmark.
Table 3.2: Benchmark profile
Example

#Lines of Code

#Reactions

#CDGRC
Nodes

Pabro
Buffer
CC
Auto_Parking
Frelay
Asproto_cd1
Synthetic

46
70
37
65
154
104
334

6
5
6
8
7
8
31

194
475
115
114
198
301
572
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The results of WCRT analysis are shown in Table 3.3. Steps 1 to 5 of our proposed
framework (cf. Figure 3.5) are applied to all the benchmarks to obtain tight WCRT
estimates, as shown in the third column. The second column presents the upper bound
of WCRT obtained by applying Max-Plus algebra, which is used as a baseline to gauge
the effectiveness of our approach. The results show that we obtain tighter WCRT on all
benchmarks with the distance (Distance1) to the
67.48%. Note here the

ranging from 5.42% to

is calculated before performing code optimization,

leaving space for further reduction of WCRT. The distance (Distance2) of the further
reduced WCRT to the

is shown in the fifth column of Table 3.3. On average

we achieve a further improvement of 1.65% compared to the

. There is no

further improvement of WCRT for four of our benchmarks because no branching node
can be removed based on the result of infeasible path pruning for these benchmarks.
Table 3.3: Model checking based timing analysis results
Example

WCRTub
(clock cycles)

WCRTtight
(clock cycles)

Distance1

Distance2

Pabro
Buffer
CC
Auto_Parking
Frelay
Asproto_cd1
Synthetic

2380
6383
1639
2592
6096
6422
14114

2251
5804
1403
1211
5573
5956
4590

5.42%
9.07%
14.40%
53.28%
8.58%
7.26%
67.48%

3.29%
5.20%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
3.06%

We extended the synthetic example by randomly duplicating some of its reactions a
number of times to form a series of benchmarks with increasing numbers of parallel
reactions and CDGRC nodes. The corresponding execution time for finding the WCRT
using our approach and the number of explored states are shown in Table 3.4. The
results clearly show that both execution time and the number of explored states exhibit
linear growth with increasing number of reactions, which demonstrates the scalability of
our approach.
Finally, the performance of code optimization in terms of target code size reduction
is shown in Figure 3.8. After acquiring Timed CDGRC for each benchmark, we
performed Steps 7 to 13 of the framework from Figure 3.5 to obtain the optimized target
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code, as explained in Section 3.4.4. The improvement of the target code size because of
code optimization is shown in Figure 3.8, for both CRCF and JDF code. On average, we
obtain 10.15% reduction in generated code size for CRCF and 17.55% for JDF. Note
that there are four benchmarks with no code size reduction for JDF since there is no
branch containing data computation can be pruned during code optimization for these
four benchmarks. Even though the approach in [105] can achieve the same tightness of
WCRT estimates, it cannot further tighten the WCRT results through code optimization.
Table 3.4: Number of states explored and execution times
Example

#Lines of
Code

#Reactions

#CDGRC
Nodes

#States
Explored

Execution
Time
(seconds)

Synthetic

334

31

572

10036

11.67

Synthetic2

671

62

1144

18863

14.20

Synthetic3

1241

114

2106

36389

19.64

Synthetic4

1901

174

3216

59512

32.00

Synthetic5

2561

234

4326

86240

47.68

60%

54.93%

50%
40%

56.03%

Reduction on CRCF Code
Reduction on JDF code

34.50%

30%
20%
10%

16.00%

11.88%
10.91%
0.54%
0.00%

0%
Pabro

Buffer

CC

6.79%
0.00%

Auto_
Parking

1.70%
0.63%
0.00%
0.00%

Frelay

Asproto_
cd1

Synthetic

Figure 3.8: Results of code size reduction due to code optimization

3.6 Summary
In this chapter we presented the Timing Analysis and Code Optimization framework
for a CD written in SystemJ language. The proposed TACO approach combines model
checking, path pruning via flow analysis, and code optimization techniques resulting in
tight WCRT estimates. Moreover, the worst-case runtime complexity of the TACO
approach is orders of magnitude smaller than the currently proposed approaches, which
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means CDs with larger sizes can be analysed using the proposed technique. Our final
contribution has been a tool-chain from system-design to execution that always aligns
with the formal intermediate representation of the program, built into the TACO
framework.

4
Using Design Space Exploration for Finding
Schedule with Guaranteed Reaction Time of
a Clock-domain on a Multi-core Architecture

Intuitively, the Worst-Case Reaction Time (WCRT) of an isolated Clock-Domain
(CD) running on a single-core architecture can be shortened if a faster processor is
employed. However, as the complexity and power consumption of a single-core
architecture has reached its design limit, it is inevitable to resort to an alternative option,
i.e., multi-core architecture. Multi-core architectures allow real parallel execution of
computations not possible on single-core architectures. The complexity of timing
analysis for a CD running on multi-core architectures, while exploiting the parallelism
as much as possible, cannot be underestimated, as the challenges of mapping (choosing
a suitable processing element for executing a subset of tasks) and scheduling (choosing
a suitable execution order of tasks mapped on a processing element), are both NP-hard
in nature [79]. Therefore, the design space covering reaction time and resource usage
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needs to be systematically traversed, in order to search for design solutions with the
shortest reaction time, named Guaranteed Reaction Time (GRT), which is guaranteed
not to be exceeded during program execution, for different concrete instances of a
customizable multi-core architecture, so that the design choice can be made by trading
off the reaction time in the worst case against resource usage.
This chapter targets finding the schedule of an isolated CD, considering mapping
and scheduling on a time-predictable and customizable multi-core architecture, which
results in GRT of that CD. By employing a meta-heuristic optimization technique in a
novel way, real-time properties and the number of Processing Elements (PEs) used are
considered simultaneously. Specifically, the proposed approach integrates a metaheuristic technique based on an evolutionary algorithm for Design Space Exploration
(DSE) with a novel multi-core scheduling algorithm to enable rapid evaluation of the
solutions found.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, the design space exploration
for multi-core embedded system design is introduced, followed by a discussion of the
deficiencies of the existing approaches to elicit the necessity of employing design space
exploration for finding the schedule with GRT of a CD targeting multi-core architecture.
Section 4.2 gives a pedagogical example used to illustrate the proposed approach
together with its intermediate representation, which are used throughout this chapter.
Section 4.3 presents the proposed multi-core architecture, including the time-predictable
interconnecting fabric. A series of examples illustrating different possible execution
scenarios are compared in Section 4.4, which explain the idea of the proposed approach.
In Section 4.5, the problem we tackle is formally described. Then, the design flow of
our proposed methodology is given, along with the introduction of the meta-heuristic
optimization technique employed for finding the GRTs via DSE. Section 4.6 presents a
novel multi-core scheduling algorithm used by the meta-heuristic optimization
technique. The results of our experiments are presented in Section 4.7. Finally, this
chapter concludes with Section 4.8.
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In this section we first introduce the DSE technique we are going to use, followed
by positioning our work in context with the existing approaches of timing analysis for
synchronous programs running on multi-core architectures, which elicits the necessity
of using DSE approach for static timing analysis.

4.1.1 Introduction to Design Space Exploration for Multi-core
Embedded System Design
Architecture

Applications

Mapping

Evaluator
Performance
Numbers

Figure 4.1: The Y-chart principle for design space exploration
Design space exploration plays a pivotal role in the system-level design of multicore embedded systems. In order to obtain an optimized design solution according to
specified criteria that meets the design specifications and constraints on cost, area,
performance, etc., a space consisting of an enormous number of design alternatives is
explored. The process of DSE typically contains two closely integrated elements: (a) the
strategy for systematically traversing the design space, and (b) the method of evaluating
a single design point in the design space. Both DSE process elements have been
extensively studied [109-114]. The majority of the DSE tools follow the Y-chart
principle which is prevalent in embedded system design [115]. As shown in Table 4.1,
the Y-chart principle is based on the observation that the design of an embedded system
can be abstracted by a combination of three ingredients, namely: (a) the architecture, (b)
the applications, and (c) the mapping of the application to the architecture.
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The applications are specified in an architecture-independent way using an

executable model following a well-defined Model of Computation (MoC) such as
Synchronous Data Flow (SDF) [116] or Globally Asynchronous and Locally
Synchronous (GALS) [39]. The architecture specification defines hardware resource, for
instance, processing elements, storage elements and network elements. The performance
numbers are evaluated by the simulator targeting metrics of interest (timing, resource
usage, power consumption, etc.), which are then used to iteratively improve application,
architecture and/or mapping. A wide range of academic and commercial DSE
frameworks adopt the Y-chart principle [111-113]. While abundant DSE techniques for
multi-core embedded system design have emerged during the last decade, no attempt
has been made at using DSE as a means of finding the schedule with GRT of an isolated
CD running on multi-core architectures.

4.1.2 Deficiencies in the Existing Approaches
There is a large body of research work on DSE for multi-core embedded system
design targeting different objectives, and several recent proposals focus on real-time
constraints [117-121]. In [118], a DSE framework for multi-core systems based on the
SDF specification of real-time applications is presented. In [121], a multi-objective DSE
framework is proposed, where different mapping alternatives are selected stochastically
using a meta-heuristic technique and then evaluated using a multi-core scheduler. In
spite of the similarities, there are important differences in our approach compared to the
aforementioned proposals of using DSE for multi-core systems.
Firstly and most importantly, the representation model of the CD in our case is the
CDGRC, which is essentially a variant of a Control Flow Graph (CFG) enhanced with
states and synchronous concurrency in order to capture the formal semantics of CDs [65,
81]; on the other hand, the Task Graph (TG) model used by the aforementioned
approaches represents complete applications, e.g., [117, 120, 121]. Compared with the
nodes in a CDGRC, the nodes in a TG are, in general, more coarse-grained and
represent larger units of functionality [122]. Furthermore, the Synchronous Data Flow
Graph (SDFG), following SDF MoC [116], used in [118, 119] for modelling the
applications has also dissimilarities with CDGRC in terms of formal semantics. In the
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context of our research, the notion of task is represented by the nodes in a CDGRC,
although the nodes are typically much more fine-grained units of computation. Secondly,
our DSE framework tightly couples the meta-heuristic technique for mapping
computation nodes on PEs with a static multi-core scheduler for producing a schedule
for the feasible mappings obtained and implementation of the final solution, which is
different from the two-phase DSE flow utilizing a system simulator in the second phase
[117-119]. Thirdly, the multi-core list-based scheduling algorithm proposed in this
chapter differs from the common scheduling policies used in [120], such as Rate
Monotonic (RM) or Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [123], because in our context we are
not only targeting meeting the deadline, but also the objective of finding the shortest
possible GRT for a CD.
Mapping and real-time scheduling of synchronous programs for multi-core
platforms have been studied previously. In [124-126] a system level CAD software tool
named SynDEx is employed, which generates dedicated distributed target code for
multiprocessor architecture from a high level specification of the algorithm and the
target architecture. However, the design space created by combinations of mapping and
scheduling is not efficiently explored using this approach, compared to meta-heuristic
methods like evolutionary algorithm, because a mapping choice once generated will
never be modified. Moreover, the timing analysis for the design flow from the systemlevel down to micro-architecture level is not elaborated.
The existing WCRT analysis techniques for synchronous programs targeting multicore architectures [73, 74] avoid mapping and scheduling problems by assuming userdefined or pre-determined reaction mapping and scheduling schemes, which greatly
impair the usability of these techniques, as the WCRT estimate heavily depends on the
mapping and schedule of the program. [74] relies on the compiler to compile away the
internal parallelism of synchronous program into sequential C code, and suffers from
scalability problems due to the underlying ILP technique used to calculate the WCRT.
The technique presented in [73] is based on a user-defined task mapping and reaction
scheduling, which greatly simplifies the problem and leaves the design space
unexplored. Instead of determining a WCRT estimate that is oblivious to the task
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schedule, in this chapter we are targeting the GRT, which is a viable method of timing
analysis of an isolated CD on a multi-core architecture.
The motivations for carrying out this research are summarized as follows:


Need for a methodology for searching a large design space covering mapping
and scheduling of the computation nodes in a CD on a customizable multi-core
architecture, in order to find the design solution with guaranteed reaction time.
Feasible solutions satisfying mapping constraints should be efficiently evaluated.
The conditional branches in each CD should be handled properly during multicore scheduling.



The GRT needs to be determined for each instance of the multi-core
architecture so that the user can balance between GRT and resource usage of
the selected platform.



A fully automated and integrated design flow (framework) is needed, starting
with program specification in SystemJ and ending with the scheduled CDs with
known GRTs.

4.2 Motivating Example
For explanations and illustrations of our proposed approach we use a simple
pedagogical example of a CD, described by a standalone SystemJ program, as shown in
Figure 4.2. The CD given in Figure 4.2(a) consists of three parallel reactions: R1, R2
and R3. The infinite loop in each reaction enforces restart after termination of the
current tick, due to the pause statement at the end of the loop body. R1 contains a
conditional present statement. The presence of signal IN1, from the environment,
leads to the execution of a Java method named method11, and method12 is invoked if
signal IN1 is absent. Reaction R2 consists of two method calls, i.e., method21 and
method22, separated by an emit statement which emits local signal temp. R3 emits
output signal OUT1 to the environment upon presence of signal temp, otherwise
method31 is invoked. As discussed in Section 2.2.3, a CD described in SystemJ can be
represented by a CDGRC. The primitive types of nodes used to construct a CDGRC
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have been introduced in Section 2.2.2. Each node in the CDGRC represents a
schedulable unit.
1 Clock_Domain_Example(
input signal IN1;
2
output signal OUT1;
3
4 )->{ signal temp;
{// R1
5
while(true){
6
present(IN1) {
7
method11(); //data computation
8
} else {
9
method12(); //data computation
10
}
11
pause;
12
}
13
14 }
15 ||
16 {// R2
while(true) {
17
method21(); //data computation
18
emit temp;
19
method22(); //data computation
20
pause;
21
}
22
23 }
24 ||
25 {// R3
while(true) {
26
present(temp) {
27
emit OUT1;
28
} else {
29
method31(); //data computation
30
}
31
pause;
32
}
33
34 }
35 }

(a) Example of a clock-domain in SystemJ
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(b) Corresponding CDGRC

Figure 4.2: Example of a clock-domain in SystemJ and the corresponding CDGRC
The CDGRC of the CD shown in Figure 4.2(a) is depicted in Figure 4.2(b). SOT
and EOT nodes conceptually represent the start and end of each logical tick,
respectively. Parallel reactions R1, R2 and R3 are branched out by fork node F1, and
combined by join node J1. Enter nodes (from E1 to E4) perform state encoding for
switch node S1. Each method call in the CD is mapped to a unique data node, for
instance, method11 is mapped to D11, and so on. The present statement in R1 (line 7)
is represented by test node TE1, which branches, depending on condition in test node
(presence of signal IN1), to the branch containing data node D11 or D12. Similarly, the
present statement in R3 (line 27) is mapped to test node TE2, branching to the action
node A2 or data node D31. In R2, action node A1 denotes the emission of signal temp
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(line 19), which separates data nodes D21 and D22. All the reactions and conditional
branches end with terminate nodes (from T1 to T5), before joining at J1. As shown in
Figure 4.2(b), the Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) of each CDGRC node is
annotated beside each node, as the number of clock cycles of the processor on which the
node executes. The method of calculating the WCET of each node was discussed in
Section 3.3.

4.3 Time-predictable Multi-core Architecture
In this section, we introduce a time-predictable and customizable multi-core
architecture for executing a CD written in SystemJ; it is essentially an extension of the
TP-JOP architecture introduced in Section 3.3. The multi-core architecture shown in
Figure 4.3 consists of three major components: (a) the PEs — a single ReCOP as
Control Processor (CP) and a set of JOPs as Data Processors (DPs), (b) the
memories — one private memory for each PE, plus a shared memory for house-keeping
connected via a shared bus called SimpCon [127] for storing updated values of signals,
and (c) the interconnecting fabric for communication between ReCOP and JOPs.
The reason for using a single ReCOP is that the control nodes are typically
significantly less computationally complex than data nodes [92], thus it is most often
sufficient to use a single ReCOP for executing the control-driven computations of all
reactions. One or multiple JOPs can be used in the architecture, with the number of
JOPs bounded by the maximum number of reactions in the CD that can be executed
simultaneously (maximum parallelism). A dual-core configuration consisting of one
ReCOP and one JOP, actually identical to TP-JOP, is considered as a minimal
configuration in DSE. In SystemJ, computation nodes in different reactions have no
inter-dependencies within a logical tick. With a single ReCOP in the architecture, only
data nodes can be executed in parallel. Because the exploitation of the parallelism
within a data node is not the focus of this work, only one data node can be executed at a
time on any JOP. The WCET value for each node in the CDGRG is calculated using the
method introduced in Section 3.3.
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Figure 4.3: Time-predictable multi-core architecture
The private memory of ReCOP includes program and data memory storing
instructions and data required for control-driven computations. The private memory of
each JOP is used to store the Java methods (in method area) executed on that specific
JOP according to the mapping of data-driven computations, as well as the Java objects
and arrays (in heap) used by these Java methods. Due to the signal broadcast based
communication mechanism and the delayed semantics used in SystemJ (cf. Section
2.1.2), all the JOPs are connected to the house-keeping memory through the SimpCon
bus, where signal values are stored and updated. The SimpCon bus is a simple timeanalysable on-chip interconnecting fabric intended for read and write transfers via pointto-point connections. Each JOP only accesses its private memory during tick transitions
(cf. Section 2.1.1). Because we focus on an isolated CD in this chapter, a tick transition
denotes a single execution from the start to the end of the CDGRC, e.g., from the SOT
node to the EOT node in Figure 4.2(b).
The signal statuses are used by control-driven computations and hence maintained
by ReCOP, while the signal values used by data-driven computations are maintained by
JOPs. Therefore, house-keeping (cf. Section 2.1.1) has to be performed by both types of
PEs. Because the operations of house-keeping are sequential and directed by the ReCOP,
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no bus access contention can occur during house-keeping, and hence no bus arbitration
is required for accessing house-keeping memory. The execution time for house-keeping
is bounded by the type and number of the interface and local signals. In a target FPGA
implementation of the employed architecture, reading or writing a single word of data in
the house-keeping memory takes 2 clock cycles. Therefore, the house-keeping
execution time can be calculated by multiplying the number of house-keeping memory
accesses by two.
We employ a customized interconnecting fabric between ReCOP and JOPs for realtime analysability. ReCOP leads the execution flow of a CD by enforcing control
dependencies within individual reactions and implementing any valid schedule.
Specifically, ReCOP launches a Java data (method) call on the designated JOP at the
scheduled start time of the corresponding data node, and retrieves the result from that
JOP at the scheduled finish time.
The interconnecting fabric performs register transfers without any blocking. The
Data Processor Call Register (DPCR) of ReCOP contains two parts: the first part stores
a JOP ID, and the second part stores the ID of the Java method that is going to be
executed on the JOP with the same ID stored in the first part. When a data node needs to
be processed, ReCOP sends the Java method ID to the Data Call Register (DCR) of the
designated JOP using a simple demultiplexer (DMUX) according to the JOP ID. After
the Java data computation is finished, ReCOP loads the Data Processor Result Register
(DPRR) of ReCOP with the result in the Data Result Register (DRR) of the
corresponding JOP using a multiplexer (MUX). The DCR and DRR are cleared after
reading. In the target FPGA implementation of the employed architecture, each
launching of the data computation or retrieving of the result takes three clock cycles. In
this work, we assume that the whole system is driven by the same system clock, which
has been achieved on several FPGA prototypes of the architecture.

4.4 Comparison of Different Mappings and Schedules
As there are no signal and data dependencies between reactions in SystemJ
programs, thanks to the delayed signal semantics (cf. Section 2.1.1), the reactions can
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potentially all run in parallel or can be governed by other arrangements/schedules
during single tick execution. In order to illustrate the idea of our approach, Figure 4.4
shows a number of manually generated combinations of mapping and schedule for the
CDGRC presented in Figure 4.2(b), with different instances of target multi-core
architecture. Each CDGRC node execution is depicted as a rectangle, with the width of
the rectangle representing its WCET value annotated in Figure 4.2(b). The CDGRC
nodes D12 and T2 in the false branch of test node TE1, and nodes A2 and T4 in the true
branch of test node TE2, are shown as dotted rectangles. The special node named HK
indicates the house-keeping operation.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of different mappings and schedules
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In Figure 4.4(a), the minimal execution platform TP-JOP [92] consisting of one

ReCOP and one JOP is employed. Obviously all the control and data nodes are mapped
to ReCOP and JOP, respectively. The parallel reactions in the CD are sequentialized,
and thus it is not possible to exploit any parallelism in the program. The arrow between
control and data nodes depicted in the schedule represents the launching of the data
computation or the returning of the result. The resulting schedule has the reaction time
of 232 clock cycles (ccs). Note here, the reaction time is obtained by considering the
worst case and cannot be exceeded during execution, since the WCET value of each
node is employed to calculate this reaction time.
In contrast to Figure 4.4(a), the executions of reactions in Figure 4.4(b) and Figure
4.4(c) are parallelized. In Figure 4.4(b), two different combinations of mapping and
schedule are shown with the target platform consisting of two JOPs; the second one
results in a shorter reaction time (177 ccs), with node E3 scheduled immediately after
node F1. Intuitively, the parallelism inside a CD can be better exploited by instantiating
more JOPs in the architecture, which potentially results in shorter reaction time. In
Figure 4.4(c), the mappings are identical in both cases, whereas different schedules lead
to different reaction times. Obviously, the second schedule, with node E2 of reaction R1
scheduled immediately after node F1, results in a shorter reaction time (141 ccs). The
five manually generated combinations of mapping and schedule shown in Figure 4.4
motivates the exploitation of DSE-based methodology to search for the solution having
as short as possible reaction time for a given number of JOPs in the target architecture.
Due to the exponentially growing size of the design space, a systematic methodology is
crucial for achieving scalability, and thus we use an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) to
explore the design space. For example, there are 1041 and 41! possible mappings and
schedules, respectively, for a CD with 41 parallel reactions running on an multi-core
architecture having 10 data processors, which corresponds to the benchmark named
CC_10cam used in this chapter.

4.5 Design Space Exploration
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In this section, we firstly give an overview of the proposed and implemented
methodology for finding the GRT of a CD via DSE. Then, the problem we tackle is
formulated formally, followed by a discussion of the symbolic model employed to
encode the problem. Finally, the genotype composition used by the EA is shown and
discussed.

4.5.1 Methodology Overview
The complete design flow based on design space exploration for finding the
schedule of a CD with the resultant GRT targeting different instances of the architecture
is described in Figure 4.5. All the steps in our design flow are represented as rectangles
with the step number annotated next to each step, while each rounded rectangle
represents the output of each step. The steps related to DSE are enclosed in a dotted box.
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Figure 4.5: Overview of the proposed methodology
Starting from Step 1, a CD described in SystemJ is compiled by the compiler frontend into a CDGRC representation (cf. Section 2.2.3). In Step 2, the CDGRC nodes are
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analysed by a WCET Analyser and accordingly annotated (cf. Section 4.3). Next, in
Step 3, the multi-core architecture characterized by the number of JOPs, the CDGRC
and the mapping constraints are used to generate the symbolic model encoding of the
problem (cf. Section 4.5.3) used by the SAT-decoding approach [128] to implement the
DSE.
Steps 4 to 8 are carried out iteratively to perform the DSE. In Step 4, a variator is
used by the EA to produce a new generation of candidate mappings of CDGRC nodes to
an architecture instance, along with a unique priority assigned to each reaction of the
CDGRC. In Step 5, a SAT solver [128] is used to filter out infeasible mappings from the
candidate mappings by checking the satisfiability of the symbolic model encoding. Each
feasible mapping, corresponding reaction priority assignments and the node-level
WCET information obtained in Step 2 are used by a multi-core scheduler in Step 6 to
produce a schedule of CDGRC nodes (cf. Section 4.6), along with the reaction time for
the CD. The communication costs of launching data computations and retrieving the
results are also considered during scheduling. After Step 6, a set of feasible solutions are
obtained, each containing the number of JOPs in the architecture, mapping and schedule
of the CDGRC, and the resultant GRT.
In Step 7, the quality of each feasible solution found is gauged by an evaluator in
terms of reaction time and resource usage. Each feasible solution is compared with all
the archived non-dominated solutions obtained from the previous iteration of the DSE.
For each comparison, a feasible solution is considered dominated by another one if it
has an equal or longer reaction time while using an equal or larger number of JOPs in
the architecture. All the non-dominated solutions are archived. In addition, a set of
feasible solutions with reaction times close to those of non-dominated solutions are
collected in Step 7 using NSGA-II algorithm [129], in order to produce a new
generation of the population in the next iteration of the DSE.
In Step 8, the stopping condition is checked in order to decide whether or not to
repeat the procedure from Step 4 onwards with the next generation. We give a
maximum running time of DSE as the stopping condition. Due to the meta-heuristic
nature of the EA employed in the DSE, potentially better solutions can be found at the
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expense of longer running time. Upon satisfying the stopping condition, the nondominated solutions with the shortest found reaction times for each instance of the
multi-core architecture are obtained. The final design solution is chosen by a solution
selector in Step 9, according to the design requirements. The execution platform,
including PEs, memories and interconnecting fabric, is then automatically synthesized
in Step 10 and the object code for each PE is generated in Step 11, in order to achieve
the final FPGA prototype.

4.5.2 Problem Formulation
Given a multi-core architecture and an isolated CD, the problem we address is to
find the schedule with the shortest reaction time of the CD for each considered instance
of the architecture. The instance here is distinguished by the number of employed JOPs.
Given:


Architecture Model: The customizable multi-core architecture is represented
by a set of PEs, denoted by

, consisting of one CP and one or more DPs. Let

be the set of DPs. The number of DPs, i.e., |

|, is bounded by the

maximum number of parallel reactions in the CD that can execute
simultaneously. Let

be the set of actually utilized DPs in an architecture

instance, i.e.,

, and this architecture instance is characterized by the

number of utilized DPs, i.e., |


|

Application Model: The application is represented by the CDGRC, which is
formally described as a pair

〉, where

〈

of CDGRC nodes and

{ |

is the set of directed edges between the

nodes representing the control dependencies. Also we have,
where

and

{ |


,

are sets of control nodes and data nodes, respectively. Let
| | } be the set of reactions in the CD.

Definition: A feasible solution
four elements 〈|

|

(a) Number of utilized DPs (|
(b) Mapping (

| | } is the set

)

in the design space is defined as the tuple of
〉 containing:
|)
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The mapping function

maps data node

to DP

.

(c) Schedule ( )

The scheduling function
time

schedules a CDGRC node

, then the finish time of
, where

(d) Reaction time (

is determined as

denotes the WCET of node

communication overhead for executing

to be started at

, and

denotes the

.

)

The reaction time is the finish time of the last scheduled node in the
CDGRC.
Problem Objective:
Let

be the feasible solution utilizing DPs. For the given architecture

and

CDGRC , the objective is described as below:
|

|

{

}

For each architecture instance, the objective is to find the mapping and schedule
with the shortest reaction time, i.e., GRT, such that it is shorter than the GRTs of
solutions using a smaller number of DPs.

4.5.3 Symbolic Model Encoding
The SAT decoding approach we employ requires a symbolic encoding of the
mapping problem into a set of design constraints using binary decision variables. These
constraints guarantee that the mapping of data nodes to the DPs will result in a correct
program execution. In addition to the mapping constraint where the control and data
nodes can only be mapped to a single CP and a set of DPs, respectively, we impose a
further constraint that all data nodes of a reaction must be executed on the same DP. For
instance, in the first CDGRC schedule shown in Figure 4.4(b), both data nodes D21 and
D22 have to be mapped to JOP1 as they belong to the same reaction R2. Assigning all
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data nodes of a reaction to the same DP ensures that all data nodes can access the
variables and data structures shared amongst these data nodes stored in the private
memory of that DP without the issue of memory coherency [130]. In order to model the
mapping constraints, we first define the mapping decision variables as follows:
| |

|

|

{
Then, the mapping constraints are presented as follows:
(a) All control nodes are mapped to the CP.
(b) All data nodes in the same reaction are mapped to the same DP.
(c) All data nodes in the same reaction are mapped to exactly one DP.
| |

⋁
|

|

| |

|

|

No decision variable is required to encode constraints (a), and the definition of the
mapping decision variable implies mapping constraint (b). Therefore, the symbolic
model encoding can be formally given by constraints

and

, which

corresponds to mapping constraint (c). For example, for the CD example from Figure
4.2(a) running on the architecture with two JOPs shown in Figure 4.4(b), there will be
six binary decision variables for mapping employed in the symbolic model encoding,
namely

,

,

,

,

and

. The assignments of

,

and

to 1 and the others to 0 result in the first schedule shown in Figure 4.4(b). All these
variables are incorporated into the genotype design and later used by the evolutionary
algorithm for finding a satisfiable solution.

4.5.4 Genotype Composition
Each solution in the design space can be represented by a vector

[111] that has

two parts, one that contains information on mapping decision variables and the other
that contains priorities of reactions of a CD. Each reaction in a CD is assigned a unique
priority, which is used by the multi-core schedule to produce the program schedule. The
priorities of reactions define in which order the computation nodes in different parallel
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reactions will be scheduled. Each vector

is used as a genetic representation of a

candidate solution, i.e., a genotype. The genotype composition employed by the EA for
DSE is depicted in Figure 4.6. A genotype can be varied by making random changes to
the genotypes of a single parent — mutation, or by combining the portions of genotypes
of the parents — crossover, or permuted — permutation, which are performed using
evolutionary operators by the variator in Figure 4.5. Each genotype is translated to a
phenotype, i.e., a problem-oriented representation of a solution using the SAT-decoding
approach. In our work a genotype can be split into two parts: one for mapping decision
variables and the other for reaction priorities.
Mapping Decision Variables Part
activity1,1 phase1,1
vector segment
for m1,1

…… activity|R|,|DP| phase|R|,|DP| priority1

Reaction Priorities Part
priority2

……

priority|R|

vector segment
for m|R|,|DP|

Figure 4.6: Genotype composition
The SAT solver [128] employed in this work endeavours to search for variable
assignments in an iterative process until the function is proven to be satisfiable or
unsatisfiable, while conflicts are resolved by a backtracking procedure. Each decision
variable is associated with an activity value (a real number) [128], which decides the
order of variable assignments during SAT solving, i.e., the one with the highest activity
value is assigned a value (either phase 0 or 1) first.
In the first part of the genotype, there is a segment of vector for each mapping
decision variable, which can be further divided into two fields: (a) an activity as a real
number, and (b) a phase as a binary value. The EA varies the first part of genotype
using crossover and mutation operators. The crossover of the activities as real numbers
is implemented using simulated binary crossover [128].
In the second part of the genotype, there is a segment of vector for each reaction in
the CD, representing its priority as an integer, which is used later by the multi-core
scheduling algorithm. All data nodes belonging to a reaction will inherit this priority
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during scheduling. The second part of genotype is altered by the EA using the
permutation operator [111] in order to guarantee that each reaction has a unique priority.

4.6 Scheduling and GRT Calculation
In this section, the multi-core scheduling algorithm for generating the schedule of
CDGRC nodes and calculating the GRT is introduced. The complexity analysis for the
proposed scheduling algorithm is also presented.

4.6.1 Multi-core Scheduling
For each feasible mapping found during the DSE, a static schedule needs to be
produced with an accompanying reaction time which is used to evaluate the solution. In
this subsection, we propose a list-based multi-core scheduling algorithm to produce the
schedule of CDGRC nodes for each PE in the architecture instance, as well as calculate
the reaction time. A simplified version of the scheduling algorithm is given in Listing
4-1 and a complete version in Appendix A. The scheduling algorithm is composed of
two procedures. The first procedure initializes the algorithm by creating a schedule
object s (lines 2 to 7), and then the second procedure is invoked recursively to schedule
the CDGRC nodes and calculate the reaction time. The schedule object

contains a

global time variable for keeping track of the scheduled time, along with three local data
structures for each PE: a pool of CDGRC nodes (node pool), a pool of ready nodes
(ready pool) and a pool of scheduled nodes (scheduled pool).
The node pool for a PE initially contains all CDGRC nodes mapped to that PE. In
order to respect the dependencies between data nodes, the ready pools for JOPs are
modelled as FIFOs. As each reaction is assigned a unique priority, as discussed in
Section 4.5.4, the ready pool for ReCOP is modelled as a priority queue. Following the
scheduling process in the second procedure, the CDGRC nodes are progressively added
to the ready pool, which contains nodes that are ready to be scheduled. The scheduled
pool contains scheduled nodes with assigned start and end times

. After

initialization, the algorithm iteratively performs three steps until all the nodes in the
CDGRC are scheduled: (a) updating ready pools (lines 10 to 12), (b) scheduling
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processes from ready pools (lines 13 to 23) and (c) advancing the schedule time (line
24). A node in the node pool becomes ready for scheduling once all its predecessors
have been scheduled. A node is identified as a predecessor of node
path from that node to

if, and only if, a

exists in the CDGRC (line 11).

Listing 4-1: Algorithm for multi-core scheduling
〉, where is the set of PEs (one ReCOP and one or more JOPs) in
Input: A tuple 〈
the architecture instance,
is the set of CDGRC nodes (control and data nodes), is the
set of directed edges between the nodes representing the dependencies and
is the set of
mappings of CDGRC nodes to the architecture instance.
〉, where represents the schedule of CDGRC nodes, represented by
Output: A tuple 〈
a scheduled pool, and
is the calculated reaction time.
01: Procedure SCHEDULE(
)
02: initialize schedule object and global time variable
03: initialize
,
and
04: add the nodes in
with mappings in
to
into
05: invoke procedure LIST(
);
06: return (
of each
,
;
07: end Procedure

;
of each
of each

;
;

08: Procedure LIST(
)
09: repeat until all nodes are scheduled
10: for each node
in
of each
Step 1: update ready pool
11:
if all nodes that connect to
through a path in have been scheduled then
12:
add
into
;
13:
repeat until
is empty for each
Step 2: schedule nodes
14:
select a node from
;
from FIFO for JOP or priority queue for ReCOP
15:
if
is available for the time interval [
] then
is the WCET of on
;
is the communication time for executing
16:
remove from
;
17:
update start and end time for and add into
;
18:
if is a branching node then
19:
for each branch of
20:
duplicate the schedule object with empty ready pool, named ;
21:
keep only the nodes of this branch in
of each
;
22:
invoke LIST(
) recursively and store the returned schedule objects;
23:
merge schedule objects of all conditional branches of ;
24:
advance
according to the scheduled nodes;
25: return
26: end Procedure

For a data node, the corresponding communication costs for launching the data
computation and returning the results are considered (line 15) according to the analysis
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given in Section 4.3. If a conditional branching node is scheduled, the corresponding
outgoing branches are scheduled separately (line 18-22). The schedule object s is
duplicated for each branch (line 20). The LIST procedure is invoked recursively to
generate an individual branch schedule for every branch (line 22). Next, all branch
schedules for each PE are merged (lines 23). It is important to note that s.time is not
immediately updated after scheduling a node in the ready pool (line 14-17), which
enables insertion of ready nodes in between already scheduled nodes for better
utilization of the parallelism among reactions of a CD.

JOP1

EOT

T2
T1 E3

ReCOP S1 E1 F1 E2 TE1
D12

D11

A1
D21

T3 J1 T6 J2

HK

D22

Reaction
Time

JOP2
0

48

106 121

83

63

193

214

232

Time
(in clock
cycles)

(a) Overlapped execution of conditional branches

JOP1

D12

D11

JOP2

EOT

T2 T4
T1 E3 T5

ReCOP S1 E1 F1 E2 TE1 E4 TE2 A2

A1
D21

T3 J1 T6 J2

HK

D22

Reaction
Time

D31
0

48

63

78 83

106 121

193

214

232

Time
(in clock
cycles)

(b) Inserting nodes from sibling branches
Figure 4.7: Illustration of proposed multi-core scheduling
We illustrate our scheduling algorithm using the example of the first of the two
execution scenarios shown in Figure 4.4(c). In this example, reactions R1 and R2 are
mapped to JOP1 while reaction R3 is mapped to JOP2. Two steps of the scheduling
algorithm, which generates the schedule corresponding to the execution scenario shown
in Figure 4.4(c), are illustrated in Figure 4.7(a) and Figure 4.7(b), respectively. As the
control dependencies must be respected, once fork node F1 is scheduled, enter nodes E1,
E2 and E4 become ready for scheduling simultaneously. E2 from reaction R1 is
scheduled first in this case, due to a reaction priority assigned (line 14 in Listing 4-1),
followed by scheduling test node TE1 immediately after E2. The two outgoing branches
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of TE1 are conditional branches, and only one will be chosen during actual execution,
and thus they are scheduled separately by recursively calling the LIST procedure of the
scheduling algorithm and merged (overlapped) into a single schedule. Specifically, the
schedule of subsequent nodes (i.e. D11 and D12) can be overlapped on top of each other,
as shown in the schedule for JOP1 in Figure 4.7(a). The subsequent control nodes T1
and T2 can also be scheduled during the same time interval. Given the mapping that
both reactions R1 and R2 are mapped to JOP1, reaction R2 is scheduled immediately
after R1. After that, the scheduling algorithm resumes from the end time of the last
scheduled branching node (TE1), and tries to schedule the next ready node (E4 from
reaction R3). As shown in Figure 4.7(b), nodes A2 and D31, belonging to different
conditional branches of TE2, both become ready after scheduling E4 and TE2, and thus
they can be executed in parallel on ReCOP and JOP2, respectively. The availability
check for ReCOP (line 15) reveals that the execution of subsequent control nodes T4
and T5 can only be scheduled after E3, which can also be overlapped, followed by
scheduling the join node J1. The s.time will only be advanced after all conditional
branches (created by TE1 and TE2) are scheduled. The time interval that s.time
advances is calculated based on the WCET estimate, which is pessimistic, of each
scheduled node. At the end, the s.time is actually the reaction time in the worst case for
the found schedule.

4.6.2 Complexity Analysis
The runtime complexity of the scheduling algorithm depends on the structure and
size of the CDGRC. Referring to Listing 4-1, for the worst case the complexity can be
determined as follows: (a) determine the complexity of the repeat body (lines 9 to 24),
(b) determine how often the repeat loop body is executed in the worst case until at least
one node is scheduled at any time s.time of any schedule object s, and (c) multiply it by
the number of nodes

in the CDGRC.

(a) The runtime complexity of the Step 1 (lines 10 to 12) is

:

nodes are

added into the node pools of the corresponding PEs. To check the ready
condition for each of them, up to

corresponding predecessors need to be
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evaluated, resulting in the overall runtime complexity of
(lines 13 to 23) the runtime complexity is
priority queue in line 14 is performed in
slot in the schedule

. For Step 2

; selecting a node from FIFO or
; checking whether there is a free

in line 15 is implemented as an

operation; and

handling conditional branches (lines 18 to 22) and merging schedule objects
(lines 23) are both bounded by

. The recursive call of the LIST procedure

(line 22) is implicitly taken into account in (b).
(b) At any considered time s.time up to

nodes

{ |

} can be already scheduled with their start times being greater than s.time
(due to time backtracking after merge). In addition, if none of the nodes
considered for scheduling (line 14) at time s.time can be inserted before any of
the nodes

in the schedule, the time has to be advanced up to

times (line 24), and hence the repeat loop body is executed up to

times

until at least one node can be scheduled. The overall complexity to schedule a
single node is accordingly
CDGRC is

, and overall complexity to schedule the whole

having N nodes in the CDGRC. Note that the time

complexity does not depend on the number of PEs in the architecture instance,
because for each PE, only the nodes that are bound to that particular PE are
considered.

4.7 Experimental Results
In this section, we present an experimental evaluation of the proposed approach on
a set of benchmark programs. The approach is validated using a set of hard real-time
applications, each described as a CD written in SystemJ. We first introduce the method
of calculating the upper and lower bounds of GRT, which are calculated under the
assumption of using minimal and maximum resources for execution of the analysed
program. Next, we present the GRT results found for different architecture instances.
After that, we further compare the GRT results versus their upper and lower bounds for
all the benchmarks. Finally, we gauge the scalability of our approach.
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4.7.1 Calculation of Upper and Lower Bounds of GRT
The Max-Plus approach [103] for finding the WCRT of synchronous programs
always takes the branch with the maximum WCET value whenever a conditional branch
is encountered, and the WCET values of all branches of a fork node are summed up to
obtain the final WCRT. TP-JOP serves as a special case of our architecture having
minimal resources (a pair of ReCOP and JOP) and the maximum GRT; this is
demonstrated by the example in Figure 4.4(a). Therefore, the WCRT calculated using
the Max-Plus approach for TP-JOP is an upper bound of GRT for any solution found
using our approach.
We estimate the theoretical lower bound of the GRT by considering maximum
parallel execution of reactions, i.e., each reaction is mapped to a dedicated pair of
ReCOP and JOP accessing their own private memories. Thus, all reactions can be
executed concurrently and the WCRT is equal to the maximum WCET amongst all
parallel reactions branched out by a fork node. Furthermore, we consider all
communication costs to be zero and ignore the execution time for house-keeping, so that
the WCRT calculated using this method can be considered a safe lower bound for any
GRT found using our approach. In the following, we will compare the GRT found by
our approach with its corresponding upper and lower bounds calculated using the
methods described in this subsection to gauge the effectiveness of our approach.

4.7.2 Benchmark Overview and GRT Results
We implemented the design flow described in Section 4.5.1. Referring to Figure 4.5,
in Step 1, we employ the SystemJ compiler [65] to generate the CDGRC. An opensource framework OPT4J [111] is used and customized for DSE from Steps 4 to 8. Our
choice of the OPT4J framework is mainly due to its efficient execution, our familiarity
with this tool and its excellent user interface.
The multi-core scheduling algorithm (cf. Listing 4-1) is implemented in Java and
integrated with the OPT4J to generate the schedule and calculate the reaction time. In
experiments, we used the same settings of the evolutionary algorithm engine of the
OPT4J framework for all benchmarks: the generation number was set to the maximum
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allowed number so that we can enforce a maximum running time of 24 hours (allowing
a sufficiently long run for potentially better results). Following default parameters
employed in the Opt4J framework, for each generation, the population size was set to
100, and 25 offspring were produced from 25 parents using genetic operators. The
crossover rate was set to 95%. The experimental setup consists of a Core i5 3.4 GHz
system running Windows 7 with 16 GB of RAM.
An overview of the complexity of the benchmark programs is shown in Table 4.1.
The second and third column of Table 4.1 give the number of lines of SystemJ source
code and Java code describing the control and data computations, respectively. The
fourth column shows the total number of reactions in the program. Column five gives
the maximum number of reactions that can actually be executed in parallel, representing
the maximum parallelism in the program. The number of nodes in the CDGRC is shown
in column six, indicating the complexity of the control flow of the program.
Table 4.1: Benchmark overview
Benchmark

#Lines of
SystemJ
Code

#Lines of
Java
Code

#
Max #
Reactions Parallel
Reactions

#Nodes in
CDGRC

Asproto_cd1

30

33

1

1

126

Asproto_cd2

95

123

8

5

177

Abro_data

28

18

4

2

37

Washing

58

78

5

3

47

Runner

77

12

6

3

111

FreqRelay_data

137

1375

7

4

132

Pcabro_producer

25

935

6

3

120

Pcabro_buffer

56

365

5

3

275

CC_1cam

32

2133

7

4

93

CC_2cam

55

2829

14

9

143

CC_5cam

97

3249

29

21

239

CC_10cam

167

4760

54

41

399

The benchmarks selected contain both control and data computations with varying
levels of parallelism and complexity. The Asproto example with two CDs implements
communication protocols between asynchronous processes, which is a mixture of both
control and data computations [59]. We use both CDs in the Asproto example as two
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separate benchmarks. The Abro_data example is obtained by extending the ABRO
example [50] with simple data computations. The Washing and Runner examples model
the controller for a washing machine and the heart-beat monitor for a runner,
respectively. The frequency relay example consisting of two CDs, a hard real-time
system introduced in [68], requires a large number of data computations and a complex
control flow. The CD with intensive data computation (named FreqRelay_data) is
chosen as a benchmark. The Pcabro example consists of three CDs, including a
producer CD sending the Fibonacci sequence to a consumer CD through an
intermediary buffer CD. We chose the producer and buffer CD as our benchmarks.
Lastly the Conveyor Controller (CC) CD of the example in Section 2.1.3 was also
chosen as a benchmark. Recall that the CC example performs image recognition of an
item from the image taken by a camera. This example was further extended into three
different scenarios where item recognition with higher accuracy is enabled based on
multiple images taken by 2, 5 and 10 cameras, respectively. For each scenario, image
recognition is performed on every image taken and the results are merged by a separate
reaction. The CC examples with 1, 2, 5 and 10 cameras are named CC_1cam, CC_
2cam, CC_5cam and CC_10cam, respectively.
Table 4.2: GRTs for small and moderate sized benchmarks in clock cycles
Benchmark

GRT1JOP

GRT2JOPs

GRT3JOPs

GRT4JOPs

GRT5JOPs

Asproto_cd1

17833

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Asproto_cd2

24614

22658

22658

22658

22658

Abro_data

11443

8513

n/a

n/a

n/a

Washing

32528

22954

16676

n/a

n/a

Runner

11667

11318

11318

n/a

n/a

FreqRelay_data

151518

144788

144788

144788

n/a

Pcabro_producer

123545

123193

123193

n/a

n/a

Pcabro_buffer

82248

79215

79215

n/a

n/a

We began our experiments by comparing the GRT results found by DSE for
different architecture instances. The GRTs for small and moderate sized benchmarks are
shown in Table 4.2, with the results expressed in the number of clock cycles. The GRT
results for architecture instances having 1 to 5 JOPs are listed in columns named
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GRT1JOP to GRT5JOPs, respectively. Except for the Washing and Asproto_cd1 examples,
the GRT results exhibit consistent improvement with up to two JOPs in the architecture,
because: (a) the multi-core scheduling algorithm is capable of achieving efficient
utilization of PEs, and (b) the parallelism in the benchmark is limited due to the small
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Figure 4.8: GRTs for Conveyor Controller example and its extensions with varying
number of cameras
Note that the solutions with GRC results shown in shaded cells of Table 4.2 are
dominated. There is more parallelism in the Washing example and thus the GRT is
consistently improved with an increasing number of JOPs (up to three). For the
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Asproto_cd1 example containing one reaction, only the GRT for architecture instance
containing a single JOP is obtained due to the absence of parallelism.
The GRT results for the Conveyor Controller example and its three extended cases
are shown as bar graphs in Figure 4.8. In each case, all the solutions shown are nondominated except for the CC_10cam example with 12 JOPs in the architecture. The
results exhibit persistent improvement with an increasing number of JOPs, except for
the architecture instance with 12 JOPs for the CC_10cam example, which can be
attributed to insufficient running time of the DSE or limited parallelism in the
benchmark requiring a specific increment of the number of JOPs to start manifesting
any GRT improvement. The relative improvement of GRT decreases as the number of
JOPs grows because: (a) parallelism amongst reactions is harder to exploit when data
nodes from different reactions with larger WCET values have been mapped to different
JOPs, and (b) the communication overhead offsets the improvement of GRTs when
more JOPs are utilized.

4.7.3 Comparison of the GRT Results versus the Upper and
Lower Bounds
Comparison of the best (shortest) GRT found within the given search time of DSE
versus the upper and lower bounds of GRT for each benchmark is shown in Table 4.3.
The best GRTs found and the required numbers of JOPs in the architecture instances for
all benchmarks are shown in the second and third column, respectively. The upper
bounds of GRTs and the distances of the best GRTs to their upper bounds are shown in
the fourth and fifth column, respectively. The lower bounds of GRTs, the distances to
their lower bounds, together with the numbers of pairs of ReCOP and JOP, utilized to
achieve these lower bounds, are given in columns six to eight.
For the Asproto_cd1 example, the lack of parallelism causes the best GRT to be
equal to the upper and lower bounds. However, for the CC_10cam example with the
most abundant parallelism, the best GRT found by our approach has an improvement of
88.51% over the upper bound. At the same time, it is only 6.96% away from the lower
bound. Recall that the lower bound calculation assumes the number of pairs of ReCOP
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and JOP is equal to the maximum number of parallel reactions; our approach finds the
comparable reaction time for the CC_10cam example with 13 JOPs and a single ReCOP,
compared to the 41 pairs of JOPs and ReCOPs required to obtain the lower bound. For
all other benchmarks, our approach found GRTs close to the lower bounds using
significantly fewer resources than needed for theoretically the best case. There are two
primary reasons for obtaining such good solutions: (a) the control code is far less
computationally intensive compared to data computations, and hence a single ReCOP
suffices, and (b) the proposed multi-core scheduling algorithm utilizes the available
JOPs more efficiently, by packing more data nodes in the idle-time gaps on JOPs as
described in 4.6.1.
Table 4.3: Comparison of the GRT results with upper and lower bounds
Benchmark

GRTbest

#JOPs GRTubb Distance GRTlbc

#Pairs of
Distance JOP and
ReCOP

Asproto_cd1
Asproto_cd2
Abro_data
Washing
Runner
FreqRelay_data
Pcabro_producer
Pcabro_buffer
CC_1cam
CC_2cam
CC_5cam
CC_10cam

17833
22658
8513
16676
11318
144788
123193
79215
111640
112455
117395
240960

1
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
5
11
13

0.00%
11.09%
0.18%
0.48%
2.50%
0.01%
0.32%
16.02%
0.01%
0.18%
0.20%
6.96%

a

17833
24734
11446
32759
11916
151758
123581
82488
195853
468766
1052854
2097028

0.00%
8.39%
25.62%
49.09%
5.02%
4.59%
0.31%
3.97%
43.00%
76.01%
88.85%
88.51%

17833
20396
8498
16597
11042
144770
122802
68279
111634
112251
117161
225290

1
5
2
3
3
4
3
3
4
9
21
41

a.

In clock cycles
Upper bound of GRT in clock cycles
c.
Lower bound of GRT in clock cycles
b.

4.7.4 Evaluation of Scalability
The scalability of our approach is demonstrated by the convergence speed of the
GRT results in the experiment shown in Table 4.4. For the Conveyor Controller
example and its three extended cases, the distances from the best GRT found to the
lower bound were recorded at different points in time during the DSE run. The proposed
DSE flow was run for 24 hours for all four benchmarks in Table 4.4. For the CC_1cam
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and CC_2cam examples, the distance from the best GRT found to the lower bound
stabilized at 0.01% and 0.18% after running for 1 minute and 50 minutes, respectively.
For the CC_5cam and CC_10cam examples, the distance to the lower bound stabilized
at 0.20% and 6.96% after running for 150 and 300 minutes, respectively. For the
CC_1cam example having 4 parallel reactions, the best GRT found remained constant
after 1 minute, whereas for the CC_10cam example having 41 parallel reactions there
was no improvement for the best GRT found after 300 minutes. The reason for this is
that the time needed for finding better GRTs depends on the complexity of the
benchmark and the maximum number of JOPs utilizable, because both determine the
size of the design space.
Table 4.4: The distances of the best GRT found to the lower bound recorded at different
points in running time for the series of Conveyor Controller examples.
Timea

1

5

10

50

100

150

300

600

1440

CC_1cam

0.01%
0.41%
68.67%
34.51%

0.01%
0.38%
52.48%
34.51%

0.01%
0.38%
51.66%
34.51%

0.01%
0.18%
15.96%
34.51%

0.01%
0.18%
15.96%
34.48%

0.01%
0.18%
0.20%
26.09%

0.01%
0.18%
0.20%
6.96%

0.01%
0.18%
0.20%
6.96%

0.01%
0.18%
0.20%
6.96%

CC_2cam
CC_5cam
CC_10cam
a.

Benchmark running time in minutes up to 1440 (24 hours)

4.8 Summary
In this chapter, we presented a novel method of finding the schedule with GRT of a
CD running on a multi-core architecture. We introduce a DSE-based methodology for
calculating, statically, the GRT for a customizable multi-core architecture that consists
of two types of time-predictable PEs, one for execution of control-driven parts of the
program and the other suitable for execution of the data-driven parts. The timing
analysis for communication using time-predictable interconnecting fabric is also
presented. The proposed approach employs a meta-heuristic technique based on an
evolutionary algorithm for DSE, together with a novel multi-core scheduling algorithm
to enable rapid evaluation for the feasible mappings obtained. For each architecture
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instance we can find the GRT so that the user can balance between GRT and resource
usage.
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5
Guaranteed Reaction Time of Clock-domains
in a GALS System on a Multi-core
Architecture with Shared Resources

The previous chapter has presented a technique for finding the schedule of an
isolated Clock-Domain (CD) with a Guaranteed Reaction Time (GRT) on a multi-core
architecture consisting of a single ReCOP as Control Processor (CP), and multiple
JOPs as Data Processors (DPs). The private memory of each JOP stores the Java
methods (in method area) executed on that JOP according to the static mapping of data
computations, along with Java objects and arrays (in heap) used by those Java methods.
The cost of this architecture becomes prohibitive with increasing number of private
memories; especially for embedded systems with tight resource usage constraints.
Therefore, it is necessary to employ a shared memory accessed by all Processing
Elements (PEs) in the architecture, where all Java methods, objects and arrays used for
data computations are stored. A shared bus is typically used for accessing the shared
memory. The arbitration policy of resolving bus access contentions affects the Worst-
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Case Reaction Time (WCRT) of each CD in a GALS system. The widely adopted bus
arbitration policy, named Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), resolves bus access
contentions by enforcing a static bus schedule consisting of a so called round that
repeats forever. Each round comprises a set of so called slots. Each slot in a round is a
time slice during which a single PE is granted exclusive accesses to the bus. In standard
TDMA approach, each slot in a round is assigned to a different PE. A PE requesting a
bus access outside its own slot is kept waiting until the start of the next slot that is
assigned to it. The standard TDMA approach is unable to utilize the bus bandwidth
efficiently by equally divides the bus bandwidth amongst all PEs accessing the shared
bus. Therefore, it is desirable to develop a more efficient bus arbitration policy by
taking into account the pattern of shared memory accesses of each PE.
This chapter introduces a novel bus arbitration policy named Application-Specific
TDMA (ASTDMA), which enforces a customized ASTDMA bus schedule obtained by
analysing the bus access contention pattern determined by the worst-case amount of bus
accesses of each PE, and thus results in shortened shared memory access times. The
ASTDMA approach is employed by a methodology based on Design Space Exploration
(DSE) for finding the schedule with GRT for a CD in a GALS system targeting each
considered instance of a customizable multi-core architecture. The mapping and
scheduling of the computation nodes of CDs, together with the ASTDMA bus schedule,
are obtained by the proposed methodology.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 explains the challenges in
efficiently addressing shared memory access contentions for multi-core systems,
followed by positioning our work in the context of the existing techniques. Section 5.2
introduces the multi-core architecture employed in this chapter. Section 5.3 gives the
application and execution model for describing the problem and introduces the key idea
of the ASTDMA approach with an illustrative example. Section 5.4 formulates the
problem formally. Section 5.5 presents the design flow of the overall methodology.
Section 5.6 describes the algorithms of obtaining an ASTDMA bus schedule. Section
5.7 gives the benchmark results and, finally, this chapter concludes with Section 5.8.
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In this section we first introduce the problem with efficiently addressing the bus
access contentions caused by introducing a shared memory. Then the deficiencies of the
existing approaches are discussed.

5.1.1 Challenges in Efficiently Addressing Contentions of Shared
Resource Accesses for Multi-core Architectures
In order to meet the resource usage constraints and/or facilitate maintaining data
coherency, shared resources (such as shared memory and memory-mapped I/O) are
typically used in a multi-core architecture, which are accessed by all PEs through a
shared bus. A bus arbitration policy is used to resolve bus access contentions when
simultaneous accesses to the bus occur. It is imperative for hard real-time embedded
systems to improve the efficiency of bus arbitration policy in order to shorten the bus
access delays caused by resolving the access contentions so that the worst-case
performance can be improved.
As pointed out in [78], one of the basic assumptions of the traditional WCET
analysis is that the WCETs are determined for each task in isolation from the global
view of the system. However, when using multi-core architecture with shared resources,
the WCET of each task also depends on the global system schedule which affects the
bus access delays in the worst case, and hence the traditional methods fail to produce
correct results [131]. In other words, the scheduling of tasks requires knowledge of their
WCETs as a prerequisite, which is in turn dependent on the task schedule. Therefore, it
has been identified as one of the major issues complicating the static timing analysis for
multi-core systems with shared resources, especially for achieving time-predictability of
hard real-time systems [32].
Statically determining the WCRT of a CD on a multi-core architecture is non-trivial,
as the multi-core mapping and scheduling problems are both known to be NP-hard
problems [79]. A viable method has been proposed in Chapter 4, aimed at finding the
GRT of a CD, which will never be exceeded during execution. In this work, the problem
is more intricate since a four-dimensional design space, covering different number of
PEs utilized, mappings and schedules of the program, and bus schedules, needs to be
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traversed efficiently to seek the optimal design points in terms of GRT and resource
usage. During the design space exploration, the worst-case shared memory access
delays should be shortened using more efficient bus arbitration policy, and the timing
analysis should be performed without isolating the WCET analysis of each computation
node in the program from the global view of the system.

5.1.2 Deficiencies in the Existing Approaches
The common arbitration policies, investigated in [90], include: (a) fixed priority
arbitration, (b) fair arbitration, and (c) the TDMA arbitration, also known as time-sliced
arbitration. The fixed priority arbitration assigns a unique access priority to each PE,
and the access contentions are resolved depending on the access priority order of the
PEs. The PE with a lower priority has to wait until the PE with a higher priority has
finished accessing the bus. The fair arbitration guarantees fairness amongst all PEs
accessing the bus using a wrapping counter. Each PE is assigned a unique identity
number. As soon as the preceding bus access is complete, the wrapping counter is
advanced by 1. A PE requesting shared memory access is granted access to the bus only
when the counter value is equal to the identity number of that PE. The TDMA
arbitration equally divides the bandwidth of the shared bus amongst all PEs accessing
the shared memory. Compared with the fixed priority arbitration and the fair arbitration,
both of which limit the time-predictability of the system by dynamically resolving bus
access contentions, the TDMA arbitration leads to viable worst-case execution time
bounds for computation nodes in the program [90]. The existing WCRT analysis
approaches for synchronous programs running on multi-core architectures [73, 74]
employ the standard TDMA approach, which has the major shortcoming of a low
utilization rate of the time slots assigned to the PEs that rarely access the bus. Hence,
the resultant WCRT may exceed the one estimated for the same program running on a
single-core architecture [90].
In the real-time community, extensive studies have been conducted on bus
arbitration policies for executing hard real-time applications on multi-core architectures.
The WCET estimation techniques utilizing the standard TDMA bus schedule have been
summarized in [90]. However, these techniques suffer from inefficient bus bandwidth
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utilization, and hence leave opportunity for bus schedule optimization. In [132], an
approach for analysing the worst-case response time of real-time tasks on systems using
a customized TDMA bus schedule has been proposed. This approach assumes a timeanalysable architecture where execution time and communication time can be decoupled,
and the tasks are specified by superblocks that execute in some statically pre-defined
order. However, the method of generating the bus schedule is not discussed in detail.
[133] presented an approach to worst-case execution time analysis and system
scheduling for real-time applications running on multi-core architectures. Based on this
work, [78] proposed a method for bus access optimization in the global context of the
whole system in order to reduce the lengths of the bus schedule while shortening shared
memory access times. However, the optimized bus schedules obtained in [78, 133]
depend on intricate knowledge of the bus access request pattern of each PE (not to be
confused with bus access contention pattern), which is very difficult to obtain in our
case because: (a) one does not know in advance what and when the input events would
arrive from the external environment, (b) each data computation potentially has a large
number of different execution paths, corresponding to different bus access request
patterns, and (c) the bus access request pattern is unpredictable if the CDs in a GALS
system are running asynchronously to each other.
The motivations for carrying out this research are summarized as follows:


The need for an efficient bus arbitration policy to reduce the shared memory
access delay, so that the utilization of bus bandwidth can be improved.



The need for integrating this efficient bus arbitration policy into a
methodology based on DSE for finding design solutions with GRTs of CDs in
a GALS system where CDs communicate with each other.

5.2 Time-predictable Multi-core Architecture
The time-predictable multi-core architecture employed in this chapter for executing
GALS systems described in SystemJ is shown in Figure 5.1. This architecture is similar
to the one employed in Chapter 4 (cf. Section 4.3), in terms of the types of utilized PEs
(a single ReCOP as CP and a set of JOPs as DPs) and the interconnecting fabric used
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for launching data computations on JOPs and retrieving results from JOPs. However,
instead of equipping each JOP with a private memory, all JOPs are accessing a shared
memory via a shared SimpCon [127] bus, as shown in Figure 5.1. The shared memory
stores the Java methods (in method area) that are loaded into the method cache of
individual JOPs for execution, as well as the Java objects and arrays (in heap) used by
these Java methods. The ASTDMA bus schedule obtained by our approach is enforced
by a TDMA Controller connecting to the shared bus.
DCR

JOP 1
Stack Cache
Method Cache

DCR

MUX

JOP N
Private
Memory

…...

Result

Select

…

DPRR

JOP ID

Shared
Memory

DRR

…...

ReCOP

DMUX

…

DPCR JOP ID Method ID

SimpCon

Select

TDMA
Controller

Stack Cache
Method Cache
DRR

Figure 5.1: Time-predictable multi-core architecture with a shared memory
As introduced in Chapter 3, the WCET of each node in the AGRC plays an
essential role in the timing analysis of a CD. In the context of this work, the WCET of
each data node can be divided into two parts: (a) the worst-case time needed to execute
the internal (called I-type) instructions, which operate on the stack of each JOP, and (b)
the worst-case time required to execute memory access (called M-type) instructions,
which access the shared memory. Because the program and data required for executing
control-driven computations are stored in on-chip private memory of ReCOP, no bus
access is needed for executing any control node. Thus, all ReCOP instructions are
considered to be I-type instructions, and the number of M-type instructions is 0 for each
control node. Note here, the execution of a single I-type instruction on JOP and ReCOP
requires 1 and 3 clock cycles, respectively.
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Frequent shared memory accesses occur during the execution of data nodes, since
all Java methods and data are stored in the shared memory. Every JOP needs to access
the shared memory in two cases:
(a) Loading the method cache from the shared memory: The method cache is the
substitute of the program cache available in standard processor architectures. A
complete Java method is loaded into the method cache in case of a method
cache miss before execution. Once a complete method is loaded into the method
cache, no cache misses can occur during method execution, unless a nested
method call or a return to the caller method, if any, is encountered. The method
cache of JOP is designed to be time-predictable: a method cache miss and
subsequent cache fill can only occur either at the invoking of a method or on the
return to a method.
(b) Loading the stack cache from the shared memory: The stack cache in JOP
replaces the data-cache found in standard processor architectures. The stack is
loaded with Java objects (or their references) and arrays on an as per need basis
from the shared memory.
Table 5.1: Microcodes accessing the shared memory
Microcodes
Ldm, Ldmrd, Ldbcstart
Stps, Stmra, Stmwa, Stmrac, Stmwd, Stast,
Stald, Stgf, Stpf, Stcp, Stgs, Stbcrd, Stmraf
Wait

Meaning
Load word
Store word
Wait for 1 clock cycle

Recall that Java methods are compiled into Java bytecodes, which are further
translated into so called microcodes for execution on JOPs, and hence the static timing
analysis is carried out at the microcode level (cf. Section 3.3.1). All the I-type
microcodes take one clock cycle to execute on our target architecture. Special attention
needs to be paid to the memory accessing and branching bytecodes when performing
timing analysis, which are discussed as follows:
(a) Memory accessing bytecodes
Table 5.1 summarizes the microcodes that access shared memory. There are many
variants of load and store instructions, reflecting the typed Java bytecodes. Each of
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these microcodes executes in a single clock cycle [97]. In order to accommodate more
than one clock cycle of physical memory access latency, the Wait microcode is
explicitly executed. Other than these memory accessing bytecodes, there are two types
of Java bytecodes that need special consideration: invoke and return. The invoke
and return bytecodes load a complete Java method into the method cache of each JOP
from the shared memory for execution. In this research we consider that there will
always be a method cache miss upon execution of the invoke and return bytecodes,
in order to achieve safety for the timing analysis. Consequently, the callee (in case of
invoke) or the caller (in case of return) methods will always be loaded into the
method cache from the shared memory before method execution. The number of M-type
instructions needed to load a Java method into the method cache is determined by the
size of that method.
(b) Branching bytecodes
There are 17 different types of branching bytecodes in the JVM specification [86].
All branching bytecodes are implemented using bz and bnz microcodes of the native
instruction set of JOP, which branch to the target address if the Top of Stack (TOS) is
zero or not zero, respectively. The bz and bnz microcodes are followed by two branch
delay slots that allow execution of the following instructions irrespective of the resultant
target address. Hence, given the four stage pipeline – bytecode fetch, microcode
translate, microcode decode, and microcode execute – the branching instructions at the
bytecode level take 4 clock cycles each, but the branching microcodes (bz and bnz)
execute in 1 clock cycle each. Since in this chapter we perform the timing analysis at
the microcode level, and each branching microcode takes 1 clock cycle to execute.

5.3 Problem Description and Key Ideas
In this section, we firstly introduce the application model used for describing the
problem, as well as the execution model of CDs in a GALS system, followed by the
WCET analysis of AGRC nodes with TDMA-based bus arbitration policy. Finally, the
informal description of ASTDMA approach is presented using an illustrative example.
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5.3.1 Application and Execution Model
In this chapter we focus on a GALS system written in SystemJ, consisting of
multiple CDs which run on a multi-core architecture and communicate with each other
through SystemJ channels. The AGRC intermediate representation of a GALS system is
acquired from compiling the corresponding SystemJ program (cf. Section 2.2.1). Each
AGRC node, denoted by

, is annotated with a pair 〈

〉, where

and

represent

the numbers of M-type and I-type instructions in the worst-case execution of
respectively. Note here,

and

,

are obtained by analysing each AGRC node on the

critical path in the control flow which leads to the worst-case execution time of node

.

Because a single ReCOP is employed in the architecture, the control-driven
computations can only be executed sequentially. The original execution model of a
GALS system written in SystemJ [65] features a cyclic scheduling policy for CDs: all
CDs are executed one after another for one tick each. The cyclic scheduling policy
guarantees that the control-driven computations of all CDs executed on the same
ReCOP do not interfere with each other. We define a hyper-tick of a GALS system with
cyclic scheduling of CDs to be a logical clock tick during which all CDs are executed
for one tick each.
In this chapter we extend the original cyclic scheduling policy of CDs by allowing
interleaved execution of CDs on an AGRC node level, i.e., the nodes in different CDs
are executed in a mixed order, and all CDs are executed for exactly one tick before
moving on to the next tick. The CDs that have already finished their executions for one
tick have to wait for all the other CDs to complete their current ticks, until the end of the
current hyper-tick. Therefore, the GRTs of all CDs in a GALS system are identical and
equal to the worst-case execution time of a single hyper-tick. This execution model
makes the bus access contention pattern analysable due to the synchronization of all
CDs at the end of every hyper-tick, which is crucial to the ASTDMA bus scheduling.
With this execution model, not only can the data nodes in different reactions in the same
CD be executed in parallel, but the data nodes in different CDs can also be executed
concurrently. The house-keeping (cf. Section 2.1.1) is performed at the end of every
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hyper-tick for all CDs (one CD after another). The next hyper-tick will not start until the
house-keeping operations for all CDs have been completed.

5.3.2 WCET Analysis of AGRC Nodes with TDMA-based Bus
Arbitration Policy
When using standard TDMA bus arbitration policy for the target architecture in
Figure 5.1, each TDMA round consists of a set of slots, and each JOP gets a single slot
in a round. Let

be the set of JOPs utilized in the architecture. The length of each

slot (in clock cycles), called slot length, is denoted by

. Let

be the time (in

clock cycles) to access a single memory word without any bus access contention. The
time (in clock cycles) to execute a single M-type instruction in the worst case is called
Worst-case Unit Memory Access Time (WUMAT). Intuitively, in the worst case, a PE
needs to wait for all the slots assigned to the other PEs, before granted access to the bus.
Once the access is granted, a single memory word access itself takes

clock cycles

to complete. Since no split transaction for a single memory word access is allowed,
determines the lower limit of
minimize WUMAT. Moreover, if

. Therefore, we assume

in order to

is larger than one clock cycle, a bus access

request needs to wait for an extra

clock cycles in the worst case, where the

request comes one clock cycle after the beginning of its own slot. Therefore, the
WUMAT is calculated by:
|

bus access
request of
JOP1 Round

JOP1

|
Worst-case waiting time for accessing a
single memory word
Access time of a single memory word
without bus access contentions (taccess)
TS

taccess

JOP2

JOP1

...

Time
(clock cycles)

N N+1 N+2 N+3 N+4 N+5 N+6 N+7 N+8 N+9

WUMAT

Figure 5.2: The illustration of calculating worst-case unit memory access time
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Figure 5.2 illustrates the calculation of WUMAT for a target architecture consisting
of a single ReCOP and two JOPs using standard TDMA bus arbitration policy. Starting
from clock cycle N, three slots in the bus schedule are depicted in Figure 5.2. In this
example we assume both

and

are 3 clock cycles. The longest time for

executing an M-type instruction, i.e., WUMAT, is observed when JOP1 sends a memory
access request at clock cycle N+1 (one clock cycle after the beginning of its own slot
starting from clock cycle N). In this case, the WUMAT consists of (a) the rest of the
clock cycles in its own slot
assigned to JOP2

, (b) the length (in clock cycles) of the slot

, and (c) the time for JOP1 to access a single memory word given

exclusive access to the bus

. The resulting WUMAT is 8 clock cycles.

Let the time for executing a single I-type instruction be
calculate the WCET of an AGRC node

, then we can

in the AGRC using TDMA-based bus

arbitration policy as:

Combining Equation (5.3.1) and (5.3.2), we have:
( |

|

)

5.3.3 Informal Description of the Key Ideas
The problem tackled in this chapter, along with the key idea of the ASTDMA bus
arbitration policy, is illustrated using an AGRC example shown in Figure 5.3(b). An
instance of the architecture in Figure 5.1 is presented in Figure 5.3(a), as the target
platform of this example. In the AGRC, async-fork node AF branches out two CDs,
named CD1 and CD2, respectively. In CD1, two parallel reactions branched out by fork
node F1 contain data nodes D2 and D3, respectively. Given the interleaved execution of
CDs on an AGRC node level, a single execution of the AGRC (from nodes AF to AJ)
consumes a hyper-tick of the GALS system, i.e., one tick for both CD1 and CD2. The
numbers of M-type and I-type instructions in the worst-case execution of each AGRC
node are annotated. Note here, very small numbers of both types of instructions are used
only for illustration purpose. We assume here, without loss of generality, that each Mtype or I-type instruction takes 1 clock cycle (cc) to execute.
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Figure 5.3: The illustration of ASTDMA approach by comparing different execution
strategies and bus arbitration policies
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A cyclic schedule of CDs in the AGRC ignoring bus access contentions is shown in
Figure 5.3(d), with the corresponding reaction time of 20 ccs. Note here, this reaction
time is obtained by considering the worst case scenario and cannot be exceeded during
execution, since the numbers of M-type and I-type instructions in the worst-case
execution of each node are employed to calculate this reaction time. The rectangle with
the label of ―HK‖ represents the house-keeping operation for both CD1 and CD2. With
the interleaved execution of both CDs, node E5 can be executed immediately after F1,
which leads to parallel execution of data nodes D6 and D3. Thus, the reaction time can
be reduced to 16 ccs (also ignoring bus access contentions), as shown in Figure 5.3(e).
When standard TDMA bus arbitration policy is employed for the architecture in
Figure 5.3(a), each TDMA round consists of two slots assigned to JOP1 and JOP2,
respectively, as shown in Figure 5.3(c). The resulting AGRC schedule with interleaved
execution of CDs considering bus access contentions is shown in Figure 5.3(f). Without
loss of generality, we assume that

clock cycle for the

example in Figure 5.3, and thus the WUMAT value is 2 using Equation (5.3.1).
According to TDMA bus schedule, the time slots assigned to each JOP with exclusive
access to the bus are highlighted in Figure 5.3(f). The execution time of node D3 is the
longest when each memory access request is sent at the beginning of each time slot of
JOP1 with no access to the bus. Thus, the WCET of node D3 consists of 18 ccs in the
worst case to complete nine M-type instructions, plus 1 cc to complete one I-type
instruction. The final WCET value of node D3 is 19 ccs, which is same as the result
calculated by Equation (5.3.3). Similarly, the WCET values of nodes D2 and D6 are 3
ccs and 5 ccs, respectively. Thus, the final reaction time is 25 ccs.
The standard TDMA bus arbitration policy is unable to efficiently utilize the
bandwidth of the shared bus. For instance, in Figure 5.3(f), only JOP1 is accessing the
bus during clock cycles [10, 21), yet still half of the bandwidth is assigned to JOP2
which does not access the bus at all during that time interval. Given this insight, we can
assign the whole bus bandwidth to JOP1 within clock cycles [10, 21), which embodies
the basic idea of ASTDMA bus arbitration policy. The resulting AGRC schedule
applying ASTDMA bus arbitration policy is shown in Figure 5.3(g). When calculating
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the elongated WCET of node D3 considering bus access contentions, we need to assume
the worst case bus access request pattern for obtaining a safe upper bound of execution
time. The worst case bus access request pattern happens when as many as possible of
the M-type instructions are executed during the period with the largest WUMAT value,
i.e., clock cycles [2, 10) during which the WUMAT is 2.
Since four M-type instructions can be executed at most during clock cycles [2, 10),
there are still five M-type instructions and one I-type instruction left for execution,
which consume 6 clock cycles to execute with whole bus bandwidth assigned to JOP1
after clock cycle 10. The final WCET value of node D3 is hence 14 ccs. The reaction
time applying ASTDMA approach is 20 ccs, which is 20% shorter than the one using
standard TDMA approach. The algorithms for generating the ASTDMA bus schedule
and calculating the elongated WCET values for all nodes are given in Section 5.6.
There are three key ideas which we introduce: (a) we enforce interleaved execution
of CDs, and identify the bus access contention pattern using an intermediate AGRC
schedule ignoring the bus access contentions; (b) we customize the bus schedule
according to the bus access contention pattern and obtain the final AGRC schedule
using the elongated WCET values of all nodes; and (c) we integrate the ASTDMA bus
arbitration policy into a framework based on DSE to find the solutions with GRTs on
each considered architecture instance. For a time interval during which the set of JOPs
accessing the bus remains unchanged, we equally divide the bandwidth amongst those
JOPs. This judicious bandwidth distribution results in potentially shorter GRT for each
CD. In the rest of this chapter these key ideas are formalized.

5.4 Problem Formulation
Similar to Section 4.5.2, the problem that we address in this chapter is formally
described below:
Given:


Architecture Model: The customizable multi-core architecture is represented by
a set of PEs, denoted by

, consisting of one CP and multiple DPs. Let

the set of DPs. The number of DPs, i.e., |

be

|, is bounded by the maximum
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number of reactions amongst all CDs in the program that can be executed
simultaneously. Let

be the set of actually utilized DPs in an architecture

instance, i.e.,

, and this architecture instance is characterized by the

number of utilized DPs, i.e., |


|

Application Model: The application is represented by the AGRC obtained by
compiling the SystemJ program describing a GALS system. All CDs in the
GALS system are executed in an interleaved fashion for exactly one tick before
moving onto the next tick. (cf. Section 5.3.1). The AGRC is formally described
as a pair

〉, where

〈

and

{ |

| | } is the set of AGRC nodes

is the set of directed edges between the nodes representing the

control dependencies. Also,

, where

and

are sets of

control nodes and data nodes, respectively. Each data node

is

annotated with the numbers of M-type and I-type instructions in its worst-case
execution, denoted by


and , respectively.

Definition 1: A Bus Access Region (BAR) is defined as a time interval during
which the set of DPs accessing the shared bus remains unchanged. BARs are
consecutive, i.e., the end time of one BAR is the start time of the next BAR. Let
be set of all BARs, then the complete bus access contention pattern can be
represented by . Each BAR can be unambiguously denoted by a pair 〈
where is the start time of this BAR and

denotes the invariable set of DPs

accessing the shared bus within this BAR, and hence
| |


{〈

〉|

}.

Definition 2: A solution
elements 〈|

〉,

in the design space is defined as the tuple of five
〉 containing:

|

(a) Number of utilized DPs (|
(b) Mapping (

)

The mapping function
(c) Schedule ( )

|)

maps data node

to DP

.
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The scheduling function

schedules a AGRC node

, then the finish time of
where

to be started at time

is determined as

denotes the WCET of node

communication overhead for executing

,

, and

denotes the

: the time spent launching a data

computation on a DP and retrieving the result from that DP for

(cf.

Section 4.3).
(d) Reaction time (

)

The reaction time is the finish time of the last scheduled node in the AGRC.
(e) ASTDMA bus schedule ( )
{

〈

〉|

| |

}

Similar to the definition of BAR, the ASTDMA bus schedule is defined as
an ordered set , with order

on its elements. Each element of

schedule segment denoted by a pair 〈
time of this segment, and

〉, where

is a bus

signifies the start

is the set of DPs representing the round of bus

schedule for this segment. The elements of
start time, i.e., for given

are ordered according to the
,

| |

if and only if

.
Problem Objective:
Let

be the feasible solution utilizing DPs. For the given architecture

and

AGRC , the objective is described as below:
|

|

{

}

For each architecture instance, the objective is to find the AGRC mapping and
schedule as well as the ASTDMA bus schedule, which results in the shortest reaction
time, i.e., GRT, for each CD in the GALS system, such that it is shorter than the GRTs
of solutions using any smaller number of DPs.
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The proposed methodology, as shown in Figure 5.4, is developed based on the
methodology presented in Figure 4.5. All the steps in Figure 5.4 are represented as
rectangles with the step number annotated next to each step, while each rounded
rectangle represents the output of a step. The steps of DSE are enclosed in a dotted box.
Compared with the methodology presented in Figure 4.5, there are two major
differences in this methodology: (a) the application is represented as an AGRC which is
input to this flow, and (b) the ASTDMA bus scheduling is performed in Steps 7 to 9,
which are highlighted using a shared box in Figure 5.4.
4
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No
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Target code
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Figure 5.4: Overview of the proposed methodology
According to the execution model of CDs in a GALS system introduced in Section
5.3.1, all CDs forked out by the async-fork node in an AGRC can be considered as
parallel reactions, because all of them are actually synchronized at the end of a hypertick. Therefore, the symbolic model generated in Step 3 has the same mapping
constraints as that specified in Section 4.5.3: (a) all control nodes in the AGRC are
mapped to the CP; (b) all data nodes in the same reaction of a CD are mapped to the
same DP; and (c) all data nodes in the same reaction of a CD are mapped to exactly one
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DP. Accordingly, the genotype composition presented in Figure 4.6 remains unchanged
in our methodology shown in Figure 5.4. Moreover, the same multi-core scheduler
presented in Listing 4-1 can be reused in Step 6 to schedule an AGRC by treating asyncfork and async-join nodes as fork and join nodes, respectively.
In Step 7, the TDMA bus access contention pattern characterized by the set of
BARs is obtained by analysing the intermediate AGRC schedule produced in Step 6.
Next, in Step 8, an intermediate ASTDMA bus schedule is generated according to the
BARs identification. Then, in Step 9 the intermediate AGRC schedule and ASTDMA
bus schedule are updated by taking into account the WCET elongation of each data
node due to resolving bus access contentions, and the resulting reaction time is
calculated. After that, a complete feasible solution is attained, consisting of five
elements 〈|

|

〉 (cf. Section 5.4). Steps 7 to 9 add to the main

contribution of this chapter, which will be elaborated on in Section 5.6.1.

5.6 Application-Specific TDMA Bus Scheduling
The three steps for generating ASTDMA bus schedule, corresponding to Steps 7 to
9 in Figure 5.4, are elucidated from Section 5.6.1 to 5.6.3, respectively. In order to
illustrate our approach, we use an example of a GALS system described in SystemJ, as
shown in Figure 5.5(a), running on an architecture having a single ReCOP and two
JOPs, as shown in Figure 5.5(c). The corresponding AGRC is given in Figure 5.5(b),
with the mappings shown as arrows from the AGRC nodes to the PEs in the architecture.
The GALS system in Figure 5.5(a) consists of two CDs, named Sysj_CD1 and
Sysj_CD2, respectively. Sysj_CD1 (lines 2 to 25) comprises reactions R11 (lines 6 to
16) and R12 (lines 18 to 24), executed in lock-step concurrently. In Reaction R11, the
Java method method111 or method112 is invoked depending on the value of input
signal IN1. In reaction R21 of Sysj_CD2 (lines 26 to 38), the Java method method211 is
invoked upon the presence of input signal IN2, otherwise output signal OUT2 is emitted
to the external environment. In the AGRC shown in Figure 5.5(b), the Java methods
method111, method112, method121 and method211 are represented as data nodes D111,
D112, D121 and D211, respectively.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

import Sysj_Example.*;
Sysj_CD1(
output signal OUT1;
input Integer Signal IN1;
)->{
{// R11
while(true){
present(IN1) {
if (#IN1 == 0) {
method111();
} else {
method112();}
}
pause;
}
}
||
{// R12
while(true) {
method121();
emit OUT1;
pause;
}
}
}
Sysj_CD2(
output signal OUT2;
input signal IN2;
)->{
{// R21
while(true) {
present(IN2) {
method211();
} else {emit OUT2;}
pause;
}
}
}
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(e) Final AGRC schedule applying ASTDMA approach
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of the ASTDMA bus scheduling
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5.6.1 Bus Access Contention Pattern Analysis
In Figure 5.5, the numbers of M-type and I-type instructions in the worst-case
execution of each node are annotated as a pair of numbers next to that node. In addition,
let us assume

for this example. The intermediate schedule

of the AGRC in Figure 5.5(a) ignoring bus access contentions is shown in Figure 5.5(d),
which is generated in Step 6 of Figure 5.4 and needed for generating the ASTDMA bus
schedule. Each AGRC node is depicted as a rectangle, with the length representing its
WCET – the total time needed to carry out all M-type and I-type instructions in the
worst-case execution of that node.
Listing 5-1: Algorithm for identifying bus access regions
〉, where
Input: A tuple 〈
is the set of data nodes in the AGRC, running
on a multi-core architecture instance having a set of data processors, denoted by
;
represents the AGRC mapping, and is the intermediate AGRC schedule produced by the
multi-core scheduler ignoring bus access contentions.
Output: The complete set of BARs ( ).
01: Procedure IDENTIFY_BARS(
)
02:
initialize an ordered set of time instants
03: for each time instant
for data node
mapped to
do
04:
{
}
05: end for
06:
is the set of JOPs on which the executions of data nodes are started at
〈
〉
07:
08: for each time instant
do
09:
{ } { }
is the set of JOPs on which the executions of data nodes are finished at time
〈
〉
10:
11: end for
12: return
13: end Procedure

In order to correctly model the execution of conditional branches (e.g., branches of
test node T3), the scheduler overlaps the execution of mutually exclusive AGRC nodes
on a single PE. For instance, executions of T3 and TE2 are overlapped in the schedule
of ReCOP in Figure 5.5(d), denoting the fact both nodes can never execute
simultaneously, since they are in mutually exclusive branches of test node TE1. The
first step of ASTDMA bus scheduling is to analyse the bus access contention pattern by
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identifying the complete set of BARs. The algorithm for identifying the BARs is
presented in Listing 5-1.
According to the definition of BAR as given in Section 5.4, the boundaries of
BARs are demarcated by the start and finish times of the executions of the data nodes.
Therefore, we employ an ordered set, named

, to keep track of these

boundaries of BARs. The overlapping data nodes belonging to mutually exclusive
(conditional) branches in the AGRC, are treated as a single compound data node with its
release and finish time to be the earliest release time and latest finish time amongst all
the overlapping data nodes. For instance, D111 and D112 in Figure 5.5(d) overlap due
to mutually exclusive execution. Therefore, they are treated as a single compound data
node starting at the 40th clock cycle (cc) and finishing at the 83rd cc.
The set

built by the algorithm (lines 2 to 5) is {22, 40, 65, 83,

110} for the intermediate schedule shown in Figure 5.5(d). Next, the first BAR (BAR1)
is identified (lines 6 and 7), which starts from the 22nd cc. The corresponding JOP set is
{JOP2}, since only JOP2 is utilized in BAR1. Next, the rest of the BARs are found by
the algorithm (lines 8 to 11). For instance, for BAR2, starting from the 40th cc, JOP1
should be added to its JOP set, since the compound data node containing D111 and
D112 is launched on JOP1 at the 40th cc. For BAR4, JOP1 should be removed from the
JOP set because the compound data node executed on JOP1 finishes at the 83rd cc. The
JOP set of each BAR is used for constructing the TDMA round for that BAR.

5.6.2 Intermediate ASTDMA Bus Schedule Generation
Listing 5-2: Algorithm for generating intermediate ASTDMA bus schedule
Input: The complete set of all BARs
Output: The intermediate ASTDMA bus schedule

.

01: Procedure GEN_INTERMEDIATE_ASTDMA_SCHEDULE( )
〈
〉
02:
initialize
〈
〉
|
|
03: for each pair
in (
do
{〈
〉}
04:
05: end for
06: return
07: end Procedure

with the first pair in
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An intermediate ASTDMA bus schedule can be generated with the information of
BARs. For each BAR, we generate the corresponding bus schedule segment by
assigning exactly one slot in the TDMA round to each JOP in the JOP set of that BAR.
If there is only one JOP in the JOP set of a BAR, then the corresponding TDMA round
has only one slot for that JOP, implying that the bus bandwidth is entirely assigned to
that JOP for that BAR, which is the case for BAR1 and BAR4. Alternatively, if there
are multiple JOPs in the JOP set, then each JOP is assigned one slot in the TDMA round,
resulting in a standard TDMA bus schedule that divides the bus bandwidth equally
amongst all the JOPs accessing the bus within that BAR. For instance, the TDMA round
for BAR2 consists of two slots, granting bus access to JOP1 and JOP2, one after the
other until the end of BAR2. Similarly, the TDMA round of BAR3 is the same as that of
BAR2 since they have the same JOP set. The bus schedule is irrelevant during the time
intervals where there is no shared memory access request, such as time intervals [0,22)
and [110,134) in Figure 5.5(d), and hence no change should be made for intermediate
bus schedule during these time intervals. The algorithm for generating the intermediate
ASTDMA bus schedule is given in Listing 5-2.
The intermediate ASTDMA bus schedule obtained from the intermediate AGRC
schedule shown in Figure 5.5(d) can be described as a set of bus schedule segments
{

{

} ,

{

} ,

{

} ,

{

} }. Starting from the

22nd cc, the TDMA round of the intermediate bus schedule has only one slot that is
exclusively assigned to JOP2; starting from the 40th cc, the TDMA round consists of
two slots assigned to JOP1 and JOP2, respectively; the intermediate bus schedule
remains the same starting from the 65th cc since the set of JOPs accessing the bus is not
changed; finally, the TDMA round containing only one slot for JOP1 is used starting
from the 83rd cc till the end of the intermediate AGRC schedule.

5.6.3 Updating the Intermediate ASTDMA Bus Schedule and the
Intermediate AGRC Schedule
By taking into account the bus access contentions, the execution time of each data
node with shared memory accesses is inevitably elongated. Therefore, both the
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intermediate ASTDMA bus schedule and the intermediate AGRC schedule need to be
updated, according to the elongated WCET values of AGRC nodes.
According to Equation (5.3.2), when applying standard TDMA bus schedule, the
WCET elongation of a data node

, denoted by

, is determined by the WUMAT and

the number of M-type instructions in the worst-case execution of
(

, given by:

)

Referring to Equation (5.3.1), the WUMAT increases linearly with the number of
JOPs assigned to a TDMA round (with fixed

and

).

Listing 5-3: Algorithm for calculating the worst-case number of M-type instructions for
each bus schedule segment of every data node in the AGRC
〉, where
Input: A pair 〈
is the set of data nodes in the AGRC, and
is the
intermediate ASTDMA bus schedule.
Output: The calculated worst-case number of M-type instructions for each bus schedule
segment of every data node
01: Procedure CALCULATE_WC_NUM_MEM_ACCESS_INST
02: for each
do
03:
initialize an auxiliary set of bus schedule segments ( ) for data node
〉
04: for each 〈
do
05:
if
[
) then
if bus schedule segment starting at is in the scheduled execution of
{〈
〉} if
06:
merge consecutive segments with the same JOP set
07:
end if
08: end for
09:
| |
sort
in descending order of round sizes of the bus schedule segments for data node
10:
initialize a temporary variable holding the number of M-type instructions
〉
11: for each 〈
do
12:
break if
13:
(
)
denotes the worst-case number of M-type instructions of

14:
15:
16:
17:

in bus schedule segment

.
should be the minimum of: (a) the maximum number of M-type instructions
that can be executed in the worst case within the length of segment
, and (b) the
remaining number of M-type instructions of
update the remaining number of M-type instructions for
end for
end for
|
|
return {
|
| |}

18: end Procedure
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In order to achieve a safe upper bound of memory access time, we have to assume
the worst case bus access request pattern of each data node, which leads to the longest
execution time of all M-type instructions. Specifically, we need to assume as many as
possible of the remaining M-type instructions of a data node are executed within the bus
schedule segment of that node the largest WUMAT, i.e., the bus schedule segment with
maximum number of JOPs accessing the shared bus. The algorithm for calculating the
worst-case number of M-type instructions in each bus schedule segment of every data
node is given in Listing 5-3.
Note here, the total number of M-type instructions of
segments in the set

in all its bus schedule

should be equal to the number of M-type instructions in the

worst-case execution of

, given by:
∑
[ |

|]

Recall that the WUMAT represents the time spent executing a single M-type
instruction in the worst case and is calculated according to Equation (5.3.1). The WCET
elongation of data node

during bus schedule segment 〈

〉, denoted by

, is

given by:

Therefore, the total WCET elongation of data node
∑
|

Let

∑
|

|

|

be the JOP set of the BAR 〈

calculated by (assuming slot length
(|

can be calculated as:

|

〉

for

. Then, the

is

is identical for all bus schedule segments):
)

After acquiring the WCET elongation information using Equation (5.6.3), the final
AGRC schedule can be calculated using the algorithm shown in Listing 5-4. For
instance, in Figure 5.5(d) the bus schedule segment [40,65) has the most JOPs in its JOP
set, and thus the worst-case number of M-type instructions for D121 in this segment
(denoted by

) is assigned by the minimum of these two values: (a) the remaining
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number of M-type instructions of D121 (denoted by

), and (b) the maximum

number of M-type instructions that can be executed within the length of BAR2 (cf. line
12 of Listing 5-3). Note that the division in line 12 of Listing 5-3 is an integer division.
Therefore,

has the value of 25, and

has to be updated accordingly by

subtracting

from it, resulting in the value of 14. This process is repeated until there

is no remaining M-type instruction for each data node.
Listing 5-4: Algorithm for updating the intermediate ASTDMA bus schedule and the
intermediate AGRC schedule
〉 , where
Input: A pair 〈
is set of data nodes in the AGRC,
is the
intermediate AGRC schedule,
is the intermediate ASTDMA bus schedule, and
represents the set of elongations of WCET within bus schedule segments for each data node
Output: The updated AGRC schedule and ASTDMA bus schedule
01: Procedure UPDATE_AGRC_ASTDMA_BUS_SCHEDULE
〉
02: for each 〈
do
03: continue if
04: for each node
with
[
) do
05:
if
calculate the maximum elongation of execution time
06: end for
〉
07: for each 〈
do
08:
update the intermediate ASTDMA bus schedule
09: end for
10: for each node
with release time
do
11:
update the intermediate AGRC schedule
12: end for
13: end for
14: return
15: end Procedure

According to Equation (5.6.3), the WCET elongations of D111 and D121 in the bus
schedule segment [40, 65) are 20 and 25 ccs, respectively. The WCET elongation of
D112 in the conditional branch should also be calculated, which is 18 ccs. Next, the
maximum execution time elongation of this bus schedule segment, denoted by

, is

calculated (cf. lines 4 to 6 of Listing 5-4). Then, the start times of bus schedule
segments after the 40th cc are increased by

, which is 25 ccs. After that the start

times of AGRC nodes scheduled after the 40th cc are also increased by
process is repeated until all bus schedule segments are handled.

. This
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Note here, there is no elongation of execution time for bus schedule segment [20,40)
and [83,110), as the round sizes of these two bus schedule segments are both 1,
resulting in the assignment of the entire bus bandwidth to JOP2. Finally, after the
ASTDMA bus schedule and AGRC schedule have been updated, the reaction time is
equal to the finish time of the last scheduled node in the AGRC, which is 177 ccs as
shown in Figure 5.5(e).
For comparison purposes, the final AGRC schedule of the same example applying
the standard TDMA approach is shown in Figure 5.5(f). The TDMA round is fixed
throughout the execution of the AGRC and the round size is 2. Compared with the
standard TDMA approach, the reaction times of both CDs are shortened by 16.9% with
the ASTDMA approach for this example.

5.6.4 Complexity Analysis
The runtime complexity of the ASTDMA bus scheduling algorithm depends on the
number of TDMA bus schedule segments (| |) and the size of the AGRC (| |).
Because the number of TDMA bus schedule segments is bounded by the product of the
size of the AGRC and the number of JOPs in the architecture instance (|
algorithms in Listing 5-1 and Listing 5-2 have a runtime complexity of

| |

|), the
|

| .

We employ merge sort algorithm for the sorting operation in line 9 of Listing 5-3, and
the runtime complexity of the algorithm in Listing 5-3 is

| |

|

| . Due to the

inner loop (lines 7 to 9) in Listing 5-4, the runtime complexity of the ASTDMA bus
scheduling is determined by the runtime complexity of the algorithm in Listing 5-4,
which is

| |

|

| .

5.7 Experimental Results
In this section, a series of experimental evaluations are conducted to gauge the
effectiveness of our proposed approach. A set of real-time applications described as
GALS programs is used as benchmarks. Firstly, we compare the reaction times obtained
using the ASTDMA approach with standard TDMA approach under different settings of
single memory access time and slot length. Secondly, we compare the non-dominated
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GRTs obtained during design space exploration using different methods of bus
arbitration policies for the considered multi-core architecture instances. Thirdly, we
compare the effectiveness of the ASTDMA approach under varying percentages of Mtype instructions. Next, we compare the GRTs and resource usage obtained using our
approach with those when CDs are executed asynchronously. Lastly, the execution
times of applying the ASTDMA scheduling are evaluated.
We implemented the design flow in Figure 5.4. An open-source framework OPT4J
[111] is employed as the EA engine for the DSE. The symbolic model encoding
presented in Section 4.5.3 is adopted. The multi-core scheduler and the ASTDMA
scheduling algorithm are implemented in Java and integrated into OPT4J for generating
the AGRC and bus schedule, respectively. We used the same settings for the EA engine
of the OPT4J framework and experimental setup as described in Section 4.7.
Table 5.2: Benchmark overview
Bench #
# Lines
mark CDs of
SystemJ
code

#
# Max
# AGRC
Lines Parallel
Nodes
of
Reactions
Java
Code

# Average
M-type
Instructions
per data node

# Average
I-type
Instructions
per data
node

AECS
APS
FR
Motor
CC_5

2807
1023
3384
2140
3385

118
141
450
32
2264

198
220
955
49
5749

3
2
2
4
5

380
117
547
460
132

21
7
6
16
20

1608
395
394
2013
566

The benchmarks selected are described as GALS programs written in SystemJ, each
containing both control and data computations with different degrees of parallelism. The
Access and Environment Control System (AECS) [134] has three CDs and implements
the system for controlling the lighting, access, and alarm of an intelligent room, based
on multiple sensory input signals. The Asynchronous Protocol Stack (APS) example [59]
models the communication protocols between asynchronous processes, using two CDs,
i.e., a pair comprising a sender and a receiver. The Motor example consists of four
identical CDs, each controlling the stepper motors in a micro-printer [135]. The hard
real-time application named Frequency Relay (FR) [68] is also employed as a
benchmark, which contains two CDs controlling the switches in a power network.
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Finally, the CC_5 example comprises five identical Conveyor Controllers (cf. Section
2.1.3), each of which performs sorting of items on the conveyor, based on the result of
image recognition using photos taken by a camera for each item. An overview of all the
benchmarks is shown in Table 5.2.

5.7.1 The Comparison of Reaction Times with Varying Number
of JOPs and
Firstly, in order to gauge the effectiveness of our approach, we respectively applied
ASTDMA and standard TDMA bus arbitration policy on 100 different AGRC schedules
of each benchmark, with the architecture instances containing 2, 4, 6 and 8 JOPs,
respectively. Then we compared the resulting average reaction times. Moreover, we
perform these experiments with varying single memory access time (

). The

reductions of reaction times in percentage are shown in Figure 5.6, where

is 1, 2,

4 and 8, respectively. Recall that we assume that TDMA slot length ( ) is equal to
, thus the WUMAT value increases linearly with

, according to Equation

(5.3.1).
On average, the reduction of reaction times steadily increases as the number of
JOPs rises, which are 19.72%, 28.11%, 34.31% and 35.13% for architecture instances
with 2, 4, 6 and 8 JOPs, respectively. Similarly, the reduction also increases consistently
as the
41.24% when

(equal to

) becomes larger, which are 15.84%, 25.78%, 34.41% and

is 1, 2, 4 and 8, respectively. The reason for this is the ASTDMA

approach can better utilize the shared bus bandwidth compared to the standard TDMA
approach when there are more PEs accessing the bus. According to Equations (5.6.4)
and (5.6.5), for each bus schedule segment, the ASTDMA approach is able to achieve
more reduction in reaction time with larger

, for each BAR in the bus schedule.

Note here the architecture having 8 JOPs is not applicable for APS and FR examples
due to limited parallelism indicated by the number of maximum parallel reactions (cf.
Table 5.2). Our ASTDMA approach always outperforms the standard TDMA approach,
resulting in shorter reaction times, i.e., 29.32% on average for all benchmarks.
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Figure 5.6: The comparison of reaction times with varying number of JOPs and

5.7.2 The Comparison of Non-dominated Solutions with GRTs
In Figure 5.7, we compare the non-dominated solutions with GRTs obtained by our
approach in three different cases, where: (a) no bus access contentions are considered,
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(b) the ASTDMA approach is adopted, and (c) the standard TDMA approach is
employed. Note here, for the architecture with a single JOP, the GRTs obtained in three
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Contention
ASTDMA
Scheduling
Standard
TDMA
Scheduling

1

2

3

4

5

Thousand clock
cycles
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GRT

GRT
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cases are identical for all benchmarks since no shared memory is required.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of non-dominated solutions with GRTs in three different cases
(

= 1 clock cycle)

When bus access contentions are ignored, more non-dominated solutions with
shorter GRTs can be found while using more JOPs in the architecture, compared with
the other two cases. However, these solutions are impracticable when shared memory is
employed. Moreover, compared with the standard TDMA approach, the non-dominated
solutions found using the ASTDMA approach can utilize more JOPs in the architecture
to achieve shorter GRTs. For example, non-dominated solutions containing up to 4
JOPs can be found for the CC_5 example using the ASTDMA, while only solutions
with up to two JOPs can be obtained with the standard TDMA approach. Actually,
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when using the standard TDMA, no solution can be found with multiple JOPs except
for the CC_5 example.
The results in Figure 5.7 reveal that using more JOPs in the multi-core architecture
may not necessarily result in shorter GRTs, as the overhead of resolving shared bus
contentions can outweigh the performance gain brought by utilizing multiple JOPs.
However, by using the ASTDMA approach, this overhead can be mitigated by
efficiently utilizing the bus bandwidth, so that architecture instances with more JOPs
can be utilized when compared to the standard TDMA approach, leaving designers with
more feasible design solutions leading to shorter GRTs.

5.7.3 The Comparison of GRTs with Varying the Number of Mtype Instructions of Data Nodes
2 JOPs

4 JOPs

6 JOPs

8 JOPs

60%

Reduction of Reaction Time

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Percentage of Memory Access Instructions

Figure 5.8: Comparison of GRT improvements with different percentages of M-type
instructions in data nodes for extended CC_5 example
The impact of varying numbers of M-type instructions of data nodes on the
reduction of GRTs found by our approach for the CC_5 example, compared with the
standard TDMA approach, is shown in Figure 5.8. We extended the CC_5 example for
this experiment by keeping the total number of instructions of each data node
unchanged and increasing the percentage of M-type instructions, starting from 0%
meaning no M-type instructions are in the data node, to 100% indicating that the data
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node contains only M-type instructions. For each percentage of M-type instructions, we
generate 100 different AGRC schedules for architecture instances containing 2, 4, 6 and
8 JOPs, respectively, and then calculate the average reduction of the GRTs for each
combination of M-type instruction percentage and architecture instance. The results
shown in Figure 5.8 indicate that the reduction of GRTs increases steadily as the
percentage of M-type instructions rises, which is in accordance with Equations (5.6.4)
and (5.6.5), i.e., more M-type instructions and JOPs lead to further reduction of reaction
times.

5.7.4 The Evaluation of Scalability for ASTDMA Bus Scheduling
Finally, the execution time of the ASTDMA bus scheduling algorithm is evaluated,
as shown in Table 5.3. We extended the CC_5 example for this experiment by
duplicating the reaction implementing the Conveyor Controller for 10 to 50 times,
resulting in benchmarks named CC_10 to CC_50. The profiles of these extended
benchmarks are shown in columns one to five of Table 5.3. For each benchmark, we
generate 100 different AGRC schedules for architecture instances with 2, 4, 6 and 8
JOPs, respectively, and then measure the average execution time of the ASTDMA
scheduling algorithm (in seconds). As shown in the sixth column of Table 5.3, the
average execution time of the algorithm increases linearly with the number of nodes in
the AGRC, demonstrating the scalability of our approach.
Table 5.3: The execution times of the ASTDMA algorithm for extended Conveyor
Controller example (

= 1 clock cycle)

Benchmark

# CDs

# Lines of
# Parallel
SystemJ code Reactions

# AGRC
Nodes

Average
Execution Time
(seconds)

CC_10
CC_20
CC_30
CC_40
CC_50

10
20
30
40
50

257
507
757
1007
1257

1056
2036
3016
3996
4976

0.81
2.43
5.96
9.30
11.17
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In this chapter, we have presented a novel bus arbitration policy named ASTDMA
for a GALS programs on a multi-core architecture. Compared with standard TDMA
approach which equally divides the bus bandwidth amongst all PEs, our proposed
approach takes into account the bus access contention patterns and achieves better
utilization of the bus bandwidth. Moreover, we embedded the ASTDMA approach into
a design flow based on design space exploration to search for the non-dominated
solutions with GRTs. Compared with standard TDMA approach, we have demonstrated
through benchmarking that the ASTDMA approach achieved 29.32% reduction of
reaction times on average, and found more non-dominated solutions with GRTs by
exploiting more JOPs in the architecture.
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6
Optimizing Resource Usage and Shared
Resource Access Efficiency for a GALS
System on a Multi-core Architecture

The multi-core architecture employed in Chapter 5 contains a single Control
Processor (CP), which enforces that all the control-driven computations of ClockDomains (CDs) in a GALS system are carried out sequentially. The single CP
configuration of the multi-core architecture prevents the parallelism in control-driven
computations of different CDs from being exploited. Ideally, asynchronous execution of
CDs in a GALS system can be achieved by executing each CD on a dedicated
Processing Element (PE) capable of performing both control-driven and data-driven
computations, in which case the tick of a CD is unrelated to the tick of any other CD,
and hence the Worst-Case Reaction Time (WCRT) of a CD is unaffected by the
execution of any other CD.
Due to limited resource usage, multiple CDs need to run on a single PE if the
number of PEs is less than the number of CDs in a GALS system. The mapping of CDs
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onto PEs, together with the schedule of CDs mapped onto the same PE, need to be
optimized so that the number of PEs can be minimized and the WCRT requirement for
each CD can be satisfied. Moreover, the efficiency of widely adopted Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) bus arbitration policy, used for addressing the contentions of
shared resource accesses via a shared bus, needs to be optimized by distributing the bus
bandwidth judiciously amongst PEs while maintaining time-predictability, so that the
number of PEs can potentially be further minimized.
This chapter presents a novel optimization technique based on Integer Linear
Programming (ILP) for optimizing mapping and scheduling of CDs in a GALS system
targeting a multi-core architecture with shared memory, so that the number of PEs
utilized can be minimized while satisfying the WCRT requirement for each CD. A
novel bus arbitration policy named weighted TDMA is employed by the proposed
optimization technique for achieving efficient utilization of the bandwidth of the shared
bus, which is also implemented using ILP formulation.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.1 discusses the necessity and
challenges of optimizing the resource usage and shared resource access efficiency. The
deficiencies of existing approaches are also reviewed. Next, in Section 6.2, the multicore architecture employed in this chapter is presented. In Section 6.3, the problem
addressed in this chapter is described, followed by an informal description of the key
ideas. Section 6.4 describes the overall methodology of the proposed approach. Section
6.5 formalizes the problem and then provides the two-stage ILP formulation. Section
6.6 presents the experimental results that gauge the efficiency of the proposed approach.
Finally, this chapter concludes with Section 6.7.

6.1 Overview
In this section we first introduce the challenges in optimizing resource usage and
shared resource access efficiency for a GALS system. Secondly, we discuss the existing
techniques for schedulability analysis considering shared resource access contentions,
along with the bus arbitration policies assigning different number of slots to each PE in
a multi-core architecture, which leads to a summary of the motivation for this research.
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6.1.1 Challenges in Optimizing Resource Usage and Shared
Resource Access Efficiency for a GALS system
Recall that the WCRT of a CD represents the longest execution time of a tick of
that CD. A CD is capable of capturing and responding to its input events from the
external environment if its WCRT does not exceed the minimum inter-arrival time
between any two consecutive input events to that CD, which is termed Worst-case InterArrival Time (WIAT). In other words, the WCRT requirement of a CD is given by the
WIAT of its input events.
The WCRT analysis of a CD depends on the WCET value of each computation
node in that CD. For a multi-core architecture with shared resources accessed via a
shared bus, the WCET of each task depends on the bus access request pattern and the
bus arbitration policy, which jointly determine the bus access delays caused by
resolving bus access contentions. The shared resource access efficiency can be
improved by reducing bus access delays, which is achievable through customizing the
bus arbitration policy according to the pattern of bus access requests. Ideally, minimal
bus access delays can be achieved by a perfect TDMA schedule, i.e., the slots assigned
to a particular PE perfectly align with its bus access requests. This is only possible if the
bus access request pattern of each PE is known in advance at compile time. However,
as discussed in Section 5.1.2, the bus access request pattern is very difficult to obtain
due to its dependence on the path in the control flow taken during program execution,
which is in turn determined by the input events from the environment.
The Application-Specific Time Division Multiple Access (ASTDMA) bus arbitration
policy presented in Chapter 5 is based on the analysis of the bus access contention
pattern, which is analysable due to the existence of the hyper-tick (cf. Section 5.3.1)
when executing CDs in a GALS system. Recall that a hyper-tick is defined as a global
logical clock tick during which all CDs in a GALS system are executed for one tick
each, and hence the WCRT values of all CDs are identical and equal to the worst-case
execution time of a hyper-tick. Therefore, it is impossible to meet the WCRT
requirement of a CD when its WIAT is less than the worst-case execution time of a
hyper-tick. In addition, the bus access contention pattern becomes unpredictable due to
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the absence of the hyper-tick when CDs in a GALS system are running asynchronously
to each other. Therefore, the ASTDMA approach is unsuitable for the problem we
tackle in this chapter.
Allocating one PE for each CD in a GALS system can result in an explosive growth
in the real-estate utilized. Therefore, the number of PEs used needs to be minimized by
optimizing mapping and scheduling of CDs, while satisfying the WCRT requirement for
each CD. This task is non-trivial for a GALS system running on a multi-core
architecture, considering the countless possibilities of mapping and scheduling of CDs,
which results in different WCRTs for the same CD. Moreover, the efficiency of the bus
arbitration policy also needs to be optimized in order to further minimize resource usage.
Moreover, it is desirable to integrate the mapping and scheduling of CDs, along with the
bus scheduling, in a unified optimization flow for avoiding local optimality.

6.1.2 Deficiencies in the Existing Approaches
The discussion in this section differs from the one in Section 5.1.2 where the
context is relevant to finding the schedule of programs with the shortest possible
reaction time, i.e., GRT, for each CD in a GALS system. In this work, however, it is
essential to meet the WCRT requirements of all CDs which are different to each other;
this shares similarities with schedulability analysis for multi-core architecture.
Moreover, in this chapter we focus on each individual CD in a GALS system as a
coarser unit of mapping and scheduling, instead of on more fine-grained computation
nodes of the AGRC, which affects the mapping and scheduling approach needed for
addressing the problem.
Real-time schedulability analysis has been an investigation topic for a long time.
The basic driving force of this research has been, and still is, to improve the fidelity of
the analysis by incorporating features of modern processor architectures [96, 136-138].
However, as stated in Section 5.1.1, one of the basic assumptions of these approaches is
that the WCET of each task is determined in isolation, and then, in a separate step, task
scheduling analysis takes a global view of the system [32]. This approach is valid as
long as the applications are implemented either on single processor systems or on very
particular multiprocessor architectures in which, for example, each processor has
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dedicated access to an exclusive private memory. The work in [90] compared the
predominant bus arbitration policies, and the TDMA approach emerged as the preferred
approach because the bus access delays can be easily bounded. This is also the
conclusion that is drawn in [139], where future architectures of time-critical embedded
systems are discussed. [140] and [141] modelled the shared cache and/or the shared bus
in isolation, whereas in [142] the interactions of shared resources with important microarchitectural features such as pipelines and branch predictors are considered, but they do
not perform the mapping of tasks to PE. The static timing analysis in [143] requires
knowledge of all processes running in parallel on the different PEs, which is obtained
by tracking their accesses to the different shared resources to determine whether the
accesses from each task would interfere with others.
The optimization of the bus scheduling strategy by granting different number of
slots to each PE in a multi-core architecture has been the topic of a range of research.
[144] proposed a configurable and time-predictable TDMA arbiter for multi-core mixed
time-criticality systems, along with a reconfiguration protocol of the arbiter allowing
run-time changes to the slot allocation without degrading the timing guarantees.
However, this approach employs contiguous allocation of slots, which is incapable of
producing optimal bus schedules in terms of worst-case performance. [145] presented a
bus scheduling approach named harmonic round-robin, together with a two-level cache
partitioning method, to assign tasks to PEs and reduce overall system utilizations. [146]
proposed a novel programmable DRAM memory controller, called PMC, together with
an optimization framework to provide optimal TDMA-based shared memory access
schedule honoring both temporal and bandwidth requirements. [147] presented an ILPbased approach to provide a latency-rate service guarantee on bandwidth and latency for
a single resource shared by a TDMA controller with arbitrary slot assignments. The
techniques presented in [145-147] are not targeting minimization of the resource usage;
also the bound on round size, i.e., the number of slots in a TDMA round, is predetermined. Our approach not only deals with the problem of optimizing TDMA bus
scheduling with unbounded round size, but also that of minimizing PE usage.
The motivation for conducting this research is as follows:
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Minimizing the number of PEs by optimizing mapping and scheduling of the
CDs in a GALS system running on a multi-core architecture with a shared
memory accessed via a shared bus, while satisfying WCRT requirements of
each CD.



Distributing the bandwidth of shared bus judiciously amongst PEs using an
efficient bus arbitration policy in order to further reduce the resource usage.



The need for integrating the optimizations for resource usage and shared
memory access efficiency.

6.2 Time-predictable Multi-core Architecture
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Figure 6.1: Time-predictable multi-core architecture with a shared memory
The time-predictable multi-core execution platform used for executing GALS
systems described by SystemJ programs in this chapter is presented in Figure 6.1, which
consists of multiple TP-JOPs as PEs. As introduced in Section 3.3, a TP-JOP comprises
one ReCOP as Control Processor (CP), one JOP as Data Processor (DP), and an
interface handling communication between these two processors. Recall that the target
code compiled from SystemJ programs can be categorized into control-driven and datadriven execution flow, namely Concurrency and Reactivity Control Flow (CRCF) and
Java Data Flow (JDF), respectively [89] (cf. Section 2.2.5). TP-JOP executes SystemJ
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programs in a sequential pattern, i.e., no overlapping execution of CRCF and JDF code
is allowed (cf. Section 3.3).
The multi-core architecture employed in this chapter comprises several identical
TP-JOPs, with each ReCOP connecting to its own private memory storing CRCF
program and data, while all JOPs are accessing a shared memory storing Java methods,
together with objects and arrays used by those methods, via a shared SimpCon bus [127]
(cf. Section 5.2). In addition, the statuses and values of signals employed by channel
communication are also stored in the shared memory (cf. Section 2.1.1).
Each TP-JOP is capable of hosting one or multiple CDs, actually forming a
homogeneous multi-core architecture, which enables asynchronous execution of CDs
mapped onto different TP-JOPs. In order to achieve time-predictability, two or more
CDs mapped onto the same TP-JOP are executed cyclically, as in the original execution
model of SystemJ [65].

6.3 Problem Description and Key Ideas
In this section, the problem addressed in this chapter is described using an example.
Then the key ideas of our approach are informally presented and illustrated.

6.3.1 Problem Description
Figure 6.2(a) gives a GALS system example consisting of four CDs which
communicate with each other through channels. Each CD captures an input event from
the environment and responds to it by emitting an output back to the environment within
a CD tick. As discussed in Section 6.1.1, the WCRT of each CD should not exceed the
minimum inter-arrival time (WIAT) between any two consecutive events on input
signals for that CD. An instance of the multi-core architecture presented in Figure 6.1
with 4 PEs (TP-JOPs) accessing a shared memory via a shared bus is shown in Figure
6.2(b).
The timing properties and requirements of CDs, in the case where all CDs are
mapped onto a single PE, are shown in Figure 6.2(c). Given the cyclic execution of CDs,
i.e., all CDs are executed one after another for one tick each. Recall the definitions of
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M-type and I-type instructions in Section 5.2, the WCRT of each CD is equal to the
total time taken in the worst case to execute both M-type and I-type instructions of all
CDs. Obviously no bus access delay can occur since no shared memory is needed when
there is only one PE in the architecture. As can be seen from Figure 6.2(c), no WCRT
requirements can be satisfied since the WCRT of each CD is always larger than its
WIAT.
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Figure 6.2: An example of a GALS system with different execution schemes
In order not to miss a single event, one option is to execute CDs on separate PEs.
The ideal case of one CD per PE mapping speeds up the execution of I-type instructions,
but the execution of M-type instructions can become a bottleneck due to the delays
caused by addressing bus access contentions. The execution times of M-type
instructions depend on both the bus arbitration policy and the exact times when the bus
access requests are made. Recall that in standard TDMA bus scheduling, each slot in a
round is assigned to a different PE with exclusive rights to access the bus during that
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slot, as shown in Figure 6.2(d). The resulting timing properties of each CD running on a
separate PE, together with WCRT requirements of CDs, are shown in Figure 6.2(e). In
this case, only CD1 is guaranteed not to miss any input events, while the WCRTs of the
other CDs exceed the WIATs of their input events. The standard TDMA bus arbitration
policy does not take into account the difference in the numbers of M-type instructions in
the worst-case execution of CDs, which is unfair to the PEs with more frequent memory
accesses as compared to the ones with no or few memory accesses. Therefore, standard
TDMA fails to judiciously distribute bandwidth of the shared bus amongst all PEs.
Intuitively, the number of slots assigned to a PE can be weighted according to the
worst-case number of memory accesses in the CD(s) executing on it, and hence we call
this bus arbitration policy weighted TDMA. For instance, more time slots in a TDMA
round shown in Figure 6.2(d) should be assigned to the PEs executing CD2, CD3, and
CD4, in order to reduce bus access delays when executing these CDs, so that the WCRT
requirements of these CDs can be satisfied. By doing so, relatively fewer slots in a
round are given to the PE hosting CD1, which actually utilize the slack between the
WIAT value and the IWCRT value of CD1 to shorten the WCRTs of the other CDs, and
potentially minimize the number of PEs utilized.

6.3.2 Informal Description of the Key Ideas
The number of PEs in the architecture is a critical design parameter that needs to be
determined. Thus the following need to be considered:


Reducing the number of PEs utilized (ideally a single PE hosting all CDs)
reduces the execution time of M-type instructions but increase the time to
execute I-type instructions.



Increasing the number of PEs utilized (ideally a single CD per PE) elongates
the execution time of M-type instructions, but minimizes the time to execute Itype instructions.

The goals of weighted TDMA bus arbitration policy are to: (a) find a minimal
number of PEs that can execute all CDs, and (b) meet the WCRT requirement of each
CD. We address this problem using a two-stage ILP formulation:
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(a) ILP stage-1 takes as input the numbers of M-type and I-type instructions in the
worst-case execution of each CD, as well as the minimum inter-arrival time of the input
signals, i.e., the WIAT value, as its WCRT requirement. ILP stage-1 is able to utilize
the slack between the WIAT values and the IWCRT values, if any, to minimize the
number of PEs utilized. The output of stage-1 is the mapping of CDs on PEs, with a
minimal number of PEs being utilized, along with the Worst-case Unit Memory Access
Time (WUMAT) value of each PE (cf. Section 5.3.3). The resulting WCRT values of
CDs satisfy their respective WCRT requirements.
(b) ILP stage-2 then takes as input the mapping of CDs and the WUMAT values of
PEs from stage-1, and produces a weighted TDMA bus schedule with a minimal TDMA
round size. As a result, the WUMAT values of PEs can potentially be reduced, which
leads to shortened WCRT values of CDs.
In order to avoid local optimality, there should be no bound on the round size of the
weighted TDMA bus schedule. However, the problem of finding the final bus schedule
cannot be formulated using linear constraints without the knowledge of round size.
Therefore, the ILP formulation is divided into two stages: the round size is initially
unbounded in ILP stage-1 and is determined along with minimization of the number of
PEs. The final bus schedule is produced in ILP stage-2 using the round size obtained
from stage-1. Moreover, dividing the ILP formulation into two stages enables future
extensions in the second stage for weighted TDMA bus scheduling targeting other
objectives which do not affect the WCRTs of CDs, such as minimizing power
consumption.
Based on the example given in Figure 6.2, the impact of bus arbitration policies on
WCRT of each CD is illustrated in Table 6.1. For the sake of simplicity and only for
this example, let us also assume that the execution of an M-type or an I-type instruction
takes one clock cycle, which implies that the numbers of M-type and I-type instructions
in the worst-case execution of a CD are equal to its IWCIT and IWCMT values,
respectively. Referring to Table 6.1, the IWCIT and IWCMT values of each CD are
shown in row 1. The IWCRT value of each CD, which is the sum of its IWCIT and
IWCMT values, is given in row 2. The WIAT value for each CD is shown in row 3.
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Table 6.1: Illustration of the impact of bus arbitration policies on WCRTs of CDsa
#
1
2
3
4

Clock-domains

CD1

b

CD2

CD3

CD4

c

IWCITs and IWCMTs
5
15 5 10 20 15 25 10
IWCRTsd
20
15
35
35
WIATs
60
65
80
65
WCRTs when all CDs are mapped onto a single PE 105
with cyclic execution of CDs
5 WCRTs when all CDs are mapped onto three PEs 85
85
65
55
with standard TDMA bus schedule (Figure 6.3(a))
6 WCRTs when all CDs are mapped onto three PEs 85
85
80
65
with weighted TDMA bus schedule and contiguous
assignment of slots in a round (Figure 6.3(b))
7 WCRTs when all CDs are mapped onto three PEs 60
60
80
65
with weighted TDMA bus schedule obtained from
ILP stage-1 and stage-2 (Figure 6.3(c))
a.
All numbers are in clock cycles
b.
Individual Worst-Case Internal Instruction Execution Time (IWCIT) is the worst-case time spent
executing internal instructions of a CD without bus access contentions
c.
Individual Worst-Case Memory Instruction Execution Time (IWCMT) is the worst-case time spent
executing memory instructions of a CD without bus access contentions
d.
Individual Worst-Case Reaction Time (IWCRT) is the WCRT of a CD when it is running on a
dedicated PE without bus access contentions
worst-case wait
time for PE1
round

PE1

PE2

PE3

…

(a) Standard TDMA Bus schedule

round

PE1

worst-case wait
time for PE1

PE1

PE2

PE3 …

(b) Weighted TDMA bus schedule with
contiguous assignment of slots for PE1

round

PE1

PE2

worst-case wait
time for PE1

PE1

PE3

…

(c) Final weighted TDMA bus
schedule using the proposed approach

Figure 6.3: TDMA schedule examples
ILP stage-1 tries to map all CDs onto a single PE with cyclic execution of CDs,
which results in all CDs having the same WCRT value of 105 clock cycles (ccs), as
seen in row 4 of Table 6.1. As discussed in Section 6.3.1, the WCRTs of all CDs
mapped to the same PE with cyclic execution are identical and equal to the sum of their
individual IWCRTs; they should also be equal to or less than the minimum WCRT
requirements of all the CDs mapped to that PE. Obviously, the mapping of all CDs onto
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a single PE fails to meet any WCRT requirement. ILP stage-1 then tries other possible
mappings of CDs onto PEs. It can be deduced from Table 6.1 that CD1 and CD2 can be
assigned to a single PE as

. The

resultant multi-core architecture consists of three PEs: PE1 executing CD1 and CD2,
PE2 executing CD3, and PE3 executing CD4. Assuming standard TDMA bus
arbitration policy is applied, with the bus schedule shown in Figure 6.3(a), the elongated
WCRTs of CDs are shown in row 5 of Table 6.1. The use of TDMA introduces delays,
as each PE has to wait for its slot before it can access the memory via the shared bus.
Further analysis reveals that PE1 needs to access the shared memory more
frequently than the others, because the sum of IWCMTs of CD1 and CD2 (25 ccs) is
greater than the IWCMTs of CD3 (15 ccs) and CD4 (10 ccs), mapped onto PE2 and
PE3, respectively. Accordingly, PE1 should be given more slots in a round for bus
accesses according to the idea of the weighted TDMA bus arbitration policy. Figure
6.3(b) presents a possible weighted TDMA bus schedule, where the TDMA round has
four slots, with two slots assigned to PE1 and one slot to each of the other PEs.
Compared with the WCRTs of CDs which are resulted from the bus schedule in Figure
6.3(a), having two contiguous slots for PE1 in a TDMA round does not reduce the
WCRT of any of the CDs. In contrast, it increases the WCRTs of CD3 and CD4 as
shown in row 6 of Table 6.1. ILP stage-1 and stage-2 jointly provide an optimal
weighted TDMA schedule, shown in Figure 6.3(c). The final WCRT values obtained for
all CDs are shown in row 7 of Table 6.1. This bus schedule utilizes the slack between
the WIAT value and the IWCRT value of PE3 and PE4, in order to minimize the
number of PEs utilized while satisfying all the WCRT requirements.

6.4 Methodology Overview
Figure 6.4 gives the overview of the proposed methodology. In Step 1, a GALS
system written in SystemJ is compiled into AGRC intermediate representation, which is
composed of a set of CDGRCs, each representing a corresponding CD (cf. Section
2.2.3). The obtained CDGRCs are analysed by the TACO framework (cf. Chapter 3) in
Step 2, which calculates the numbers of M-type and I-type instructions in the worst-case
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execution of each CD individually using exhaustive state space exploration techniques
based on model checking.
GALS System written in SystemJ

SystemJ Compiler

1

CDGRCs

2

Worst-case
Inter-arrival
Time (WIAT)
of each CD

TACO Framework
(Calculate maximum number of M-type and
I-type instructions of each CD individually)

ILP Stage 1
3
ILP Stage 2

Final Solution with minimum
number of PEs and minimum bus
schedule round size

Figure 6.4: Overview of the proposed methodology
As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the blocking of the execution of a reaction for
channel communication is implemented by consuming logical ticks and does not block
the entire CD, and hence the WCRTs of CDs in a GALS system are unaffected by the
time spent on channel communication. Moreover, the house-keeping (cf. Section 2.1.1)
is performed at the end of each tick of a CD, and the numbers of M-type and I-type
instructions obtained for each CD in Step 2 also include the instructions of housekeeping operation for each CD.
A two-stage ILP formulation is employed in Step 3 to generate:
(a) The optimal mapping of CDs with the objective of minimizing the number of
PEs utilized, while meeting the WCRT requirement for each CD so that no
input event is missed.
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(b) The optimal weighted TDMA bus schedule with the objective of minimizing the
round size so that the WCRT of each CD is potentially reduced.
The numbers of M-type and I-type instructions in the worst-case executions of all
CDs, as well as their WIAT values, are input into the ILP stage-1. ILP stage-2 schedules
the TDMA slots in a round based on the mapping of all CDs and WUMAT values of
PEs obtained from ILP stage-1. Because the minimization of the round size in stage-2
leads to an updated WUMAT value for each PE that is equal to or shorter than the one
obtained from ILP stage-1, the WCRT of each CD can be potentially reduced in ILP
stage-2.

6.5 ILP-based Clock-domain Mapping and Scheduling
with Weighted TDMA Bus Scheduling
In this section we first define the problem formally and then present the ILP-based
formulation for minimizing PE usage and the round size of the weighted TDMA bus
schedule. In Section 6.5.1 we formally define the problem, including the inputs, outputs,
objectives and constraints. Section 6.5.2 presents several definitions for the timing
analysis required by our approach, followed in Section 6.5.3 by the description of the
complete two-stage ILP formulation for obtaining the optimal solutions.

6.5.1 Problem Formulation
Formally, the problem can be stated as follows.
(a) Inputs:


A GALS system, described by a SystemJ program, consisting of a set of CDs
running asynchronously to each other, i.e.,



{

|

}.

The multi-core architecture presented in 6.2 is abstracted as a set of PEs, i.e.,
{

|

} , where

denotes a PE capable of executing any

number of CDs.


A set of program profiles
system, where

and

{〈

〉|

} for all CDs in the GALS

denotes the numbers of M-type and I-type instructions
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, respectively. Each M-type instruction takes

clock cycles to complete, and each I-type instruction takes

clock

cycles to complete.


A set of WIAT values

{

system, where each

} for all CDs in the GALS

|

refers to the worst-case (minimum) inter-

arrival time of any two consecutive input events for

.

(b) Constraints:


Each CD should be mapped to exactly one PE:

where the set of actually utilized PEs is denoted by

. Cyclic execution is

enforced for the CDs mapped onto the same PE.


The WCRT requirement should be satisfied for each CD:
where

is the WIAT value for

, and

is the WCRT of

calculated

using the final mapping of CDs and weighted TDMA bus schedule.
(c) Objectives:
The objective of our formulation is to find the mapping of CDs with a minimal
number of PEs, along with the minimal number of time slots in a bus schedule
round, i.e., round size. Let

denote the round size, the objectives are formally

stated as:
{

| |

(d) Outputs:


Minimal number of PEs used: | |



A mapping



A weighted TDMA bus schedule

6.5.2 Timing Analysis for Weighted TDMA Bus Scheduling
In this section we give the basic definitions, in a formal manner, required to
understand our ILP formulation.
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Definition 6.5.1 (Weighted TDMA Bus Scheduling): Let
slots in a bus schedule round assigned to
bus schedule round. Hence,

be the number of

, referred to as the slot weight of

in a

is given by:
|

|

∑
Definition 6.5.2 (Standard TDMA Bus Scheduling): Standard TDMA bus
scheduling can be considered as a special case of weighted TDMA bus scheduling,
where each PE gets a single slot in the bus schedule round, i.e.,

.

Hence, the round size for a standard TDMA bus schedule is given by:
| |
Definition 6.5.3 (Worst-Case Unit Memory Access Time): The Worst-case Unit
Memory Access Time (WUMAT) of PE

, denoted by

, is defined as the worst-

case number of clock cycles spent on executing one M-type instruction. In order to
minimize the WUMAT for

, the number of time slots

has to wait before being

granted access to the bus should be determined by the ratio of

to

, indicating that

the PEs with more shared memory accesses in the worst case can have shorter bus
access waiting times. Therefore, the WUMAT value for
(
where (

⁄

)

⁄

is given by:

)
denotes the waiting time in the worst case for

executing a single M-type instruction, and the term

captures the additional

clock cycles needed in case of misaligned memory access requests (cf. Figure 5.2). Note
that

is an integer division since both

⁄

and

Round
PEj

PEj

PEj

are integers.
Round

...

(a) RS/wj is indivisible (RS=4, wj=3)

PEj

PEj

...

(b) RS/wj is divisible (RS=4, wj=2)

Figure 6.5: Illustration of different combinations of round size and slot weight of a PE
Two examples illustrating different combinations of round size and slot weight of a
PE are shown in Figure 6.5. In Figure 6.5(a),

⁄

is indivisible, and thus the result of
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this division is added by 1 to ensure enough waiting time in order to perform weighted
TDMA bus scheduling in ILP stage-2. The result of the division is also added by 1
when it is divisible, as shown in Figure 6.5(b), in order to derive linear constraints for
WCRT calculation in ILP stage-1.
Definition 6.5.4 (Hyper-tick): We define a hyper-tick, for the CDs mapped onto
the same PE

and executed cyclically, to be a logical clock tick during which all these

CDs are executed one after another for one tick each. The worst-case execution time of
a hyper-tick for

is the sum of the WCRT values of all the CDs mapped onto

:

∑
{ |

}

Particularly, in the case of standard TDMA bus scheduling, WUMAT

is equal to

the TDMA bus schedule round size. Therefore, the WCET of a hyper-tick is given by:
∑
{ |

}

Due to cyclic scheduling of CDs on a single PE, the WCRT values of all the CDs
running on any

are equal to the WCET of the hyper-tick:
{ |

}

Therefore, in order to satisfy the WCRT requirements for all the CDs mapped onto
, the WCET of a hyper-tick should be less than or equal to the minimum amongst the
WIAT values for all the CDs mapped onto

:

6.5.3 The ILP Formulation
In this section we present the two-stage ILP formulation, based on the definitions
introduced for timing analysis in Section 6.5.2.
(a) Stage-1: Minimizing the number of utilized PEs.
Table 6.2 shows the constants and variables used in the first stage of the ILP
formulation and acts as a quick reference for the reader.
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Table 6.2: The constants and variables used in the first stage of the ILP formulation
Name

Type

Description

Integer constant

Number of clock cycles needed to execute a single M-type
instruction
Number of clock cycles needed to execute a single I-type
instruction
Number of the CDs
Number of the PEs
Numbers of M-type and I-type instructions in the worst-case
execution of
WIAT value for

Integer constant

{
|
{

}
|
}

{

|
}

{ |

}

{

}

|

{

|
}

{

|

}

{

|

}

Integer constant
Integer constant
Set of pair of
integer constants
Set of integer
constants
Set of binary
variables
Set of binary
variables
Set of integer
variables
Integer variable
Set of integer
variables
Set of integer
variables
Set of integer
variables

Mapping decision variable, 1 if and only if
is mapped to
PE
PE utilization decision variable: 1 if and only if one or more
CDs are mapped onto PE ; 0, otherwise
Number of time slots in a bus schedule round assigned to
The total number of slots in a bus schedule round
The worst-case execution time of M-type instructions for
The worst-case execution time of I-type instructions for
The WCRT requirement for CDs mapped onto

Referring to Table 6.2, the first stage ILP formulation is formally described as
follows:
∑
Subject to:


CD mapping constraints: A CD should be mapped to exactly one PE. Therefore,
∑



PE utilization constraints: If no CD is mapped to PE
decision variable

for PE

should be 0, otherwise
∑

and,

the PE utilization

should be 1. Therefore,
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TDMA time slot weight constraints: If PE
time slot weight
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is utilized, the corresponding TDMA

should be larger than or equal to one, otherwise

should be

zero. Thus,



TDMA bus schedule round size variable constraint: Similar to Equation (6.5.4):
∑



Updating the worst-case execution time of M-type instructions: The total worstcase execution time of M-type instructions for a PE

is the sum of the execution

times of M-type instructions in the worst case for all CDs mapped onto
here, the WUMAT value of

∑


((

. Note

is given by Equation (6.5.6):

⁄

)

)

Updating the worst-case execution time of I-type instructions: The total worst-case
execution time of I-type instructions for a PE is the sum of the execution times of
I-type instructions in the worst case for all CDs mapped to that PE:
∑



Updating the WCRT requirement for the PEs executing multiple CDs: According
to Constraint (6.5.10):



Meeting the WCRT requirements: The WCRT requirement of each CD should be
satisfied after mapping. Therefore,
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In order to eliminate the division term in Constraint (6.5.18), simple algebraic
transformations can be used by multiplying both sides of the constraint with

.

Moreover, the nonlinear parts in the ILP formulation, such as Constraint (6.5.16) and
products of variables in constraints from Constraint (6.5.18) to Constraint (6.5.21), are
transformed into equivalent linear constraints using techniques introduced in [148].
After stage one is finished, the WUMAT value of each PE is calculated according to
Equation (6.5.6) for later use in ILP stage-2.
(b) Stage-2: Optimizing TDMA bus schedule round size and generating weighted
TDMA bus schedule.
Table 6.3 shows the constants and variables utilized in the second stage of the ILP
formulation.
Table 6.3: The constants and variables used in the second stage of the ILP formulation
Name

{ |
{

}

|

}

{ |

}

{

|
}

{

|
}

{

|
}

Type

Description

Integer
constant
Integer
constant
Integer
constant
Set of integer
constants
Set of binary
variables
Set of integer
variables
Set of binary
variables
Set of integer
variables
Set of integer
variables

Number of clock cycles needed to execute a single M-type
instruction
The TDMA bus schedule round size (from stage-1)
Number of PEs utilized (from stage-1)
The WUMAT value of each PE calculated by Equation
(6.5.6) (from stage-1)
Time slot utilization decision variable, 1if and only if the k-th
slot is used; 0, otherwise
The index number of the k-th slot in the TDMA round
Time slot assignment decision variable, 1 if and only if the kth slot is assigned to PE ; 0, otherwise
Auxiliary variable for calculating the number of time slots
between the k-th slot and the previous assigned slot for PE
Distance variable for calculating the number of time slots
between the k-th slot and the previous assigned slot for PE ,
which is used to calculate the WUMAT value

Referring to Table 6.3, the second stage ILP formulation is formally described as
follows:
∑
Subject to:
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Time slot assignment constraints: If a time slot is not utilized, the corresponding
time slot assignment decision variable should be zero. Therefore,

There should be at least one time slot assigned to each PE

. Therefore,

∑
One utilized time slot should be assigned to exactly one PE. Therefore,
∑


Time slot index variable constraints: The time slot index is used to indicate the
location of the time slot in the TDMA round. Starting from zero, the time slot
index is increased if a time slot is utilized; otherwise the index should remain the
same. Therefore,
∑



Auxiliary variable constraints: The auxiliary variable is an integer variable created
to facilitate the calculation of the Unit Memory Access Time (UMAT) of PE
the k-th time slot. For each

at

, there is an auxiliary variable corresponding to each

time slot, plus an extra one with the index of negative one to account for the
repeating TDMA schedule represented as a modulus. More precisely, the UMAT
modulus refers to calculating the number of slots between the last assigned time
slot in the previous round and the first assigned time slot in the current round for
the same PE. Therefore,
∑
If a time slot is assigned to PE

, the corresponding auxiliary variable should be

equal to the index of that time slot. Therefore,
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If a time slot is not assigned to PE

, the corresponding auxiliary variable should

be equal to the value of the previous auxiliary variable. Therefore,


Distance variable constraints: The distance variable for PE

at the k-th time slot

is an integer variable representing the distance (the number of slots) between the
previously assigned time slot and the current assigned time slot (the k-th time slot)
for

. If the current time slot is either not utilized or not assigned to

, the

corresponding distance variable value is 0. Therefore,


WUMAT constraints: By definition, each UMAT value for PE

should be less

than or equal to the WUMAT value of each PE determined in the first stage.
Therefore,

Table 6.4: Illustration of weighted TDMA bus scheduling in the second stage of ILP
formulation
Name

Type

Description

{

Set of
binary
variables

Time slot
assignment
decision
variables
Time slot
utilization
decision
variables
Index
numbers of
time slots
Auxiliary
variables

n/a

0

1

0

0

1

0

n/a

1

1

1

0

1

1

n/a

1

2

3

3

4

5

-1

-1

2

2

2

4

4

Distance
variables

n/a

0

3

0

0

2

0

|
}

{

|
}

}

Set of
integer
variables
Set of
integer
variables

}

Set of
integer
variables

{ |
}
{

{

Set of
binary
variables

|

|

The ILP formulation representing weighted TDMA bus scheduling in ILP stage-2 is
illustrated using an example in Table 6.4. Let us assume the following results have been
obtained from ILP stage-1: the round size is 6; the number of PEs is 2; the WUMAT
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values of PE0 and PE1 are 3 and 2, respectively. A feasible weighted TDMA bus
schedule for PE0 is shown in Table 6.4. Firstly, the time slot assignment decision
variables and time slot utilization decision variables, respectively shown in row 2 and 3,
are determined according to the time slot assignment constraints specified from
Constraint (6.5.23) to Constraint (6.5.25). Note here, the time slot corresponding to the
position when

is not utilized, because the time slot utilization variable

Accordingly, the time slot assignment decision variable

.

should be 0 according to

Constraint (6.5.23). Next, the index numbers of the utilized time slots are generated as
shown in row 4, according to the time slot index variable constraints specified by
Constraint (6.5.26). Afterwards, the auxiliary variables are determined as shown in row
5, according to the auxiliary variable constraints specified from Constraint (6.5.27) to
Constraint (6.5.29). Finally, the distance variables are calculated as shown in row 6,
according to the distance variable constraints specified by Constraint (6.5.30). Note
here, the WUMAT of PE0 is given by the distance variable

, which has the value of

3 and does not exceed the WUMAT value of PE0 obtained from ILP stage-1. Therefore,
the UMAT constraints specified by Constraint (6.5.31) for PE0 are satisfied. Similarly,
the weighted TDMA bus scheduling for PE1 is performed. The ILP stage-2 finishes
when the optimal bus schedule in terms of shortest round size is found.

6.6 Experimental Results
In this section, we present the results of a thorough experimental evaluation to
gauge the efficacy of the proposed ILP based approach. Our ILP formulation is
implemented in Python with bindings to the Gurobi optimizer [149]. All our
experiments were run on a Core i5 3.4 GHz system running Windows 7 with 16 GB of
RAM. We use a number of real-world benchmarks (cf. Table 6.5). The first benchmark
is Frequency Relay (FR) described in [68]. The FR benchmark as described in [68]
consists of two CDs, one simulating an electricity network and the second controlling
the switches in the electricity network for load shedding. We extend the FR benchmark
to eight CDs by replicating both CDs in the original benchmark four times. The second
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example in our benchmark suite, the Access and Environment Control System (AECS),
has three CDs responsible for access control, room lighting control and alarm control,
respectively, which is based on multiple sensory input signals as described in [134]. We
extend this example to nine CDs controlling three smart rooms instead of a single room.
The third benchmark is an extended version of the Asynchronous Protocol Stack (APS)
example described in [59]. Our APS benchmark consists of a single sender that sends
packets to six identical receivers. The sender and the receivers are implemented as CDs
in SystemJ. Our final benchmark is an extension of the synchronous Motor controller
described in [135], which controls the stepper motors in a micro-printer. We extended
the Motor benchmark to control eight stepper motors.
Table 6.5: Benchmark overviewa
# Lines of # Lines IWCMT
SystemJ of Java (clock
code
code
cycles)

IWCIT
(clock
cycles)

IWCRT
(clock
cycles)

CD1, CD3, CD5, CD7
CD2, CD4, CD6, CD8
CD1, CD4, CD7
CD2, CD5, CD8
CD3, CD6, CD9
CD1
CD2 to CD7

137
410
153
121
106
49
68

1828
1556
1269
1059
479
412
620

59422
52623
59264
47385
31967
23226
28599

109907
29541
43657
21150
13450
10100
14732

169329
82164
102921
68535
45417
33326
43331

CD1 to CD8

115

787

32246

9088

41334

Bench
#CDs CD Names
mark
FR

8

AECS

9

APS

7

Motor

8

a.

For each row, the values of IWCMT, IWCIT and IWCRT are for each CD with the names shown
in column three.

The details of the benchmarks are provided in Table 6.5. All benchmarks are
implemented in SystemJ and then compiled to back-end code. The complexity of each
benchmark is indicated by the number of lines of SystemJ and Java code for each CD.
The IWCMT and IWCIT values for each CD together with their IWCRT, obtained
under the assumption that CDs are executed in isolation without shared resources, are
shown from columns four to six. Recall that IWCRT is the sum of IWCMT and IWCIT
values for each CD. Note here, the execution of a single I-type instruction on JOP and
ReCOP needs 1 and 3 clock cycles, respectively. We carry out four experiments as
described in the following subsections.
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WCRT

Millions ccs

6.6.1 Comparison of WCRT Values with Varying
6.6

All-in-One
(1 PE)

5.5
4.4

SD-TDMA
(7 PEs)

3.3
2.2

WeightedTDMA (2 PEs)

1.1
0
CD1

CD2

CD3

CD4

WCRT

Millions ccs
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of WCRTs in clock-cycles (ccs) with varying
different mapping and bus scheduling approaches for APS example

using
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Comparison of the WCRT values of CDs in the APS example with the same WIAT

values as WCRT requirements and varying

, while using different approaches of

mapping and bus scheduling, is shown in Figure 6.6. Recall that each memory access
instruction takes

clock cycles to execute. Three different CD mapping

approaches used for comparisons are: (a) mapping of all the CDs on a single PE
accessing a private memory, named All-in-One approach, where no bus arbitration is
required, (b) mapping each CD to a different PE using Standard TDMA (SD-TDMA)
scheduling for accessing the shared bus, and (c) mapping of CDs using our proposed
ILP-based Weighted-TDMA approach.
The WCRT results obtained in four cases are shown in Figure 6.6, where

is

2, 4, 6, and 8 clock cycles (ccs), respectively. It can be seen that the WCRT values
increase steadily as

rises. When

is less than 8 ccs, the Weighted-TDMA

approach manages to satisfy the WCRT requirements with significantly reduced number
of utilized PEs compared to the SD-TDMA approaches. When

is 8 ccs, the All-in-

One and SD-TDMA approaches fail to meet the WCRT requirements for three CDs
(highlighted with bold borders in Figure 6.6(d)), while the Weighted-TDMA approach
always results in eligible WCRT values.
Compared to the All-in-One approach, the SD-TDMA approach always results in
shorter WCRT values when

is equal to 2 ccs. However, when

is larger

than 2 ccs, the SD-TDMA approach consistently leads to larger WCRT values for the
receiver CDs, because the overhead of shared memory accesses increases as

rises

(cf. Equation (6.5.6)).

6.6.2 Comparison of Clock-domain WCRTS and PE Usage for
Different Benchmarks
Following the same method of data representation as shown in Figure 6.6,
comparison of the obtained WCRT values for all the benchmarks using different
approaches to mapping and bus scheduling is given in Figure 6.7. Note that

is

equal to 2 ccs in this experiment and the WCRT requirements for the APS example are
different compared to Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of WCRTs for different mapping and bus scheduling
approaches with

= 2 clock cycles

The SD-TDMA approach persistently outperforms the All-in-One approach in terms
of shorter WCRT values, while using the most PEs, which is equal to the number of
CDs. We have highlighted the CDs (with bold borders in Figure 6.7) using SD-TDMA
or All-in-One approach that are unable to meet the WCRT requirements. Compared with
the SD-TDMA approach, the Weighted-TDMA approach manages to satisfy the WCRT
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requirements with notably fewer PEs. For instance, the SD-TDMA approach utilizing 8
PEs fails to meet the WCRT requirements of the Motor example, whereas the WeightedTDMA approach succeeds in meeting these constraints using only 3 PEs. The WeightedTDMA approach cannot be any worse than the SD-TDMA approach in terms of smaller
PE usage while guaranteeing meeting the WCRT requirements.
Except for the highlighted CDs, the WCRT values using the Weighted-TDMA
approach are higher than those using the SD-TDMA approach, because we give priority
to PE usage minimization. The Weighted-TDMA approach is capable of utilizing the
slack available between the IWCRT value and the WCRT requirement to reduce the PE
utilization. Of course, if we were to loosen the WCRT requirements used in stage-1 of
our ILP formulation, in the worst case we would end up mapping each CD to an
individual PE (a solution that is searched by our ILP formulation).
Table 6.6: Comparison of results from the two stages of the ILP formulation for the
Motor benchmark, with

= 2 clock cycles

PE
name

Time
slot
CD names
weight
stage I

Time
slot
weight
stage II

Time slot
weight
Improvement

WCRT
stage I
(clock
cycles)

WCRT
stage II
(clock
cycles)

WCRT
Improvement

PE 1

CD2,CD3,
CD4,CD6,
CD7,CD8

5

2

60.00%

1408860

1408860

0.00%

PE 2
PE 3

CD1
CD5

2
2

1
1

50.00%
50.00%

428286
428286

363794
363794

15.06%
15.06%

Comparison of results in terms of TDMA time slot weight for each PE as well as the
WCRT of CDs for the Motor example is shown in Table 6.6. In the second stage of our
ILP, the reduction in

is achieved by minimizing the TDMA time slot weights

(equivalently the number of slots) of all the PEs connected to the shared bus. The
resultant WUMAT values of each PE will not exceed the one obtained in stage-1 of the
ILP formulation, which potentially leads to optimization of WCRT values of the CDs
(cf. Equation (6.5.7)). The names of the PEs and the CDs mapped to each of these PEs
are shown in columns one and two in Table 6.6. As shown in Table 6.6, for the Motor
example, the TDMA time slot weights for all the PEs are reduced in ILP stage-2, with
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the average improvement of 53.33%, and the WCRTs of CD1 and CD5 are both
reduced by 15.06%.

6.6.3 Impact on PE Usage with Varying Number of Memory
Access Instructions
#PEs
7
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4
3
2
1
0

0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

IWCMT/
IWCRT

Figure 6.8: The impact of varying IWCMTs on PE usage for the APS example, with
= 2 clock cycles
Figure 6.8 shows the impact on PE usage with varying IWCMT values for the APS
example using the Weighted-TDMA approach. We extend the APS example for this
experiment by keeping the IWCRT values, obtained under the assumption that the CDs
are run in isolation, of all the CDs unchanged and increasing the proportion of IWCMT
for each CD (implicitly also reducing the IWCIT); they start from 0% meaning there are
no memory access instructions in each CD, to 100% indicating that each CD contains
only memory access requests.
It can be seen from Figure 6.8 that the number of PEs increases steadily as the
proportion of IWCMT in the constant IWCRT value rises. The IWCMT is becoming the
dominating factor in the computed WCRT value of the CDs when the percentage of
IWCMT in the IWCRT is increasing, which indicates that the latency of memory
accesses due to TDMA based bus arbitration is also increasing as a result. When there is
no memory access instruction in the APS example, our approach maps all CDs onto a
single PE. When the IWCMT reaches 20%, 50%, 70% and 80% of the constant IWCRT
value, our approach has to increase the number of utilized PEs by one in order to meet
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the WCRT requirements. After the IWCMT takes more than 80% of the constant
IWCRT value, no solution can be found as the memory access delay introduced by the
deployment of TDMA based bus scheduling is too high.

6.6.4 Impact of the Increasing Complexity of the Benchmarks on
ILP Solve Times
Finally, the ILP solver execution times are shown in Figure 6.9. We measured the
ILP solver execution times for both optimization stages of our proposed approach for a
series of benchmarks derived from the APS example. The execution times for the ILP
solver are obtained directly from the Gurobi optimizer. First, we gradually increase the
number of receiver CDs in the APS example, and measure the running times of the first
stage of optimization using three different sets of WIAT values as WCRT requirements,
as shown in Figure 6.9(a). The number of CDs range from 2 to 10. Starting from the set
of WIAT values for the APS example in Figure 6.7(c), named WIAT1, the WIAT value
for each CD is tightened by 10000 and 20000 clock cycles, respectively, which forms
two more sets of WIAT values, respectively named WIAT2 and WIAT3. Note that in
Figure 6.9(a) the vertical axis is in logarithmic scale. Figure 6.9(a) shows an exponential
increase in ILP solve times with an increasing number of CDs, which is as expected
since mapping is a known NP-hard problem [79]. The WIAT values affect the execution
times of the first stage of optimization. In general, a longer execution time is required
for a tighter set of WIAT values.
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Figure 6.9: The execution times of both optimization stages of our approach for a series
of benchmarks derived from the APS example with

= 2 clock cycles
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Moreover, in order to gauge the execution time for the second stage of the
optimization, we use three variants of the APS example as benchmarks, which contain 3,
6, and 9 CDs, respectively. For each benchmark, we keep the number of obtained PEs
and WUMATs of PEs from the first stage unaltered, and increase the number of time
slots in the round of the TDMA bus schedule, i.e.,
with varying

, forming a series of benchmarks

and number of CDs for the second stage of the optimization. The

corresponding solver execution times for the second stage of the optimization, as shown
in Figure 6.9(b), range from 0.23s for the benchmark having 3 CDs and the
time slots, to 1378s for the benchmark having 9 CDs and the

of 100

of 1000 time slots.

Note that the vertical axis is also in logarithmic scale in Figure 6.9(b). The increase in
the ILP execution times for the second stage of the optimization is not as drastic as the
first stage, but it is also expected to be exponential in the general case, since scheduling
is also NP-hard [79].

6.7 Summary
In this chapter, we target the optimization of resource usage and shared resource
access for GALS systems described in SystemJ running on time-predictable multi-core
architectures with a shared memory accessed via a shared bus. We propose a novel bus
arbitration policy, named weighted TDMA, for efficiently utilizing the shared bus
bandwidth, so that the resource usage can be further optimized.
We solve the optimization problem using a two-stage ILP formulation: (a) stage 1
of the ILP formulation targets mapping and scheduling of CDs onto PEs in the multicore architecture with the goal of minimizing the number of utilized PEs, while meeting
the WCRT requirements given by the worst-case inter-arrival times between input
events from the external environment for all CDs; and (b) stage 2 of the ILP formulation
produces a weighted TDMA bus schedule that potentially further minimizes the WCRT
value of each CD through minimizing the TDMA round size. Stage one of the ILP
formulation generates a pessimistic worst-case unit memory access time for each PE,
which is later optimized in stage 2 of our ILP formulation. Finally, our approach
guarantees that the WCRT of each CD does not exceed its minimum inter-arrival time
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between input events such that no event is missed by any CD, irrespective of either the
bus access request pattern of PEs, or the bus access contention pattern of the shared bus.

7
Conclusion and Future Work

In real-time embedded system design, the task model used in classical traditional
schedulability analysis [98] suffers from problems such as deadlocks, livelocks, race
conditions. In addition, the lack of formal semantics inherent in the task-model causes
the problem of state-space explosion [38], and thus makes the automated functional
verification and timing analysis intractable. A range of system level design approaches
based on rigorous formal MoC [37, 38, 40-42] have been proposed in order to overcome
these limitations. The synchronous approach excels due to its support for deterministic
concurrency and formal semantics facilitating functional and temporal verification [55].
The GALS MoC retains the determinism and concurrency brought about by
synchronous approach [39, 55], while providing asynchrony by allowing asynchronous
coupling of Clock-Domains (CDs) at the top level, which execute at their own speeds.
GALS language SystemJ [65] combines the formal GALS Model of Computation (MoC)
with the general purpose Java language, thus also providing a powerful programming
paradigm for the description of complex data computations. Thanks to the underlying
GALS MoC, real-time applications described in SystemJ are amenable to timing
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analysis, given that a time-predictable hardware execution platform is utilized. Timing
guarantees of CDs are crucial to the design of hard real-time systems (especially safetycritical systems). The inevitable adoption of a multi-core architecture execution
platform raises the difficulty level of the design of real-time systems (including GALS
systems) as well as the timing analysis, because the design space expands exponentially
with the increasing size of program and the number of Processing Elements (PEs) in the
architecture [75]. In addition, the timing analysis result is susceptible to the
interconnecting fabric and shared resource access policy, making it difficult to gauge
the worst-case performance of the system.
This thesis focuses on timing analysis and design optimization of GALS systems
specified in SystemJ. Several techniques have been proposed, along with the
corresponding time-predictable architectures, to combine the design flow of GALS
systems (including synchronous systems as their part) with timing analysis and
optimization in terms of worst-case performance and resource usage, in the setting of
the time-predictable multi-core execution platform.
This chapter begins with a summary of the major goals described in this thesis. The
synopsis of the research is outlined and main contributions are summarized. Finally, a
number of possible future directions of research are given.

7.1 Overview
The Worst-Case Reaction Time (WCRT) of a CD in a GALS system is pivotal to
the temporal verification of real-time systems described using SystemJ and hence is the
primary target of timing analysis. There are two major criteria for static WCRT analysis
[51], namely safety, which guarantees that the WCRT estimate obtained is never less
than the actual WCRT value, and tightness, which emphasizes the closeness between
the calculated WCRT estimates and the exact WCRT. The challenge of finding a safe
and tight WCRT on a single-core platform cannot be underestimated [104]. However, it
is even more challenging to perform timing analysis targeting multi-core architecture.
Besides the quality of the WCRT results, the scalability of the timing analysis method,
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in terms of the runtime of the WCRT analysis, is also of great significance, due to the
increasing complexity of the real-time applications.
As the first goal, this thesis develops a scalable timing analysis framework for
estimating safe and tight WCRT of CDs running on time-predictable architectures. The
scalability of the timing analysis method guarantees that the WCRT estimation will not
become a bottleneck of the whole design process. This timing analysis framework is
crucial for developing other timing analysis and design optimization techniques for
GALS systems running on multi-core architectures.
Secondly, with the increasing complexity of the application and the number of PEs
in the target platform, a systematic method is developed to traverse a large design space
in order to find the schedule of a CD with a Guaranteed Reaction Time (GRT), and in
the meantime make a decision on the number of the PEs and interconnecting fabric. The
strategy of the design space exploration and the evaluation method of each feasible
solution found during exploration are formulated as they are crucial to the effectiveness
of design space exploration.
As the third goal, this thesis improves the efficiency of addressing shared resource
access contentions for CDs running in the multi-core architecture. Due to limited
resource usage, shared resources are often accessed via a shared bus to which all PEs
are connected. The common Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) approach [90],
which enables time-predictable shared bus accesses, equally divides the bus bandwidth
amongst all PEs, and does not take into account the bus access contention patterns, and
hence may result in poor GRTs of CDs. The TDMA approach is improved, under the
guidance of bus access contention patterns, so that the bandwidth of the shared bus is
efficiently divided amongst all PEs, which results in shorter GRTs.
Finally, as the fourth goal, this thesis optimizes the resource usage as well as the
shared resource access efficiency for a GALS system running on multi-core
architectures. Asynchronous execution of CDs in a GALS system is achieved on a
multi-core architecture with multiple pairs of Control Processor (CP) and Data
Processor (DP). The mapping and scheduling problems for CDs in a GALS system
running on such architecture with shared resources are tackled in a way such that the
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resource usage is minimized, while the time requirements of all CDs are satisfied.
Moreover, the efficiency of the time-predictable arbitration policy for the shared bus is
also improved to further minimize the resource usage. The optimizations of the resource
usage and shared resource access efficiency are integrated in a unified framework.

7.2 Major Contributions
The evolution of target platform architecture for executing SystemJ programs
employed in this thesis is shown in Figure 7.1. Chapter 3 employs a Tandem Processor
– Java Optimized Processor (TP-JOP) [92], as shown in Figure 7.1(a), comprising a
Reactivity and Concurrency Processor (ReCOP) as CP and a Java Optimized Processor
(JOP) as DP. The sequential execution pattern of control- and data-driven computations
adopted in Chapter 3 facilitates timing analysis at the cost of losing parallelism. The
timing analysis for TP-JOP presented in Chapter 3 is essential for the timing analysis
and design optimization techniques throughout this thesis. In Chapter 4, parallelism
amongst data-driven computations in isolated CD can be exploited by utilizing a single
ReCOP and multiple JOPs in the architecture shown in Figure 7.1(b). In this
architecture, each JOP is accessing its own private memory for performing data-driven
computations. A shared memory is used only for performing house-keeping operation
(cf. Section 2.1.1) and facilitating communication between CDs over channels. When
dealing with limited resource usage for storage elements, this architecture is modified
by replacing all the memories by a single shared memory, accessed by all PEs in the
architecture via a shared bus using time-predictable bus arbitration polices for resolving
bus access contentions. The resulting multi-core architecture shown in Figure 7.1(c) is
used in Chapter 5. Finally, the architecture employed in Chapter 6 consists of multiple
TP-JOPs as PEs and hence enables asynchronous execution of CDs mapped onto
different TP-JOPs, as shown in Figure 7.1(d). This architecture also features a single
shared memory accessed through a shared bus. Compared to the architecture in Figure
7.1(c), the pattern of bus access contentions in this architecture is much more difficult to
analyse due to the asynchronous execution of CDs mapping onto different PEs.
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(c) Multi-core architecture employed in Chapter 5 consisting of a single ReCOP
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Figure 7.1: Evolution of target platform architectures for executing SystemJ programs
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The major contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:


Chapter 3 presents a novel Timing Analysis and Code Optimization (TACO)
framework for individual CDs in a GALS system written in SystemJ. The
TACO framework integrates model checking based WCRT estimation with
code optimization techniques, which results in close to optimal WCRT
estimates with orders of magnitude reduced runtime complexity. This approach
translates the Timed Clock-Domain Graph Code (CDGRC) into the UPPAAL
model and calculates the WCRT by iteratively verifying Computation Tree
Logic (CTL) properties using a model checker. Finally, thanks to the model
checking based infeasible path pruning technique, the TACO framework allows
us to generate target code with a reduced overall memory footprint. The TACO
framework also serves as a foundation for other timing analysis and design
optimization methodologies presented in this thesis when targeting multi-core
systems.



Chapter 4 presents a novel methodology, which employs Design Space
Exploration (DSE) to find the schedule with a GRT of an isolated CD written in
SystemJ running on a customizable and time-predictable multi-core architecture.
In addition, a novel multi-core scheduling algorithm is presented within the
DSE methodology that results in the schedules of individual CDs with GRTs.
Compared with WCRT, the GRT of a CD is associated with the mapping and
scheduling of the computation nodes in that CD, and is the shortest reaction
time which is guaranteed not to be exceeded during program execution. A
Satisfiability (SAT) formulation of the mapping constraints is employed by a
SAT solver to rule out infeasible solutions efficiently. In particular, we (a)
perform mapping of CDGRC nodes on a customizable and time-predictable
multi-core architecture, (b) generate a static schedule of CDGRC nodes using a
multi-core scheduling algorithm based on the obtained mapping, and (c) use the
evolutionary algorithm to improve the quality of the mapping in terms of the
resultant reaction time. Finally, the schedule with GRT for each considered
instance of the multi-core architecture is obtained. The final schedule is used by
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the SystemJ compiler to generate the target code for all PEs in the architecture.
The schedules with GRTs of a CD running on different architecture instances
reflect a trade-off between the GRT and the architecture cost. The overall
design flow, from program specification and node mapping to the design space
exploration and multi-core scheduling for GRT is completely automated.


Chapter 5 presents a novel bus arbitration policy named Application-Specific
TDMA (ASTDMA), which provides an efficient mean of resolving bus access
contentions so that the GRTs of CDs in a GALS system can be improved.
Instead of the standard TDMA approach that equally divides the shared bus
bandwidth amongst all PEs connecting to the shared bus, the ASTDMA
approach assigns bandwidth of the shared bus to different PEs based on the
analysis of the bus access contention pattern. As a result, the access delays
spent in resolving shared resource access contentions are shortened. The
ASTDMA approach is tightly integrated with the DSE-based methodology
presented in Chapter 4, for finding the reduced GRTs of CDs in a GALS system
for the considered instances of the multi-core architecture, so that the mapping
and scheduling of each CD onto the multi-core architecture are also obtained
along with the ASTDMA bus schedule.



In Chapter 6, a novel approach for optimizing resource usage and shared
resource access efficiency is presented for CDs in a GALS system running on a
multi-core architecture. The proposed approach utilizes a novel bus arbitration
policy named weighted TDMA. In this approach, the number of slots assigned to
a PE, in a TDMA round, is weighted according to the maximum number of
memory accesses in the worst-case execution of each CD running on it, in order
to meet the WCRT requirements of all CDs, hence the name weighted TDMA.
This approach uses a two-stage Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation
that (a) maps and schedules CDs of a GALS system onto a customizable multicore architecture with a minimal number of PEs, and (b) produces the optimized
weighted TDMA bus schedule for efficiently resolving the shared bus access
contentions, which results in shortened WCRTs of CDs. The proposed approach
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does not require bus access contention pattern, which is unattainable due to
asynchronous execution of CDs mapped onto different PEs.

7.3 Future Work
In this section several directions for future work are discussed.

7.3.1 Data-flow Analysis for Java Data Computations
As introduced in Section 1.3.2, the current TACO framework preserves the
following information during the translation from Timed CDGRC to the UPPAAL
model: (a) the state encoding and decoding that capture tick transition semantics, and (b)
internal and output signal emission and testing. However, this method is unable to
handle valued signals dependent on Java data computations, which prevents the TACO
framework from generating tighter WCRT analysis results. One of the solutions is to
perform data-flow analysis for Java data computations in order to model the internal and
output signal assignments in the UPPAAL model.
Data-flow analysis is a technique of uncovering useful information from programs
before executing them. A static summary of the information representing the runtime
behaviour of a program is constructed during data-flow analysis. There are several wellknown paradigms of data-flow analysis [150]: (a) inference systems consisting of a set
of axioms along with inductive and compositional definitions constituting rules of
inference, (b) constraint resolution systems consisting of a constraint store and a logic
for solving constraints, (c) model checking that requires creating suitable abstractions of
programs as models and the desired properties are expressed in terms of Boolean
formulae, and (d) abstract interpretations that use abstraction functions to map the
concrete semantics values to abstract semantics, perform the computations on the
abstracted semantics and use concretization functions to map the abstract semantics
back to the concrete semantics. The precision of the data-flow analysis results depends
on the formulation of analysis in terms of the representation of information, rules of
summarization, and the algorithms used to compute the information.
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Among the aforementioned methods of data-flow analysis, the model checking is
more appropriate, as it has already been employed in the TACO framework. Therefore,
the data-flow analysis implemented using model checking can be seamlessly integrated
into the TACO framework to help produce more accurate timing analysis results.
One possible hurdle of integrating data-flow analysis into the TACO framework is
the runtime cost, as model checking is not scalable with increasing program size [106].
Consequently, we need to balance the scope of the analysis and the precision of the
timing analysis results.

7.3.2 Combining Weighted TDMA with Application-Specific
TDMA Bus Scheduling
Chapter 5 presents a novel bus arbitration policy named ASTDMA, which
efficiently assigns the bandwidth of the shared bus to each PE in the multi-core
architecture and results in reduced GRT for the CDs in the GALS system compared
with the standard TDMA bus scheduling approach. However, in ASTDMA bus
scheduling, the shared bus bandwidth is divided equally amongst all the PEs accessing
the bus during each Bus Access Regions (BARs), which could be a cause of inefficiency
if some PEs have far more shared bus access requests than the others within a BAR.
Inspired by the weighted TDMA bus arbitration policy introduced in Chapter 6, the bus
schedule obtained by the ASTDMA approach can be further improved by assigning the
number of slots in a TDMA round unequally to the PEs for each BAR, depending on
the number of shared memory access requests for each PE. The resulting approach
potentially leads to a shorter GRT for each CD in a GALS system.
The major difficulty of achieving this new method of bus scheduling is the
scalability of the algorithm. Similar to the weighted TDMA bus scheduling approach,
ILP-based approach can be used to determine the number of slots in a TDMA round to
assign to different PEs in a BAR. Because the number of BARs increases with the
growing number of data computations and PEs in the architecture, there will be a large
number of ILP formulations needing to be solved to obtain the final bus schedule. Due
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to the scalability issue of the ILP [106], the runtime overhead of this new bus
scheduling algorithm might be too large to be practical.

7.3.3 Exploiting Exact Bus Access Request Pattern to Generate
More Efficient Bus Schedule
The ASTDMA and weighted TDMA bus scheduling proposed respectively in
Chapters 5 and 6 both exploit the number of memory access requests in the worst-case
execution of each data computation in the program, in order to generate the customized
bus schedule. If the exact bus access request pattern of each PE can be determined at
compile time, an optimal bus schedule can be obtained which leads to the shortest
reaction time in the worst case for each CD.
In order to obtain the exact bus access request pattern, the mapping and scheduling
of the program running on the multi-core architecture need to be fixed, and then all the
possible execution paths need to be taken into account because each of them leads to a
different execution scenario. Considering all possible execution scenarios is crucial to
guarantee the safety of the timing analysis.

7.3.4 Improving the Multi-core Scheduling Algorithm Employed
in the DSE-based Static Timing Analysis
In Chapter 4, a DSE-based methodology is proposed, which employs a multi-core
scheduling algorithm to schedule the CDGRC, once a feasible mapping of the CDGRC
is generated by the evolutionary algorithm engine. The reaction time of the CD is
obtained when the multi-core schedule is generated. The current multi-core scheduler
employs a list-based scheduling algorithm, which brings polynomial time complexity at
the cost of the quality of the result in terms of reaction time.
The evolutionary algorithm employed to perform the DSE in the methodology can
also be used to generate the CDGRC schedule based on candidate mapping. The genetic
representation of a candidate solution, i.e., a genotype, needs to be redesigned to
incorporate the scheduling information. The SAT-decoding approach can be used to rule
out infeasible schedules according to the specified scheduling constraints. Due to the
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NP-hard nature of the scheduling problem [79], longer execution time is required
compared to the original methodology presented in Chapter 4. However, by utilizing the
evolutionary algorithm for multi-core scheduling in the DSE, the design space
consisting of different schedules can be explored efficiently, and hence tighter GRT
results can be expected.

7.3.5 Reducing Worst-case Response Times for GALS systems
with Mutually Dependent CDs
For a GALS System with mutually dependent CDs, i.e., CDs communicating with
each other by exchanging messages between reactions in different CDs, the generation
of output signals in response to the corresponding input events may depend on the
messages sent from reactions of other CDs. In this case, the WCRT value does not
necessarily guarantee the response time bounds of GALS programs. A response time in
a GALS system is defined as the time taken for the system to run one or more CDs’
ticks in order to generate the desired output events in response to the corresponding
input events [152].
A static timing analysis technique for guaranteeing response times through
scheduling GALS programs has been proposed in [152]. However, no attempt has been
made for reducing the worst-case response time for a GALS system running on multicore architectures with shared resources. The worst-case response time of a GALS
system could be shortened by using more efficient shared resource accessing schemes.
Therefore, the optimization techniques proposed in Chapters 5 and 6 could be extended
to achieve this goal. Moreover, the design space covering mapping and scheduling of
the GALS system should be explored to find solutions with the shortest guaranteed
response times for each multi-core architecture instance. This could be achievable by
extending the DSE-based methodology presented in Chapter 4.
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A
Multi-core Scheduling Algorithm
The complete version of the multi-core scheduling algorithm in Listing 4-1, which
is employed in the methodology presented in Chapter 4, is given below.
Multi-core Scheduling Algorithm
〉, where is the set of PEs (ReCOP and JOPs) in the architecture instance,
Input: A tuple 〈
is the set of CDGRC nodes (control and data nodes), is the set of directed edges between the nodes
representing the dependencies and
is the set of mappings of CDGRC nodes to the architecture instance.
〉, where is the schedule of CDGRC nodes, represented by a scheduled pool, and
Output: A tuple 〈
is the calculated reaction time.
01: Procedure SCHEDULE(
)
02: Schedule
schedule object initialization
03:
04: for each
do
05:
{ |
}
all nodes mapped to
06:
07: end for
08:
invoke procedure LIST
09: return ( {
|
}
)
return CDGRC schedule and RT
10: end Procedure
11: Procedure LIST(
)
12: repeat
13: for each
do
14:
for each
15:
if
is ready then

Step 1: update ready pool
do
all nodes that connect to
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through a path in

have been scheduled
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16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

Appendix A

end if
end for
end for
for each
do
break if
getNextNode(
)
if
is available for the time interval [
is the WCET of
s.
[
,

Step 2: schedule nodes from
get from FIFO for ReCOP or priority queue for JOP
] then
on
;
is the communication time for executing
{ }
]
update start and end time for

24:
25:
26:
27:
if is a branching node then
Step 2A: schedule conditional branches created by
28:
initialize an temporary set of schedule objects for conditional branches
29:
getDirectSuccessors( )
obtain the nodes directly connected to
30:
for each
do
31:
duplicate( )
duplicate the schedule object s for each branch of
32:
for each
do
33:
if
is control processor then
schedule only control nodes of the branch
34:
getBranchNodes( )
35:
else
schedule the nodes belonging to the same branch as
36:
getBranchNodes(
{ })
37:
end if
38:
39:
end for
40:
LIST (
)
call procedure LIST recursively
41:
end for
42:
for each
do
Step 2B: merge schedules of conditional branches
43:
{
|
}
44:
45:
46:
end for
47:
end if
48:
end if
49: end for
50:
advance the scheduled time according to the scheduled nodes
51: until
52: return
return schedule object
53: end Procedure

